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Abstract
"Mapping is a way of visualizing parts of the world and maps are largely
diagrammatic and two dimensional. There is usually a one-to-one correspondence
between places in the world and places on the map, but while there are limitless
aspects to the world, the cartographer can only select a few to map"
Daniel Dorling, 1996
Map generalization is the process by which small scale maps are derived from
large scale maps. This requires the application of operations such as
simplification, selection, displacement and amalgamation to map features
subsequent to scale reduction. The work is concerned with the problem of
effective rendering of large scale datasets on small display devices by developing
appropriate map generalization techniques for generating schematic maps. With
the advent of high-end miniature technology and large scale digital geographic
data products it is essential to devise proper methodologies and techniques for the
automated generation of schematic maps specifically tailored for mobile GIS
applications. Schematic maps are diagrammatic representation based on linear
abstractions of networks. Transportation networks are the key candidates for
applying schematization to help ease the interpretation of information by the
process of cartographic abstraction. This study looks at how simulated annealing
optimisation technique can be successfully applied for automated generation of
schematic maps from large scale digital geographic datasets tailored specifically
for mobile GIS applications. The software developed makes use of a simulated
annealing based schematic map generator algorithm to generate route maps from
OSCAR® dataset corresponding to a series of user defined start and end points.
The generated schematic route maps are displayed and tested on mobile handheld
devices shows promising results for mobile GIS applications. This work
concentrates on the automatic generation of schematic maps, which, in the context
of mobile mapping, are seen as being a particularly useful means of displaying
routes for way finding type and utility network applications.
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
Geographical Information Systems (GIS) provide mapmakers with many tools
and techniques that are useful in accomplishing their traditional goal of map
production. The reprocessing tools of GIS can be an extremely powerful
mechanism for allowing the cartographer to derive new representations of
geography from existing information. Such tools can be used to simplify or
generalize information, as well as for the visual presentation of maps (Morehouse,
1995).
Map generalization is required when there is a need to represent geographic
information that is captured at large scale in a derived form at a smaller scale
(Buttenfield and McMaster, 1989). The potential applications, and hence
importance, of automated map generalization has increased tremendously with the
advent of digital geographic datasets. Much work has been carried out in recent
years, and considerable progress has been made. This is evidenced by the many
academic papers published on the subject (e.g. Weibel, 1995; Weibel and Jones,
1998; Jones and Ware, 2005), the various working groups that have been set up
(e.g. ICA Commission on Generalisation and Multiple Representation) and the
increasingly advanced and useful generalization functionality now being found in
commercial GIS software. However, many tasks associated with map
generalization have proven difficult to automate and many research challenges
remain.

1.2 Aims and objectives of research
The main aim of the project is to design, implement and evaluate algorithms and
procedures for the automated production of schematic maps. The research is
carried out in the context of mobile GIS application development.
The main research question addressed is the extent to which multi-criteria
optimization techniques based on iterative improvement, and in particular the
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simulated annealing method, can be successfully used to automate the process of
schematization of digital network datasets for application in mobile GIS.
The research objectives are summarised as follows:
- To assess the suitability of schematic maps as a means of displaying
network data in mobile GIS applications;
- To design, implement and evaluate algorithms (and software) to assist in
automated cartographic network schematization.
The research makes use primarily of Ordnance Survey (OS) large scale data in the
form of its OS MasterMap and OSCAR products.

1.3 Outline of the thesis
The thesis is arranged as follows:
- Chapter 1 provides background and rationale for the research by providing
a brief overview of the basic concepts and operators of map generalization,
together with a description of the large scale digital geographic datasets
used for the study;
- Chapter 2 gives a literature review of automated generalization research,
highlighting the importance of line simplification and optimisation
techniques. In particular, previous work carried out at the University of
Glamorgan in the areas of optimization techniques and map generalisation
is discussed. It introduces the subject of schematic maps, and categorizes
and explains the key process involved in producing schematic maps. The
chapter also discusses issues relating to the use of large scale geographic
data in mobile GIS applications;
- Chapter 3 presents details of this project's approach to automated
schematic production. It includes a description and explanation of a novel
simulated annealing-based algorithm;
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- Chapter 4 provided extensive evaluation of the algorithm presented in the
previous chapter in the form of experimental results and comment;
- Chapter 5 extends the ideas presented in chapters 3 and 4 by introducing
the concept, and providing an algorithm for, producing time-based
schematic maps. Again, experimental results and comment are supplied;
- Chapter 6 provides an in-depth look at utilities mapping, and in particular
water pipeline network mapping. It considers how mobile GIS in general
and schematic maps in particular may be of benefit. Automatically
produced schematic pipeline networks are presented and evaluated;
- Chapter 7 concludes the thesis with an overview of the results and an
examination of the contribution of the research. Potential for future work
is also included.

1.4 Map generalisation
Maps can be treated as graphical representations of spatial structure (i.e. they
show the locations of objects in a geographic space and the attributes to which
they are linked). Mapping can be viewed as an abstraction process by which real
world objects are measured and then subjected to both simplification and
reduction, and then stored on a medium. This leads to the important concepts of
scale, classification, symbolization and generalization in cartography (Robinson et
al., 1995).
Map scale can be defined as the ratio between the size of features on a map and
the size of the corresponding features in the world. Real world objects are
represented on a map at a reduced scale. A reduction in scale allows a larger view
of data to be displayed on the same size media. It is the most significant factor in
determining the amount of generalisation required and the methods to be
employed. The choice of scale is largely dependent on the purpose of the map. For
example, maps for utilities, engineering purposes and land ownership are
produced at large scales ranging from 1:1000 to 1:5000. Large scale maps provide
detailed depiction of an area whereas small scale maps are intended for displaying
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the geography of large areas (usually scales smaller than 1: 100000). The contents
of small scale maps are less detailed and include only major features and the
general topography.
The process of simplifying the form or shape of map features, usually carried out
when the map is changed from a large scale to a small scale, is referred to as
generalisation. Map generalisation is a process of extracting the important and
relevant spatial information from reality. It is essential when the content of the
map to be displayed exceeds the capability of graphic representation. Monmonier
(1996) makes the point that reality is three-dimensional, is detail rich and is far
too factual to allow a complete yet uncluttered two-dimensional graphic scale
model. He goes on to suggest that a good map must suppress truth in order for the
user to see what needs to be seen. The leads to the conclusion that the value of a
map depends on how well its generalised geometry and generalised content reflect
a particular aspect of reality.
Some of map generalisation's key points can be summarised as follows (Balodis,
1988):
- Generalisation is an inherent characteristic of all geographic data;
- All maps, whether digital or analogue, are generalised representations of
reality;
- Generalisation denotes a process by which the presence of phenomena or
events in a reference space are essentially reduced and or modified in
terms of their size, shape and numbers within the map space;
- Generalisation helps create cartographic representations for multiple
purposes and multiple scales.
The benefits that come from generalisation include:
- Improved display quality of a map at scales smaller than its source scale;
- An ability to analysis data at different degrees of detail;
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- A reduction in data storage requirements.
The undesirable qualities of generalization is the unintended transformations of
the data (such as changes in measured lengths and areas) that can affect
subsequent statistical or geometrical calculations.
Figure 1.1 shows how map generalisation might be applied when there is change
from larger to smaller scale. The process involves the use of generalisation
operations such as simplification, selection, displacement and amalgamation of
features (Ware and Jones, 1998).

Figure 1.1: Example of generalisation brought about by a change in scale. Data
sets shown are OS Mastermap (large scale) and OS 1:50,000 raster for the St.
David's area, West Wales.
Generalization is a complex process in cartography involving considerable
decision making. As a result there has not been much success in attempts to fully
automate the process, though partly automated systems have been developed. In
the foreseeable future the process will be a semi-automated collaboration between
cartographer and machine (GIS Files, OS 2004).
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The desire for automated means of generalizing digital spatial data is increasing as
more and more data is being made available in digital format. The main problem
that needs to be addressed in generalisation is how to resolve the conflict between
different map features when they are displayed at smaller scales. As there is not
enough space to display all of the information in an uncluttered manner, methods
to typify the data in an intelligent, consistent and coherent way at smaller scales
need to be developed. In a GIS environment, the need for automated means of
generalization is important for a number of reasons:
- It will minimise data storage requirements (ideally there will be a single
large scale data source from which all other scales are generated as and
when required);
- A single data source will make data consistency much simpler to achieve;
- Using generalized data (where appropriate) can lead to faster data
processing;
- Automated generalization will bring greater flexibility (i.e. users not
restricted to fixed number of scales).

1.5 Large scale digital geographic datasets - OS MasterMap and
OSCAR
OS MasterMap of Ordnance Survey (OS) UK has been developed in response to
an increased demand for information referenced to location. The uptake in the use
of GIS, the Internet and the increased awareness of the benefits of applied spatial
information has all been responsible for this development. OS MasterMap is
expected to offer advantages both to its users and to OS
OS MasterMap has a better structure for data than its predecessor, Land-Line,
with better detail about features in the form of metadata referenced to map
features. OS sees MasterMap as the database for many new map products and not
just as a Land-Line replacement. The increase in the number of spatial data
providers has also prompted OS to re-evaluate its product line. The aim of OS
MasterMap is to provide a seamless database of features across the UK at 1:1250
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and 1:2500 scales. OS MasterMap encompasses new ways of managing and
providing large-scale digital data to customers. OS MasterMap introduces
significant changes that affect the way large-scale base mapping data is provided,
stored, used, updated and priced. In particular, OS MasterMap is provided in
Geography Markup Language v2.0 format (GML2), an Open Geospatial
Consortium standard for data distribution (OS, 2005).
The summary of the key benefits and advantages of OS MasterMap has to offer
are listed as follows:
- It is made up of uniquely identified real-world features created as points,
lines or polygons;
- Each feature has a unique topographic identifier, or TOID;
- It can be supplied topologically structured. Data comes in seamless,
irregular shapes;
- Related data can be selected for supply as themes based on real-world
association;
- Users will be able to get hold of data updates via the web.
OSCAR® (Ordnance Survey Centre Alignment of Roads) data is derived from the
continually revised OS Roads database and provides digital representation of the
UK road network. The features are classified into motorways, A roads, B roads,
minor roads, pedestrianised roads and private roads. Each road is classified using
a feature code with unique identifiers (OS, 2005).

1.6 Mobile GIS
Mobile GIS refers to the use of geographic data in the field on mobile devices
such as networked Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). The main components for
mobile GIS are a global positioning system (GPS), a handheld computer (e.g. a
PDA) and a communication network, with GIS acting as the backbone. (Figure
1.2)
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Figure 1.2: The basic components for Mobile GIS.

Figure 1.3: Example mobile GIS applications on PDAs - Toshiba e740E (Left)
and TDS Recon (Right).
PDAs are small handheld computers, often without a keyboard. The user interacts
with the device using function keys and a stylus. The type and functionality in the
function keys varies with vendor but usually there will be some keys to navigate
on the screen (Figure 1.3). Notebook computers, as shown in Figure 1.4 can be
used for mobile GIS applications, though their larger size is a limitation for its
mobility.
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Figure 1.4: OS MasterMap displayed on a Panasonic CF-18 Notebook.

1.7 Schematic maps
A schematic map is a diagrammatic representation based on linear abstractions of
networks. Typically transportation networks are the key candidates for applying
schematization to help ease the interpretation of information by the process of
cartographic abstraction. Schematic maps are built-up from sketches that usually
have close resemblance to verbal descriptions about spatial features (Avelar,
2002).
The best example of a modern day schematic map is the London Tube map
designed by Harry C Beck in 1931 (Figure 1.5). An electrical engineer, he based
his design on a circuit diagram and used a schematic layout. The map locally
distorted the scale and shape of the tube route but preserved the overall topology
of the tube network (LTM, 2005).
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Figure 1.5: The realistic and schematic tube maps of London (Image Courtesy:
London Transport Museum, 2005).
It took two years of persistent efforts by Beck before the Underground Publicity
Department of London Tube network accepted the first publication. Their fear
was that the total abandonment of geographical accuracy of the map would render
it incomprehensible to the majority of underground travellers. But the public
appreciated the helpful character of the schematized routes and since then its
usability grew. The only surface feature included in Beck's Tube map is the
stylized representation of the river Thames. The diagram reflected this in this
unemphatic display of the central area, where no single feature was dominant.
Also the central area was enlarged in relation to the outlying regions for
purposeful and skilful distortion. The diagram has changed very little since 1959,
the year of Beck's last design. The longevity of Beck's diagram is a testament to
its utility and aesthetic appeal, but the diagram is not without criticisms. The
critics point out that the diagram sacrificed too much geographical resemblance in
the cause of clarity; and it presents an oversimplified view of not only the network
but of London itself. However, neither of these criticisms can diminish its shining
example (Garland, 1994). Beck's method has since been adapted and used in
different forms in transportation systems around the world.
A cartogram is a map in which the size of each entity is proportional to some
value associated with the entity. In linear cartograms, networks are displayed in
such a way that the length of a connection is related to some characteristic of the
connection. In ordinary maps, this length is correlated to the length of the
connection in the real world. For example transport planners may be interested in
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showing the travel time for each segment, or the amount of traffic on each
connection (Cabello, 2002). In this research linear cartograms can be
automatically generated by applying weightings corresponding to travel time (for
example) to demonstrate potential use of automated schematic software
developed.

1.7.1 Examples of schematic maps
The basic principles of the London tube map have been applied in the design of
schematic maps for the transportation systems of many other cities. The process
of schematic map generation has evolved over the last 60 years. Figures 1.6 to
1.10 provides some examples. The Spider Map shown in Figure 1.10 is different
to the others in that it represents bus routes (as opposed to tube/metro/subway
lines). This Spider Map, which covers an area in West London, is taken from the
Transport for London website; this website maintains many hundreds of similar
maps covering Greater London.

1939

2005

Figure 1.6: Schematic maps of New York in 1939 and 2005.
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Figure 1.7: Tokyo Subway Map.
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Figure 1.8: Moscow Metro Map.
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Figure 1.9: Madrid Metro Map.

Figure 1.10: Spider Map, London.
Avelar, 2002 has given different examples of schematic type maps based on the
classification of Morrison (1996):
- Classic style: This is the style in which one line is used to represent all the
services of each transport mode on the street, and the routes of individual
services are indicated only by writing the service numbers outside these
lines. Morrison wanted to call it British style, but, by virtue of the current
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existence of other different styles in Britain, the 'classic' designation was
preferred. It is mostly found in British, Italian and Portuguese towns;
- French style: Identifies every service of each transport mode by a different
colour. The service numbers appear in general at the two termini. This is
the only style used in France, and it is also used in most cities of
Switzerland, Belgium, and in some towns of Italy like Venice;
- Scandinavian style: It is the same as the classic style, but applied to several
subsections of the transport network separately. The subdivisions are
chosen such that usually only two or three different lines appear in one
street. Each line uses a different colour. The style is used in larger cities of
Scandinavia, in Germany, Austria and some cities of Spain;
- Dutch style: Similar to classic style, but with a different symbology for
each transport mode. Often trams are represented by a double line and
railways are represented by the traditional cartographic symbol of double
line with a broken filling. This style is mostly used in the Netherlands.

1.7.2 Justification for use of schematic maps
Perhaps the best justification for choosing to adopt a schematic map in a particular
application is their current popularity and widespread use in many domains.
Psychological studies have been performed to study human reactions to schematic
maps and show that given the choice between written descriptions of networks,
planimetrically accurate maps of those networks, and schematic map
representations, humans grasp networks and are able to solve problems involving
those networks faster and more accurately using the schematic maps (Bartram,
1980; Agarwala and Stole, 2001). Considering transport modes, it has also been
observed that schematic maps can be more appropriate for representing some
transport modes than others (Morrison, 1996). In the case of underground maps,
there is a special tolerance for, and acceptance of, geographical inaccuracy to
represent routes, but the structure of the route network has to be essentially the
same as the structure of the real route directions (Tversky and Lee, 1999).
Schematic maps can be preferable when they correspond to the traveller's
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perception of the routes as straight lines and hence the order of their acceptability
is: underground railways; surface railways; trams and light rails; and, buses.
There does not appear to have been a similar assessment of the suitability of
schematic maps for pedestrian way finding applications; the assumption in this
thesis is that they are of potential benefit.

1.8 Summary
When creating a map using traditional manual techniques, a cartographer aims to
achieve a balance between the amount of real-world information required to make
the map useful and avoiding confusion for the user. This is a time consuming and
expensive process. GIS has led to the realisation that the efficiency of the
cartographer could be increased through the automation of some of the more time
consuming techniques such as line and polygon simplification. Current GIS
software contains tools that allow basic generalisation to be performed. Although
these algorithms go some way to help in the automated production of smallerscale maps, there is lot of work to be done to achieve full scale automation of this.
The challenge of replacing an experienced cartographer with a computer that can
make the same decisions to produce a map is significant. Map schematization can
be regarded as a specific type of map generalization that is concerned mainly with
the simplified representation of line data. Schematic maps are considered in this
thesis as being particularly suited to assisting in mobile GIS applications that in
some way involve wayfinding. Such schematics will of necessity be dynamic in
nature in order to deal with ad-hoc and on-the-fly user requests. This creates a
requirement for automated techniques for generating schematic maps for large
scale source data. Web sites that need to maintain many hundreds of only semipermanent schematics (such as the Spider Map bus routes provided by Transport
for London) would also benefit from automated solutions.
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Chapter 2 Literature Review
2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides a review of the literature thought relevant to meeting the
main objective of the project, which is the automated production of schematic
maps. It begins with a summary of the advances made in automated map
generalization in recent years. As well as detailing the main generalization
operators (and the attempts made at automating them), particular attention is given
to line generalization (a specific operator) and process control (the techniques
used to automatically control and apply operators). Considerable space is given
over to describing a simulated annealing approach to graphic conflict detection;
this work was carried out at Glamorgan and is thought to be highly relevant.
Previous work on algorithms and software for schematic map production is also
reviewed and assessed.

2.2 Automated map generalisation
The task of map generalisation, traditionally the domain of cartographers, is one
of selecting and adjusting the symbols on a map to suit the purpose of the map and
the scale of the required output (Robinson el al 1995). The now widespread use of
GIS, with their integral capacity for producing maps, has introduced a
requirement to include a facility for map generalisation within these systems.
Interest in automated map generalisation has significantly increased over the past
decade. For further reading on the subject the reader is directed to collections of
papers dedicated to map generalisation (Buttenfield & McMaster, 1989; Muller et
al, 1995; Weibel, 1995; Weibel & Jones, 1998; Jones and Ware, 2005).
Automation of the individual operators required to perform generalisation has
been the focus of much of the work to date. In summary these operators carry out
tasks that include the following (Shea and McMaster, 1989):
-

Simplification. Involves selection of a subset of the original coordinate
pairs. The key objective of the simplification process is to reduce the
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amount of information to portray it legibly at the chosen reduced scale.
Line simplification algorithms are good examples of this process;

Figure 2.1: Example of simplification.
Smoothing. Refers to relocating coordinate pairs in order to plane away
any small perturbations. Various smoothing procedures are applied to
reduce the angularity of the source lines to fit curves which approximate
the caricature of the source line;

Figure 2.2: Example of smoothing.
Elimination. The removal of of less important features based on given
criteria, retaining the more important features;

Figure 2.3: Example of elimination.
Amalgamation. This process joins distinct features into a larger
representative objects. It is usually applied to a set of adjacent objects of
the same class. For example a group of adjacent buildings may be joined
as a single building;
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neon
Figure 2.4: Example of amalgamation.
Collapse. Refers to the loss of dimension by the feature during the
reduction in scale process. Examples are changes from area features to line
features and point features during scale reduction;

Figure 2.5: Example of collapse.
Typification. Similar to refinement, but uses a representative pattern of
features or symbols and is used in cases where there is a complex pattern
consisting of individual features that need to be processed to retain the
essence of the pattern on the smaller scale map;

Finn

^^^^ ••«•«• __^^
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Figure 2.6: Example of typification.
Exaggeration. Amplifies the shape or size of features to meet the specific
requirements of a map. This is done when the mapmaker needs to
deliberately highlight important features like roads on a scale reduced
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map. The width of the roads is in that case exaggerated compared to their
real world width to highlight their importance;

Figure 2.7: Example of exaggeration.
- Displacement. Shifts the position of features to gain clarity.

Figure 2.8: Example of displacement.
Automation of some of the individual generalisation operators can be found in
commercial GIS systems such as ESRI's ArcGIS, Intergraph's Map Generalizer
and Laser-Scan's Clarity. Use of the operators however still requires manual
process control that involves the user in deciding which operators to apply, in
which order, and how they should be applied in terms of relevant distance
tolerances and other control parameters.

2.3 Line simplification
In general, up to 80% of the information on a digital map consists of lines, giving
rise to the extensive list of generalisation operators that exist - including simplify,
smooth, displace, merge, enhance and omit (Hunter, 1998). Hence a lot of the
previous work in automated generalization is focussed on line simplification. The
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basic principle of Line Simplification Algorithms in general is to reduce the
number of segments used to represent linear features keeping in mind that the new
lines generated must be similar to the original. Usually this is achieved by
removing redundant coordinate information from line features while keeping the
visual characteristics of the line.
Line simplification is one of the most important areas in map generalization and a
complex task. No generalization occurs in isolation; any generalization of one line
may be encumbered by its neighbours (Monmonier, 1996). McMaster 1989
summarises the issues to consider when simplifying map data. These are:
- Reducing plotting time;
- Reducing storage space;
- Coping with the graphic resolution of the plotting device;
- Facilitating vector to raster conversion;
- Facilitating the vector processing of the data.
Line simplification in simple terms is the reduction in the detail of a line while at
the same time maintaining its characteristics. The degree of simplification will be
reflected in the amount of detail removed and hence the scale suitability of the
representation. Point selection is a key technique adopted in automated line
simplification. According to his review on line generalization algorithms,
McMaster (1989) reports that point selection algorithms can be broadly classified
into two groups, namely, global and local. Global point selection algorithms act
upon the entire line as a single entity whereas local algorithms examine subsets of
points in turn. Tobler (1964) gives a simple local line simplification algorithm
known as nth point algorithm that involves the selection of every n* point from the
source line. The value of n can be adjusted to suit a specific scale. It has the
advantage to being easy to implement but it is widely recognised as not being
cartographically correct. One good example of the global approach is the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm, which retains the shape information of a line as the
number of points describing it is reduced.
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Wang and Muller (1998) point out that most existing line generalization solutions
are based on geometric processing without previous shape analysis. They present
a line generalization method based on shape analysis using information on the
shape of bends along a line and their relationships to select appropriate
generalization operations.

2.3.1 The Douglas-Peucker algorithm
Douglas-Peucker algorithm (1973) is one of the most widely used line
simplification algorithms. The algorithm begins by taking the first and last points
of the line entity (Figure 2.9(a)) and joining them by a straight line segment
(Figure 2.9(b)). All intermediate points are then searched to find the most distant
from this line segment (Figure 2.9(c)). If this distance is less than or equal to a
pre-defined weed tolerance value, the line can be represented by the first and last
points. If however the distance exceeds the weed tolerance value, the line is split
in two about the most distant point and two new line segments are formed (Figure
2.9(d)). One line segment will be defined by the first point and the most distant
point, the other by the most distant point and the last point. The two line segments
are now considered in turn and dealt with in the same way as the original straight
line. The procedure is repeated recursively until no line segment has intermediate
points lying further away than the tolerance distance (Figures 2.9(e) to 2.9(g)).
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Figure 2.9: The Douglas-Peucker algorithm applied to a line, (a) Original line, (b)
select first and last point, (c) Point 5 is most distant, (d) Distance of point 5 from
line segment (1,7) exceeds weed tolerance value and therefore selected for
inclusion, (e) to (g) Repeat. Recursively, for line segments (1,5) and (5, 7).

2.4 Automation of other operators
DeLucia and Black (1987) propose a number of triangulation-based area
amalgamation procedures for both man-made and naturally occurring features.
These ideas are taken up and advanced in Jones et al (1995). Regnauld (2001)
presents ideas relating to building typification that includes deletion and
aggregation of features. Ai and van Oosterom (2002) make use of a triangulated
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data structure to assist in calculating displacement vectors which are applied to
certain features prior to amalgamation. A raster-based aggregation method has
been presented by Su et al (1997) and it appears to work well (this, or something
similar, forms the basis of ESRI's AreaAggregate function).
Some interesting work has been carried out in the area of building typification.
Sester (2003) and Moulin (2003) both present methods that make use of Kohonen
Self Organizing Maps, while Regnauld (1996) presents a technique based on
Minimum Spanning Trees. Mackaness (1995) appears to have made good
progress by use of alpha analysis for classifying urban road networks
hierarchically, providing a means for removing roads at smaller scale while still
conveying essential characteristics of the network.
Map features can be enlarged by applying a simple scaling to each of its vertices.
The technique of Jones et al (1995) improves on this by removing the need for a
fixed anchor point, and by also providing an automatic conflict check. Creating a
caricature of a map feature is more difficult. Sester (2003) claims that her
technique achieves something similar; however, very little detail is provided. The
main problem is locating the specific parts of a feature deemed important enough
to warrant exaggeration.
Pattern and context analysis techniques have been developed for use as part of
other algorithms. Mackaness presents many useful ideas on how to cluster
features for the purpose of map generalisation (Mackaness 1994, Ormsby and
Mackaness 1999, Mackaness and Mackechnie 1999). For polygonal objects, and
buildings in particular, techniques based on the use of Minimum Spanning Trees
appear to work well (e.g. Regnauld 1996, Bader and Weibel 1997). Triangulating
between features has been used as a means of digitally representing the white
space on a map, and these triangles prove useful in calculating the space
intervening between map features (e.g. Jones et al 1995, Ai and van Oosterom
2002).
A great deal of recent work has concerned the development of techniques for
resolving conflict by displacement of map features. This is particularly significant
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for the work presented in this thesis since the schematization process is, as will be
seen later in this chapter, essentially a displacement problem. Early work by
Lichtner (1979) considered the displacement of features in order to accommodate
the symbolisation of a linear feature. Features within a certain distance of the
symbolised line are displaced so that the relative mutual location of the feature is
maintained. The direction of displacement is at right angles to the axis of linear
feature. The magnitude of displacement of a particular feature decreases linearly
from a maximum distance (for nearest features) to zero (for features furthest
away). In the results presented in the paper, the displacement operator is used
alongside several other operators, so its usefulness is difficult to judge. Nickerson
(1988) describes a Fortran 77 implementation (called MAPEX) that achieves
conflict resolution in three stages: (i) feature elimination using English-like rules
to specify which map features are to be eliminated at the reduced scale; (ii)
simplification of linear map features in form of polyline simplification and river
bank combination; (iii) interference detection and resolution (by displacement
propagation). This paper includes an excellent introduction to the topic of
automated generalisation. It contains some very interesting ideas, such as a
suggested order of application of generalisation operators. Ware and Jones (1998)
make use of simulated annealing to guide polygon displacement in an effort to
maintain minimum clearances between buildings and roads subsequent to scale
reduction (that might include thickening of roads). Several other papers address
the same problem. H0jolt (2000) presents a finite element based solution for
performing polygon displacement and line deformation to maintain minimum
clearances between buildings and roads. Results show the technique to be
successful in reducing conflict, but no timings given (so difficult to assess the
viability of the approach). Ai and van Oosterom (2002) make use of Delaunay
triangulation based field analysis to displace polygons in order to maintain
minimum clearances and also to move certain conflicting polygons towards each
other as a precursor to aggregation. Harrie (2000) adopts an iterative least squares
adjustment approach to feature displacement. His method, referred to as the
constraint method, is based on five displacement behaviour types that specify the
allowable moves and distortions of objects in the displacement process. The main
function is concerned with deriving a compromise between a set of conflicting
constraint (e.g. objects should move as little as possible, no spatial conflicts are
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allowed), which are described in analytical form. Sester (2003) also uses iterative
least squares adjustment, providing a mechanism for displacement of buildings, or
displacement of roads, or combinations of both (the variation being achieved by
altering input parameters). The technique also makes it possible to push buildings
onto roads (in effect amalgamate). The paper also demonstrates how the method
can be used to resolve classical river/road/railroad conflict problems by
displacement, and how it can be applied to point, line and polygon feature types in
combination. Ruas (1998) presents a technique called reactive displacement, that
involves the shifting of polygons to maintain minimum clearances between
buildings and roads (and also between buildings). The method includes an initial
density analysis stage to check whether displacement is appropriate, and also
attempts to maintain alignment between features.
In the method of Lonergan and Jones (2001) map quality is measured in terms of
minimum distance violations, and polygon displacement achieved by calculating
displacement vectors in an iterative fashion. Li et al (2002) carry out polygon
displacement using a two-level agent-based architecture. At the top-level, a socalled house keeping agent takes overall control and monitors the overall
condition of the map. At a lower level, each map feature has a map agent that:
checks the environment (neighbours, conflict); sends requests to other objects
(e.g. move away); and finds appropriate solutions by deciding on which request to
send and whether or not to move itself. Bader and Weibel (2003) present an
optimisation approach in which a truss structure is used to encapsulate important
spatial relations between the polygons. This truss can be thought of as being made
up of elastic beams, modelled as finite elements, connecting polygon centroids.
The truss is constructed using a Minimum Spanning Tree. Minimum clearance
violations give rise to forces being exerted at truss nodes; the stiffness of a
particular truss rod is related to the strength of relationship between the two
buildings it connects. The algorithm works so as to deform the truss iteratively,
applying the principle of energy minimisation, hence resolving conflict while
striving to maintain important relationships. Mackaness (1994) details a feature
displacement algorithm that, in theory, can be applied to point, line and polygon
feature types. Conflict is identified initially using point cluster analysis, and this is
followed by displacement of points using Modified Proportional Radial
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Displacement. Li and Su (1996) offer a raster solution to the displacement
problem in the form of a number of basic raster morphological operators for
translation and modification of map features.

2.5 Process control
Assuming that some, or all, of the basic map generalisation functions are
available, there remains the difficult problem of deciding how best to apply them
to a specific generalisation request. The problem is difficult because an effective
map is one in which care has been taken to address the interactions between all
map symbols, rather than treating them in isolation. These interactions may give
rise to obvious graphic conflicts of proximity and overlap. They may also
determine whether important messages, regarding the structure and form of the
mapped features, are effectively communicated. The latter interaction could be
expressed for example in the alignment of buildings, clustering of woods and
lakes, and parallelism between neighbouring rivers and roads. It may be that the
problems of graphic conflict can be addressed by a combination of possible
actions such as deletion, displacement, aggregation and simplification, combined
with appropriate techniques for evaluating the quality of the result. However, a
problem with application of individual operators is that each time one of them is
applied it may have an effect on a map symbol that was not previously in conflict,
resulting in propagation of conflict within the map space. Thus an important
aspect of process control is the need for effective strategies for conflict resolution
in combination with appropriate quality evaluation.
With this in mind, reference is made to the work of Ruas and Plazanet (1996),
who present the idea of a Global Master Plan (GMP) as a means of guiding the
map generalisation process. The GMP is an ordered list of the actions required for
generalisation. The plan is defined according to database specifications,
knowledge of the logical ordering of actions and an initial understanding of the
data being generalised. Bundy (1996) suggests something similar to the GMP,
referring to what he calls an internal agenda. This agenda is a broad description
of the processes of generalisation, defining the sequence in which generalisation
operators are to be applied.
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Some authors suggest controlling the generalisation process by use of rule-bases
(e.g. Shea 1991). A problem with adopting a rule-based approach is that some
situations will require strategies that are very difficult to represent as an if-thenelse rule. This is because some courses of action cannot be entirely predetermined
in that they depend upon the interaction between multiple map features.
A number of constraint-based methods have been proposed recently as a means of
resolving complex conflict situations; these methods may be viewed as either an
alternative or supplement to rule-based approaches. Harrie and Sarjakoski (2002)
present one such method that represents the problem of line displacement,
simplification, smoothing and exaggeration as a set of linear constraints that are
solved by least squares. Ware et al (2003) describe a technique for resolving
conflict between multiple map features using a combination of displacement,
reduction, enlargement and deletion operators; this work is detailed later in this
chapter.
The AGENT project (e.g. Lamy et al, 2000; Haire & Hardy, 2001) makes use of
intelligent software agents as a means of performing generalisation. In this
approach, individual map features are represented as active agents, each having its
own set of constraints that describe the way in which the feature should appear
subsequent to generalisation. In addition, an agent has the ability to measure the
extent to which its constraints are met, and to suggest and try a range of conflict
resolution strategies until an optimal solution is found. Low level agents (e.g.
buildings and road sections), are themselves under the control of higher level
agents that control larger scale compound features (e.g. road networks and towns).

2.6 Iterative improvement algorithms
Iterative improvement algorithms are used widely for solving large optimisation
problems. A well known cartographic example of an optimisation problem is the
point-label placement problem. The most common solution to this problem is to
make use of trial positions, in which each point-label is assigned a fixed number
of alternative positions in-and-around its point. If there are 'n' point features and
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each is assigned 'k' label trail positions, then there are a total of kn alternative map
labellings available; the assumption is that some of the labellings provide better
solutions with less graphic conflict than others (Figure 2.10). Generating and
evaluating all realizations is not practical even for relatively small values of n and
k. Christensen et al (1995) suggest the use of iterative improvement algorithms,
including discrete gradient descent and simulated annealing, as a means of
limiting the number of realizations examined.
Ware and Jones (1998) adapt this trial position technique for automated building
object displacement for the purpose of graphic conflict resolution between the
building objects and road features (the conflict arising due to road symbolization
that is often required subsequent to scale reduction). In their work, each of n
building objects is assigned k trial positions, giving rise to k" alternative maps;
some of these maps will contain less graphic conflict than others. In order to find
a good map, Ware and Jones make use of two algorithms, namely, discrete
gradient descent and simulated annealing.
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Figure 2.10: Default labelling (top) gives rise to graphic conflict. Assigning trial
positions to each label can lead to a configuration in which there is no graphic
conflict (bottom).

2.6.1 Discrete gradient descent
Figure 2.11 outlines the simple gradient descent implementation. The algorithm
accepts an initial map configuration Djnitjai, which is immediately designated as
being the current solution Dcurrent- Next, the lowest cost successor Dnew to Dcurrent is
found. A particular successor to Dcurrent is found by moving a single object to an
alternative trial position; the lowest cost successor can be found by generating and
evaluating all possible successors (of which there are n(k-l)). If Dnew represents
an improvement (in terms of cost) on Dcurrent, then Dnew becomes Dcurrent and the
next lowest cost successor is generated. This process is repeated until a Dnew is
generated that offers no improvement; at this stage the algorithm terminates, with
being returned as the solution. The algorithm is quite straightforward, but
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is not guaranteed to find an optimal solution since it is possible to arrive at a nonoptimal current state from which no lower cost state can be reached. This occurs
when the search descends into a local minimum, from which any single
displacement generates a higher cost state. To use the landscape analogy once
more, a local minimum can be thought of as a trough in the landscape that
happens to be higher than the lowest point on the landscape. Several ways of
trying to deal with the problem of local minima are available (e.g. random-restart,
backtracking and multiple-moves). Though these methods are not impractical for
any realistic problem the massive search space arising from these methods cannot
be exhaustively examined in practice. The key reason being the exponential nature
of most realistic search spaces.

Algorithm GradientDescent
input:
do
Dnew< LowestCostSuccessor(Dcurrent)
if C(Dnew) ^C(Dcurrent) then Return(Dcurrent)
i-'current'^ i-'new

end
Remrn(Dcurrent)
Figure: 2.11: Simple iterative improvement algorithm.
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Flowchart 2,1: Simple iterative improvement flowchart

2.6.2 Simulated annealing
The biggest problem for the application of discrete gradient descent is that since it
accepts a lowest cost successor only if the cost is lower than that offered by the
current solution, then it might become trapped in a locally optimal solution. This
means that better solutions might exist somewhere in the solution space, but since
the algorithm will never accept a higher cost solution there is no mechanism to
escape the local optimum. This is where simulated annealing technique has got an
advantage as there is provision to accept higher cost solutions also in the search
for finding the global least cost solution.
Simulated annealing (Kirkpatrick et al, 1983) is a tool for locating a good
approximation to the global optimum of a given function in a large search space.
The analogy for the technique comes from annealing in metallurgy. In metallurgy
annealing is a technique involving heating and controlled cooling of a material to
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increase the size of its crystals and reduce their defects. The heat causes the atoms
to become unstuck from their initial positions (i.e. local minimum of the internal
energy). The atoms wander randomly through states of higher energy. Slow
cooling gives atoms more chances of finding configurations with lower internal
energy than the initial one. The rate of cooling determines the properties of the
metal.
Searches based on simulated annealing attempt to overcome the problem of
getting caught in local minima by sometimes allowing non-improving
configurations to be accepted. The Ware and Jones simulated annealing algorithm
is presented in Figure 2.12. Like gradient descent, the algorithm begins by
accepting an initial map configuration Djnitiai; this is immediately designated as
being the current solution Dcurrent. Next a random successor Dnew is generated by
moving a randomly chosen object to a randomly chosen trial positions. If the
displacement results in a display configuration with a lower cost (C(Dnew) <
C(Dcurrent)), then the object remains in the chosen trial position (Dcurrent< Dnew)- If,
however, the new display has a higher or equal cost (i.e. C(Dnew) ^ C(Dcurrent)),
then the object is either returned to its previous position or remains in its new
position, depending on probability P. The process of attempting a random object
displacement continues until stop conditions are met (e.g. a solution that meets a
target cost is found or a pre-defined maximum number of iterations have taken
place or a pre-defined maximum amount of time has elapsed).
At each iteration the probability P is dependant on two variables: AE (the change
in conflict, measured by the difference in cost between the new and current
states); and T (the current "temperature"). P is defined as:

T is assigned a relatively high initial value; its value is decreased in stages
throughout the running of the algorithm. At high values of T poor displacements
(large negative AE) will often be accepted. At low values of T poor displacements
will tend to be rejected (although displacements resulting in small negative AE
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might still sometimes be accepted). The acceptance of some poor displacements is
permitted so as to allow escape from locally optimal solutions. In practice, the
probability P is usually tested against a random number R (0 < R < 1). A value of
R < P results in the new state being accepted. For example, if P = 1/3, then we
would expect, on average, for every third worse new state to be accepted. The
initial value of T and the rate by which it decreases is governed by what is called
the annealing schedule. Generally, the higher the initial value of T and the slower
the rate of change, the better the result (in cost reduction terms); however, the
processing overheads associated with the algorithm will increase as the rate of
change in T becomes more gradual.
Note that finding a minimum cost configuration Dmjn by simulated annealing is
statistically guaranteed, provided that the reductions in T are small enough and
that for each value of T the number of configurations tested is large enough
(Zoraster 1997). However, most practical applications settle for near optimal
solutions, and make corresponding compromises in the annealing schedule; a
suitable schedule is usually decided upon after some preliminary experimentation.

Algorithm SimulatedAnnealing
input: Initial, Annealing_Schedule, Stop_Conditions
Current< Initial
T< GetInitialTemperature(Annealing_Schedule)
while NotMet(StopConditions)
New< RandomSuccessor(Current)
AE<-C(Current)-C(New)
if AE >0 then Current<-New
else
-AE/T

= Random(0,l)
if (r<p) then Currents New
end
UpdateTemperature(t, Annealing_Schedule)
end
Remm(Dcurrent)
Figure 2.12: Simulated Annealing algorithm.
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Flow chart 2.2 - Basic SA algorithm flowchart

Initial experiments reported by Ware and Jones (1998) demonstrated that both
gradient descent and simulated annealing approaches are successful in reducing
graphic conflict while limiting the number of realizations examined. When
compared against each other, the simulated annealing approach was clearly
superior with regard to the degree of conflict reduction achieved. In the
experiments reported the simulated annealing approach reduces the amount of
graphic conflict by up to 90%. It achieves this while at the same time limiting the
number of realizations generated and evaluated (e.g. in one experiment
approximately 340,000 out of a possible 29321 realisations were examined).
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The Ware and Jones algorithm has since been enhanced to include (in addition to
building displacement) building reduce, building enlarge and building delete
operators (Ware et al 2003). A further change was introduced in Thomas et al
(2003) when the use of fixed trial positions (i.e. a discrete search space) was
replaced with a continuous search space involving the generation of random trial
positions on the fly. The algorithm works in very much the same way as before,
with its main loop again beginning by choosing a object at random. However,
instead of then choosing a trial position at random, the next step involves the
selection of an operator at random (i.e. displace, reduce, enlarge or delete)
together with appropriate randomly generated operator parameters (i.e. if displace
is selected then a random displacement vector is generated, and if reduce is
selected then a random reduction factor is generated). The operator, and
parameters, is then applied and the algorithm proceeds as before. This technique,
which effectively increases the number of alternative maps available, was shown
to offer improved results. An example of the output produced by this more recent
approach is shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.13: (a) Source road and building data, (b) Road symbolization causes
graphical conflict, (c) Conflict resolved using simulated annealing algorithm by
displacement, resize and deletion of buildings.

2.7 Schematic maps
Mark Monmonier begins his book 'How to lie with maps' with the words "Not
only is it easy to lie with maps, it's essential. To portray meaningful relationships
for a complex, three-dimensional world on aflat sheet ofpaper or a video screen,
a map must distort reality". Schematic maps are good examples of this and are an
ideal means for representing specific information about a physical environment.
They play a helpful role in spatial problem solving tasks such as way finding. This
section introduces the concepts of schematic maps, its relevance in transportation
maps, the key process in generating schematic maps and previous work carried
out in the area of automated schematic mapping techniques.

2.7.1 Generating schematic maps
Avelar (2002) observes and lists the following characteristics common to most
schematic maps:
- Easy to follow diagrammatic representation;
- Highly generalized lines;
- Geometrically inaccurate (e.g. node positions not necessarily correct, line
lengths do not correspond to actual distances);
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- Routes usually drawn as straight lines, with lines varying only via fixed,
stylized angles (commonly 45 and 90 degrees);
- Do not have a constant scale factor, with the scale being relatively large in
congested or important regions.
Avelar goes on to classify the schematic map generation methods into manual,
computer assisted and automatic:
- Manual generation is labour intensive involving skilled cartographers
creating schematic maps by hand;
-

Computer assisted generation involves the cartographer making use of
CAD-like software, with large scale raster maps acting as a backdrop to
guide schematization;

- Automated solutions, when available, will involve the processing of large
scale vector data by specialist algorithms/software.
For one off, relatively static maps (such as city metro maps) manual and computer
assisted generation is acceptable. However, for dynamic applications, where
layout is likely to change more frequently (e.g. bus routes or pedestrian routes),
these techniques are not so useful, and there exists a definite need for automated
solutions.
Manual generation requires considerable effort by a skilled cartographer, who
must undertake an iterative labour intensive approach in generating the schematic
output by hand. In computer assisted method, graphics software is used to
undertake the schematic drawing by computer using raster maps scanned as input.
Tools within the graphics package are used for drawing and editing etc. This again
is an iterative process, though better quality results can be obtained much more
quickly. In the automatic production of schematic maps vector based source
datasets are simply input to suitable algorithm/software application, together
within any control parameters that might be required.
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The basic steps for generating schematic maps are to eliminate all features that are
not functionally relevant and to eliminate any networks (or portions of networks)
not functionally relevant to the single system chosen for mapping. All geometric
invariants of the network's structure are relaxed except topological accuracy.
Routes and junctions are symbolized abstractly (Waldorf, 1979).
Elroi (1988) refined the process by adding three graphic manipulations, although
implementation details and results were not given. First, lines are simplified to
their most elementary shapes. Next, lines are re-oriented to conform to a regular
grid, such that they all run horizontally, vertically or at a forty-five degree
diagonal. Third, congested areas are increased in scale at the expense of scale in
areas of lesser node density. These three steps are illustrated in Figure 2.14.
Though Elroi in this paper has listed the theory on schematization, the actual reallife implementation was not given.
The first step in the process is line simplification, which can be achieved using an
algorithm such as that of Douglas and Peucker (1973). Care must be taken when
performing this step to avoid the introduction of topological errors; this can be
achieved most easily by making use of topology preserving variants of the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm, such as that presented by Saalfeld (1999). Steps two
and three are the key components of the process, and their automation has been
the focus of previous work by several researchers.
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Figure 2.14: Graphic manipulations for producing a schematic map. Lines are
simplified and re-oriented to conform to a regular grid. Congested areas are
increased in scale at the expense of scale in areas of lesser node density.
Avelar (2002) presents an algorithm for the automatic generation of schematic
maps from traditional vector-based route networks, which are pre-generalized
using the Douglas-Peucker algorithm. The algorithm makes use of gradientdescent based optimization in an attempt to force the network to conform to
orientation and minimum separating distance constraint. By using an optimisation
technique, the lines of the original route network are modified to meet geometric
and aesthetic constraints in the resulting schematic map. Map modifications are
achieved by the iterative displacement of map vertices. At each iteration the best
single vertex displacement for each vertex is calculated and applied. The
displaced location of a particular vertex v is obtained by initially calculating the
arithmetic mean of the displacements required in order to correctly orient each of
the edges to which v belongs. The displacement is then adjusted in order that
minimum separating distances are maintained between features. It could be the
case that none of the calculated vertex displacements offer any improvement to
the current map. A problem with this is that, since only map improving
displacements are accepted, there is the risk of getting caught in locally optimal
solutions.
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As part of the algorithm, special emphasis is placed on preserving topological line
structure of the line network during the transformation process. This is achieved
using simple geometric operations and tests. The author also analyses the
convergence of the generalization approach and suggests suitable stopping
criteria. The work was applied to transport network data for the city of Zurich.
The results appear very promising but are likely to be non-optimal due to the use
of gradient descent.
Agrawala and Stolte (2001) also make use of iterative improvement optimization,
in their case simulated annealing, to produce what they refer to as sketch route
maps for vehicle navigation. These sketch maps are simplified versions of road
networks with the particular characteristic of having a relatively high level of
detail near the route start and end points. The algorithm works by making a single
random displacement of a randomly chosen vertex at each iteration. The major
constraints against which each map realization is evaluated are:
- Road length: Each road is given a weighted cost if it is shorter than some
pre-defined length;
- Relative road length: If road A is originally longer/shorter than road B,
then if road A becomes shorter/longer than B as a result of a vertex
displacement then a cost is incurred;
- Each road is penalised with a cost that is proportional to the difference
between its original orientation and current orientation;
- High costs are also incurred whenever certain topological errors are
introduced.
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Figure 2.15: Example of a LineDrive route map.
The algorithm can be seen in use at the www.mapblast.com site, where it used to
generate route maps (select the LineDrive option) (Figure 2.15).
Cabello et al (2001) present a combinatorial algorithm for the schematization of
road networks. The algorithm produces maps in which every path has two or three
links and edge orientation is restricted (horizontal, vertical or diagonal). It is
guaranteed to find a correct solution if one exists, but has the disadvantage of not
providing an output if such a solution does not exist.
Barkowsky et al. (2000) present their discrete curve evolution algorithm for
simplifying geometric shapes. They use a stepwise elimination of kinks that are
least relevant to the shape of the polygonal curve in the simplification. An
algorithm is presented, which on the one hand simplifies spatial data up to a
degree of abstraction intended by the user and which on the other hand does not
violate local spatial ordering between cartographic entities, since local
arrangement of entities is assumed to be an important spatial knowledge
characteristic.
The metro map algorithm presented by Stort and Rodgers (2005) is a graph based
method for generating schematic maps from a set of nodes and connecting edges.
Nodes represent stations and these are connected by one or more edges. Starting
with an initial map the algorithm makes use of node displacement and gradient
descent based optimization to improve the overall layout with respect to a set of
schematic map defining criteria (i.e. orientation, angular resolution, line
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straightness and edge length). The approach is interesting in that the graph is
embedded on an integer square grid in such a way that nodes (i.e. stations) can
only ever be centred on grid intersections. This has the effect of greatly reducing
the total number of possible alternative map solutions when compared to methods
that make use of a continuous search space, such as that presented by Avelar
(2002) and the algorithm developed for this project (see chapter 3). The work
presented by Stott and Rodgers is still at an early stage and the limited results
available are difficult to assess. A potential advantage of their discrete approach is
reduced processing times (when compared to continuous approached). However it
also thought likely that the quality of result will suffer - depending on the
resolution of the integer square grid.

2.8 Large scale digital geographic datasets in mobile GIS: issues
and challenges
To understand the unique issues related to generalizing maps for display on small
display screen devices like PDAs it is important to look into the specifications of
contemporary mobile devices and tailor the solutions to suit the need. With the
current specification of PDAs available in the market having processing power,
memory capacity, screen resolution and display size very much lesser than PCs,
there is a marked difference between the map generalization requirements for
display on a typical desktop PC and that of a mobile device. The application of
suitable automated map generalization techniques will also help in filtering
redundant data, thus enabling faster and more efficient rendering of maps in small
screen display devices. Schematization is one important way of reducing graphic
conflict whereby enhancing visualization and hence the importance of the
development of automated schematization tools for mobile GIS applications.
With the advent of high-end miniature technology as well as digital geographic
data products like OS MasterMap and OSCAR it is essential to devise proper
methodologies for map generalization specifically tailored for mobile GIS
applications. Many of today's new and developing technologies, such as those
used in mobile and handheld computing devices, offer new chances for the
everyday use of geoinformation (Reichenbacher.T, 2001). OS MasterMap has
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been developed in response to an increased demand for information referenced to
location. The uptake in the use of GIS, the internet, mobile computing and the
increased awareness of the benefits of applied spatial information has all been
responsible for this development. With the increasing use and application of
mobile devices it is now possible to deliver digital geographic information for
mobile GIS applications (see Figures 2.16 and 2,17). There is a large potential
market for large scale digital data to be used in mapping applications suitable for
mobile GIS. This necessitates the development of suitable map generalization
algorithms and techniques suitable for delivery of GI Services to the small display
devices market. Generalization of large scale digital geographic datasets for
display on small screen display screens of PDAs are primarily aimed at enhancing
visualisation and make it user friendly for interpretation.

Figure 2:16: OS MasterMap data (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All
rights reserved, 2005) displayed on a Juniper Systems Allegro CX Field PC (left)
and Trimble GeoXT handheld (right) using ESRI's ArcPad.
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Figure 2.17: OS MasterMap® data (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All
rights reserved, 2005) displayed on a Itronix FEX21 HPC using ESRI's ArcPad.

2.8.1 Hardware issues unique to small display mobile devices
Making GIS mobile is an inherently challenging task because of the complexity
and resource intensive structure of GIS (Dix et al., 2000). With desktop GIS being
memory and processor intensive, it will be difficult for mobile computers to
provide the same functionality (Hinze and Voisard 2003).
The processing capability of PDAs is in the range of 400 MHz. This implies that
processor intensive operations like on the fly map generalization need to be done
on the server side and only the final output transferred for display on the PDA
screen. Also the memory capacity of PDAs is range of 128 MB. This again
highlights the issue associated with storing large-scale voluminous datasets like
OS MasterMap (in Gigabytes) in the limited memory space of PDAs.
When using a PDA the need for generalization is exaggerated by the limited
screen resolution (e.g. 240 x 320 pixels) and display areas typically less than 50
cm2. Most contemporary PDAs are network enabled. Considering the rate of
technological advance, the rate at which network bandwidths are increasing is
faster than the rate at which the processing power and storage capacity are
increasing. This is encouraging trend for map generalization in mobile GIS as it
will mean that the processor and storage intensive operations can be handled by
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the server and final output be transferred to be rendered on the mobile device
effectively due to availability of higher network bandwidth (GiMoDig, 2003).
In short, PDAs have different form factors (like the display resolution, varying
numbers of display lines, horizontal or vertical screen orientation and hardware
specification) when compared to PCs. Hence mobile GIS applications that are
specific to PDAs need to be suitably tailored for these requirements.

2.8.2 Cartographic visualization issues in mobile GIS
Scale is a major factor in the design, production and use of maps. The choice of
scale is largely dependent on the purpose of the map. For example, maps for
utilities, engineering purposes and land ownership are produced at large scales
ranging from 1:1000 to 1:5000. Large scale maps provide detailed depiction of an
area whereas small scale maps are indented for displaying the geography of large
areas (usually scales smaller than 1: 100000). The contents of small scale maps
are less detailed and include only major features and the general topography.
When the user performs operations such as zooming in to get a closer view of
features within a smaller area or zooming out to get a view of the larger area
effectively what is happening is that there is a change in scale of the map. A range
of predefined scales can be fixed according to the user group and need and a set of
pre generalized maps generated accordingly as per particular map guidelines.
Factors to be kept in mind for scale selection affecting generalizing from one
spatial dataset to another data set with less detail are purpose for which the map is
going to be used, geographical region that needs to be mapped, the original and
final map scale and also the taste and knowledge of the user/client
Currently mobile GIS applications mostly make use of either city maps or road
navigation data. There is a clear need for using topographic data sets for mobile
applications. In emergency and safety situations the mobile GIS users would need
topographic information. Current mobile GIS using city maps or road data would
benefit if topographic data sets were used. Data content in some of these services
is poor and topographic information would enrich the services. The primary
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beneficiaries of using topographic data sets are emergency services, professional
users, public transportation, and military applications - though this will eventually
spread to consumers using mobile GIS, especially in the tourism sector, at a later
stage. Service providers can build value-added services based on topographic data
sets if real time integration and real time generalization functionalities are
available.
Though the OS MasterMap data should be appropriate for display at 1:1250,
1:2500 and 1:10,000 scales in urban, rural and mountain/moorland areas, the
practical applicability for small screen devices specifically for mobile GIS is to be
verified and optimized to tailor the need. For verifying the suitability of OS
MasterMap data for small screen devices, the data for the St David's area in
Wales was loaded on ESRI's ArcPad and tested in a HP iPAQ PocketPC h5400
series for display at various scales to find out the extent of spatial conflicts
between features and data volume. It was found that there were display and
visualization issues especially as display scale is reduced (as shown in Figure
2.18); since the display screen size is very small the problem becomes much more
apparent.
This shows that there is a need for developing specific map generalization
algorithms for digital geographic datasets in mobile GIS applications. Mobile GIS
applications using small screen display devices derive benefit from generalization
by rendering relevant information appropriately at a given scale. Also it helps in
enhancing the visualization of the large-scale data on small screen display devices
providing essential information for each specific group of users (e.g. tourists,
utilities etc.) thereby providing a means for achieving different degrees of
abstraction suitable for different scales and user needs. Further it helps in noise
reduction in the rendered image as well as enhancing the essential details
(GiMoDig, 2003).
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Figure 2:18: OS MasterMap® data (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All
rights reserved, 2005) displayed in a HP iPAQ using ESRI's ArcPad. The image
on the left at 1:5000 and the image on right at 1:10000 depict explicitly graphic
conflicts between features.

2.9 Summary
The chapter has provided a review of recent developments in automated map
generalization research. Since map schematization is to a large extent concerned
with the reconfiguration and simplification of lines, then the work on line
generalization would appear to be highly relevant. Of the automated
schematization work reviewed, that presented by Avelar offers promising results.
Avelar's technique makes use of an iterative improvement algorithm based on
gradient descent. It is therefore of particular interest due to the gradient descent
and simulated annealing map generalization algorithms developed at Glamorgan
previously. The LineDrive algorithm developed by Agrawala and Stolte (2001) is
also significant. The intention is to combine, adapt and develop these methods to
produce a new and improved algorithm for schematic map production. This
chapter has also outlined the issues and challenges when attempting to display
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large scale geographic data on mobile GIS devices, highlighting a clear need for
automated map generalization solutions tailored specifically to such devices.
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Chapter 3 An Algorithm for Generating Schematic
Maps
3.1 Introduction
This chapter presents details of a novel algorithm for generating schematic maps
from large scale network data. The algorithm combines and adapts ideas taken
from the work of Avelar (2002), Ware et al (2003) and Agrawala and Stolte
(2001). The algorithm is primarily concerned with:
- The re-orientation of map edges, so that they are aligned vertically,
horizontally or diagonally;
- The re-sizing of map edges, in order to increase map scale in congested (or
cluttered) areas at the expense of scale in areas of less congestion.
The specific constraints required in order to achieve a correct re-orientation and
re-sizing of edges are explained. Note that the pre-processing of data in order to
simplify the initial network data is not of major concern to the project as there are
several existing algorithms that can be used. An ArcGIS based implementation of
the new schematic map algorithm is described, associated issues are discussed and
initial experimental results are presented. A method for symbolising routes
between start and end points that goes beyond the symbolisation functionality
offered by standard GIS applications is also described and demonstrated. Current
standard GIS

applications do not include functionality for automatically

generating route based symbolization (for example bus route maps).

3.2 A simulated annealing algorithm for generating schematic
maps
The basic idea is to make use of an iterative improvement technique as a means of
generating schematic maps from large scale network data. Previous work has
shown that algorithms using this approach provide promising results. Of the range
of iterative improvement techniques available, simulated annealing is the one
chosen. It has been seen to consistently out perform gradient descent when
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applied to a range of optimization problems, including that of graphic conflict
resolution (see Ware and Jones 1998).
When using simulated annealing, there are three main issues that need to be
addressed:
- What constraints are to be used? (i.e. what will the cost function
evaluate?);
- How to generate a new solution from an existing solution at each iteration?
- How to create an effective cost function so that the extent to which a
particular map meets the defined constraints can be ascertained efficiently?
In the descriptions that follow, a network map is considered to be made up of
features (usually roads). Features are themselves made up of edges, and edges are
made up of vertices.

3.2.1 The algorithm
The simulated annealing schematic map algorithm is presented in Figure 3.1. The
approach used here is similar to that used by Agrawala and Stolte (2001) to
produce sketch route maps. At the start of the optimisation process the algorithm
is presented with an initial approximate solution (or state). In the case of the
schematic map problem, this is the initial network (line features made up of edges,
which in turn are made up of vertices). The initial state is then evaluated using a
cost function C; this function assigns to the input state a score that reflects how
well it measures up against a set of given constraints (see next two sections). If the
initial cost is greater than some user defined threshold (i.e. the constraints are not
met adequately) then the algorithm steps into its optimisation phase. This part of
the process is iterative. At each iteration the current state (i.e. the current network)
is modified to make a new, alternative approximate solution. The current and new
states are said to be neighbours. In simulated annealing algorithms the neighbours
of any given state are generated usually in an application-specific way. In the
algorithm presented here, a new state is generated by the function
RandomSuccessor, which works by selecting a vertex at random in the current
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state and subjecting it to a small random displacement, subject to some maximum
displacement distance (Figure 3.2). This compares to the random displacement
methods favoured by Agrawala and Stolte (2001) and Thomas et al (2003) and is
in keeping with the random approach inherent to most simulated annealing based
solutions. An alternative method (not implemented as part of this project) would
be to calculate displacements in a way similar to Avalar (2002).
The new state is also evaluated using C. A decision is then taken as to whether to
switch to the new state or to stick with the current. Essentially, an improved new
state is always chosen, whereas a poorer new state is rejected with some
probability p, with p increasing over time. The iterative process continues until
stopping criteria are met (i.e. a suitably good solution is found or a certain amount
of time has passed or a certain number of iterations have taken place without
improvement).
Algorithm SchematicMap
input: Initial, Annealing_Schedule, Stop_Conditions
t< GetInitialTemperature(Annealing_Schedule)
Costcurrent=C(Current)
while NotMet(StopConditions)
New< RandomSuccessor(Dcurrent)
Costnew=C(New)
AE< Costcun-ent-CoStnew

ifAE>Othen
Current* New
else

-AE/t

p=e
r = Random(0,l)
if (r<p) then
Current* New
Costcurrent Costnew
end
end
t<-UpdateTemperature(t, Annealing_Schedule)
end
Return(Dcun.e nt)
Figure 3.1: Simulated Annealing Algorithm.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 3.2: New solution generated from current using random displacement of
vertex, (a) Current solution, (b) Randomly displacement of randomly chosen
vertex resulting in poorer solution, (c) Randomly displacement of randomly
chosen vertex resulting in better solution.
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As with other simulated annealing solutions, at each iteration the probability p is
dependant on two variables: AE (the difference in cost between the current and
new states); and t (the current temperature), p is defined as:
p=e

-AE/ T

The variable t is assigned a relatively high initial value; its value is decreased in
stages throughout the running of the algorithm. At high values of t higher cost
new states (large negative AE) will have a relatively high chance of being
retained, whereas at low values oft higher cost new states will tend to be rejected.
The acceptance of some higher cost new states is permitted so as to allow escape
from locally optimal solutions. In practice, the probability p is tested against a
random number r (0 < r < 1). If r < p then the new state is accepted. For example,
if p = 1/3, then it would be expected that, on average, every third higher cost new
state is accepted. The initial value of t and the rate by which it decreases is
governed by what is called the annealing schedule. Generally, the higher the
initial value of t and the slower the rate of change, the better the result (in cost
reduction terms); however, the processing overheads associated with the
algorithm will increase as the rate of change in t becomes more gradual.

3.2.2 Constraints
Based on the characteristics of a schematic map identified in an earlier chapter,
the schematic map algorithm presented here considers five primary constraints:
- Topological: The original network and derived schematic map should be
topologically consistent;
- Orientation: If possible, network edges should lie in a horizontal, vertical
or diagonal direction;
- Length: If possible, all network edges should have length greater than or
equal to some minimum length (to ensure clarity);
- Clearance: If possible, the distance between disjoint features should be
greater than or equal to some minimum distance (to ensure clarity);
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- Angle: If possible, the angle between a pair of connected edges should be
greater than or equal to some minimum angle (to ensure clarity).
Also, two secondary constraints are included. Their purpose is to minimise any
unnecessary changes to the input network that are likely to occur due the random
nature of simulated annealing.

- Rotation: An edge's orientation should remain as close to its starting
orientation as possible (subject to it first meeting primary constraints);
- Displacement: Vertices should remain as close to their starting positions as
possible (subject to it first meeting primary constraints).
The seven constraints are illustrated in Figure 3.3. Note that additional constraints
can be added if required (see Chapter 5).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

r i
(f)

(g)

Figure 3.3: Constraints, (a) Topological - original (Left), topological error
(Middle) and acceptable solution (Right); (b) Orientation - original (L) and
schematized (R); (c) Length - original (L) and congestion reduced by enforcing
Length constraint (R); (d) Angle - edges re-oriented but Angle constraint violated
(L) and acceptable solution (R); (e) Rotation - original (L), acceptable solution
(M) and better solution (R); (f) Clearance - constraint violated (L) and resolved
(R); (g) Displacement - original (L), acceptable solution (M) and better solution
(R).
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3.2.3 Cost function
The viability of any simulated annealing algorithm depends heavily on it having
an efficient cost function, the purpose of which is to determine for any given
element of the search space a value that represents the relative quality of that
element. In Figure 3.1 the cost function C is called repeatedly and works by
assessing the extent to which a given state (map) meets the constraints described
previously. It does this by calculating constraint costs. The constraint costs are:
- Topological Constraint Costs: Each time a vertex displacement takes place
a test is performed to ensure that no false intersections have been
introduced. This involves examining each edge to which the displaced
vertex belongs to check that it does not intersect any other edge. A further
test is performed to verify that the cyclic ordering of edges about any
vertex to which the displaced vertex is edge connected remains unchanged.
- Orientation Constraint Costs: Each edge et in the network is assigned an
orientation cost oct. This cost is proportional to the minimum angle
difference between its orientation and a set of preferred orientations (in
this case horizontal, vertical and diagonal);
- Length Constraint Costs: Each edge e, in the network is assigned a length
cost lei (default cost = 0). If an edge has length greater than or equal to the
minimum required then this cost is zero. If its length is less than the
minimum required length then it is assigned a cost proportional to the
difference between actual length and required minimum length;
- Clearance Constraint Costs: Each vertex v, in the network is assigned a
clearance cost ccj (default cost = 0). If a particular vertex lies within the
minimum clearance distance to an edge (and provided the vertex and edge
are not part of the same feature) then a cost is incurred. This cost is
proportional to the difference between actual clearance and required
minimum clearance;
- Angle Constraint Costs: Each edge et in the network is assigned an angle
cost act (default cost = 0). If the angle between a pair of connected edges is
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less than some minimum angle then a cost is incurred. This cost is
proportional to the difference between actual angle and required minimum
angle;
- Rotation Constraint Costs: Each edge et in the network is assigned a
rotation cost re, (default cost = 0). This cost is proportional to the angle
difference between its starting and current orientations;
- Displacement Constraint Costs: Each vertex v/ in the network is assigned a
displacement cost dfy (default cost = 0). This cost is proportional to the
distance between its starting and current locations.
When invoked initially the cost function C evaluates the relevant costs for each
edge and vertex in the network. The overall map cost is found by summing the
individual costs. In practice it was found more useful simply to reject outright any
displacement that violates the Topological Constraint (see section 3.2.4).
Therefore the total overall cost for a map made up from n edges and m vertices is
given as:
Total cost

=

J (ocj + lct + act + re,)
i=0

+

(ccj + dc])
j=0

A record of the individual edge and vertex costs is maintained for future
reference, meaning that, in any further call, the cost function has to consider only
edges and vertices with costs affected by the most recent vertex displacement.
The effect of these constraints on normal mode of human navigation was not
looked into in the current work but is definitely of interest for future work in
collaboration with researchers working in Artificial Intelligence.
Each of the constraint costs can be calculated using straightforward computational
geometry functions. However, in order to work efficiently, certain of the geometry
functions (i.e. those used to check the Topological and Clearance constraints)
require the use of a spatial index of some kind. In the current implementation, a
simple regular grid indexing scheme is used, in which a map is divided into nonoverlapping regions. Two such grids are used:
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- Edge Grid Index: Each grid cell references every edge with which it
intersects;
- Vertex Grid Index: Each grid cell references every vertex with which it
intersects.
The use of the grids speeds up processing by providing for localised search. For
example, when testing for false intersections, a particular edge has only to be
checked against edges contained in any of the Edge Grid cells it belongs to;
without a grid the edge would have to be checked against all edges. Grid cell size
is the most significant factor governing the usefulness of a grid index. If grid cell
size is too big then processing will be inefficient, since each cell is likely to
contain many vertices/edges (and hence search becomes less localised). A small
grid cell size will result in a grid made up from many cells. This to can lead to
inefficient processing since localised searches will require visits to many cells; the
fact that edges are likely to lay across many cells can also produce processing
overheads. Grids incur further processing overheads (due to the fact that they
need to be updated after each vertex displacement) and storage overheads (having
to store the two dimensional arrays). In the VBA implementation (section 3.3), the
grid indexes are each implemented as two dimensional arrays. For this project,
only limited experimentation has taken place with regards to setting the grid cell
size. The smaller the grid size, the larger the array size in each dimension. For
each of the grids, a range of cell sizes were tested with regards to influence on
execution times. In all experiments presented in this thesis, the Edge Grid Index
was given a size of 50 x 50 and the Vertex Grid Index was sized 200 x 200 (after
initial experimentation). It was found in experiments that execution times were
reduced by up to 90% when using these index sizes when compared against using
no gird indexes.

3.2.4 Constraint weighting
It will usually be the case that a certain constraint is considered more important
than others. For example, the topological constraint will almost always be deemed
the most significant, while orientation will usually have a higher priority than the
remaining constraints. Any such order of precedence amongst constraint types can
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be accommodated by weighting the cost associated with each type of constraint
violation. Initial experiments showed that the algorithm works best if
displacements that trigger a topological error are rejected immediately (the
alternative is to allow the algorithm to correct these errors as a natural part of the
optimization process). Therefore in the current implementation any displacement
that produces a topological error is automatically rejected. The total cost
associated with a particular map configuration is now given as:
Total cost

=

X (Wioct + W2lct + W3aci + W4rc^ + £ (W5ccj + W6dcJ)
i=0

j=0

3.2.5 Annealing schedule
A key factor determining the success or failure of simulated annealing is the
choice of annealing schedule. The approach used in this project is based on the
format of Christensen et al (1995). This involves setting t to an initial value T. At
each temperature a maximum of con object displacements (successful or
unsuccessful) are allowed. After every con displacements t is decreased such that
tnew = tow x (1-A-). For example, a 'k value of 0.8 would reduce t by 80%. Also, if
more than ^n successful displacements are made at any one temperature then t is
immediately decreased. If no successful displacements are made at a particular
temperature then the algorithm terminates. Finally, a limit on the maximum
number of temperature stages allowed is set to \\i (in practice the maximum
number of temperature stages is never reached).

3.3 Software implementation
Prototype software based on the simulated annealing algorithm described in the
previous section has been implemented. The algorithm is implemented as a VBA
script within ArcGIS ArcMap (Figure 3.4). The script is activated via a userdefined button in the ArcMap menu bar. The script allows users to select, via a
form, an input data set from any of the polyline data layers currently loaded into
the ArcMap application. The user is also able to set any of the constraint and
annealing parameters referred to in previous sections. When optimization is
complete, the script produces as output a Shapefile that is automatically added as
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a data layer into ArcMap. During execution the user is provided with feedback on
the current state of the optimization process, including the current cost and current
temperature t (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.4: Software implemented using VBA within ArcGIS.
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script.

3.3.1 Initial results
The software has been tested on OSCAR road centre line data for the St. David's
area of West Wales. In the results shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7, the software has
been used to generate a series of schematic route maps corresponding to inputs
supplied by a user. The original test data (Datasetl) consisted of 124 line features,
made up from a total of 748 vertices. This data is pre-generalized using the
Arclnfo Generalize tool; with point remove and topological error check options
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selected this makes use of an enhanced version of the Douglas-Peucker algorithm.
A user-supplied weed tolerance value of 30(m) is used in these experiments,
resulting in 124 line features, made up from a total of 264 vertices.

The

simplified data acts as input to the schematic map generator script. For the results
shown, the Orientation and Length constraints are given relatively high
weightings (50 and 0.5 respectively), while the other constraints are given
relatively low weightings. As can be seen for the arrangement of both edges and
vertices in Figure 3.6 (bottom), the algorithm has been successful, both in terms of
alignment and in reducing congestion when compared visually against Figure 3.6
top). The user-supplied annealing parameters used were: Initial Temperature T =
2.0, Reduction Factor X = 0.1, Placed Factor co = 30, Successfully Placed Factor
4 - 10 and Number of temperature changes \\f = 500. These values were arrived at
via experimentation (involving multiple executions using a range of parameter
settings) and they represent what the author regards as being an acceptable
compromise between quality of result and execution time. The sample schematic
map shown took less than 20s to generate (using a 3GHz Pentium 4 PC with 1GB
of RAM).
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Figure 3.6: A sample schematic map produced using the simulated annealing
software. TOP - Pre-generalized data (OSCAR, Ordnance Survey © Crown
Copyright). BOTTOM - Schematic map generated by simulated annealing
software and automatically symbolized.
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Figure 3.7: PDA display of a sample schematic map showing alternative routes
between two points. Data used for the experiments was OSCAR® road dataset
(Ordnance SurveyOCrown Copyright. All rights reserved, 2005).

Figure 3.8: Input polyline (black) and output produced by OffsetPolyline using a
positive (blue) and negative (red) offset value.

3.4 Route symbolization
In the example outputs shown, certain polylines (i.e. connected edges between
nodes) in the map belong to more than one route. In order to deal with these
situations, additional software has been developed to symbolize routes. The
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symbolization process makes use of a function OffsetPolyline, which produces a
duplicate, but offset, version of an input polyline.
The offset value, which can be either positive or negative, is an input parameter to
the function. Pseudo-code for OffsetPolyline is given in Appendix. This algorithm
was used in a previous project for the purpose of buffer generation (Ware and
Jones, 1998b). The function works well in most cases, but will struggle in
situations where there is a sharp angle between a pair of connected edges.
However, in this particular application such situations are unlikely to occur due to
the inclusion of the Angle constraint. Further examples of symbolised schematic
maps are given in Figures 3.10 and 3.11.

0 30 60
120 Meters
I i i i | i i i I

Figure 3.10: Schematic route map generated by the simulated annealing software
and symbolized automatically. Data used for the experiments was OSCAR® road
dataset (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved, 2005).
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Figure 3.11: Example of a route map generated by the simulated annealing
software and symbolized automatically. Data used for the experiments was
OSCAR® road dataset (Ordnance SurveyOCrown Copyright. All rights reserved
2005).

3.5 Summary
This chapter has provided details of a simulated annealing based algorithm for
generating schematic maps from large scale network data. The algorithm has been
presented in pseudo-code form and described. A VBA implementation of the
algorithm has also been presented, together with some sample output taken from
initial experiments. This output suggests that the algorithm works well in aligning
map edges to the preferred orientations (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) and in
increasing the relative scale of edges in congested areas. The next chapter will
provide a much more in depth experimental evaluation.
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Chapter 4 Experimental Evaluation
4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides detail on a series of experiments carried out to evaluate the
schematic map software (and its underlying simulated annealing algorithm)
described in the previous chapter. First, the influence of the Douglas-Peucker
algorithm used in pre-processing, and in particular the choice of weed tolerance
value, is examined. Next, a series of experiments that consider the importance of
using suitable annealing schedule parameters are presented. This is followed by a
number of examples that demonstrate the usefulness of the various constraints,
and the significance of setting constraint cost weighting appropriately. The
relationship between schematic map quality and execution time is then considered
and then the issue of consistency (since there is a large random element to the
algorithm) is discussed. Finally, a simple comparison between simulated
annealing and gradient descent versions of the software is reported.

4.2 Results with varying Douglas-Peucker weed tolerance values
In this project the network data presented as input to the simulated annealing
schematic map software is pre-generalized using the ArcGIS Arclnfo Workstation
Generalize tool. This makes use of an enhanced version of the Douglas-Peucker
algorithm. The enhancement ensures that, provided the point remove and
topological error check options are selected, a topologically consistent
simplification of the network. It achieves this by reintroducing into the
generalized line vertices that would otherwise have been discarded.
Application of the Douglas-Peucker line simplification to a set of line features
results in a new set of line features in which each feature is represented by a
subset of its original vertices. The number of vertices removed during the process
(i.e. the level of simplification) depends both on the complexity of the input data,
the scale of the data and a user-defined parameter referred to as the weed
tolerance. In general, the higher the value of this tolerance, the greater the number
of vertices removed. It therefore follows that the choice of weed tolerance value
used at the pre-generalization stage will ultimately affect the look and quality of
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the schematic map produced. As such, an experiment was carried out to assess the
influence of the weed tolerance value.
The experiment makes use of two datasets, Dataset 2 and Dataset 3. Dataset 2
consists of 67 line features and a total of 371 vertices. Dataset 3 is smaller scale
than Dataset 2 and consists of 122 line features and a total of 474 vertices. The
experiment simply involves pre-generalizing the datasets using a range of weed
tolerance values, generating a schematic map for each of the pre-generalized
datasets, and visually inspecting and assessing the resulting schematic maps. A
sample of the outputs is shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. For Dataset 2 it was found
that tolerance values above 2m produce good results (though it is noted that this
observation is quite subjective). Values of about 2m or less give schematics in
which there is too much detail. For Dataset 3 the best results were found with
values between 25m and 100m. The results show that, as expected, the weed
tolerance value has a considerable impact on the character of the schematic map
produced. It is also seen that small scale data sets require relatively high tolerance
values when compared against large scale data sets (again, as would be expected).
Finding a method for automatically setting the tolerance value for any given data
set would be useful, and this will form part of future work.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 4.1: Schematic maps produced from Dataset 2 pre-generalized using a
range of Douglas-Peucker tolerance values, (a) Original data (b) Om schematic
(371 vertices); (c) 1m (254 vertices); (d) 2m (205 vertices); (e) 10m (150
vertices); (f) 30m (142 vertices).
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(a)
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Figure 4.2: Schematic maps produced from DatasetS pre-generalized using a
range of Douglas-Peucker tolerance values, (a) Original data (474 vertices); (b)
Schematic produced using original data; (c) 10m (400 vertices); (d) 50m (272
vertices).

4.3 Annealing schedule settings experiments
A key factor determining the success or failure of a simulated annealing algorithm
is the choice of annealing schedule, which to a large extent determines the rate at
which the simulated annealing process proceeds. If the process proceeds too
quickly then poor quality results are likely; a process that runs very slowly might
not be suitable for some applications. In initial experiments it was noted that two
parameters in particular influenced speed and quality. These were the reduction
factor Xand the initial temperature r. It was therefore thought necessary to
experiment with these parameters and to evaluate the extent to which they affect

performance. All experiments in this section make use of the following constraint
cost weightings (arrived at during initial experimentation):
- Orientation Constraint Costs = 50
- Length Constraint Costs = 0.5
- Clearance Constraint Costs = 1.0
- Angle Constraint Costs = 5.0
- Rotation Constraint Costs = 5.0
- Displacement Constraint Costs = 0.01

4.3.1 Temperature reduction factor X
A series of experiments were carried out to understand the influence the reduction
factor A, value has on the performance of the algorithm. The experiments made use
of Dataset 2 and involved running the algorithm for a range of X values.
In the initial experiment (Table 41 and Figure 4.3) the following parameters were
used: Initial Temperature, T = 10; Placed Factor, co = 30; Successfully Placed
Factor, £ = 10; and, Number of temperature changes, \\i = 500

The algorithm was run using a range of X values. In fact, the algorithm was run
10 times for each of these values and average performance results calculated (in
order to allow for the random nature of simulated annealing). In Experiment 1, the
algorithm was allowed to run for 5 seconds. It was found that X values in the
range 0.5 to 0.8 produced good results (final cost range of 300). For values less
than 0.5 the generated schematics were showing a steady upward trend of higher
costs. X values less than 0.2 were giving costs over 500. The results can be
explained as follows. At higher temperatures poor moves are more likely to be
accepted. If X is small then t will take a relatively long time to reduce to a low
value; here, the process terminates after just 5 seconds, therefore t does not have
time to cool from its starting value 10, leading to poor results. Giving X a high
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value will produce rapid cooling and better results (although these results are far
from optimal).
Experiment 2 made use of the same parameters, but this time the algorithm was
allowed to run for 10 seconds. The results (Table 4.2 and Figure 4.4) followed a
similar trend but the final costs came down for all X values (as was expected due
to the increase in execution time). Again, the best results were produced for A,
values in the range 0.5 to 0.8 (for the same reasons as Experiment 1)
Experiment 3 (Table 4.3 and Figure 4.5) is again a repeat of the previous
experiments, but execution time in this case is set to 100 seconds. Again, as
expected, the results have all improved due to the extended running time.
However, in this case, A, values in the range of 0.35 to 0.65 work best. Between
these values there is now enough time for t to reduce to a value that rejects
significant numbers of poor moves, while at the same time having had sufficient
opportunity at higher temperatures to escape local optima. For higher A, values,
cooling has taken place too quickly and the optimization has not had opportunity
to escape local minima. At lower lvalues, t has not cooled quickly enough,
meaning it is still accepting many (in relative terms) poor solutions at the end of
the 100 seconds.
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Initial Cost T
X Final cost Execution (s)
849
10 0.8
310
5
849
10 0.65
303
5
849
10 0.5
350
5
849
10 0.35
450
5
849
10 0.2
517
5
849
10 0.05
641
5
Table 4.1: Results produced with T = 10 and running time = 5s.
Initial Cost T
X Final cost Execution (s)
849
235
10 0.8
10
849
10 0.65
237
10
849
10 0.5
225
10
849
269
10 0.35
10
849
357
10 0.2
10
849
10 0.05
479
10
Table 4.2: Results produced with T = 10 and running time — 10s.
Initial Cost T
X Final cost Execution (s)
849
10 0.8
100
223
849
10 0.65
190
100
849
10 0.5
196
100
849
10 0.35
100
189
849
10 0.2
245
100
849
10 0.05
201
100
Table 4.3: Results produced with T = 10 and running time = 100s.
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Figure 4.3: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 10 and running time = 5s.
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Figure 4.4: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 10 and running time = 10s.
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Figure 4.5: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 10 and running time = 100s.
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Experiments 4, 5 and 6 were a repeat of experiments 1, 2 and 3, but this time with
an initial temperature value T = 2 (it was 10 previously). In experiment 4 (Table
4.4 and Figure 4.6), A values in the range of 0.5 to 0.8 produced the best results,
with final costs of around 175. Experiment 5 (Table 4.5 and Figure 4.7) gave
improved results, and worked best for A values between 0.65 and 0.8 (final costs
aroundlSO). In experiment 6, a A, value 0.2 produced the best results (with a final
cost of 112). The results again illustrate the tension that exists between, on the one
hand, the need to cool slowly (in order to escape local minima) and, on the other,
the need to get down to low values of t before termination (in order to restrict the
acceptance of poor moves). In this case a A, value 0.2 appears to provide the best
compromise. Note that each experiment (4, 5 and 6) produces better results than
its corresponding previous experiment (1, 2 and 3), suggesting that (for this data
set at least) T = 2 is a better starting temperature than T = 10.
Initial Cost T A Final cost Execution (s)
849
2 0.8
172
5
849
2 0.65
178
5
849
2 0.5
175
5
849
2 0.35
210
5
849
2 0.2
197
5
849
2 0.05
213
5
Table 4.4: Results produced with T = 2 and running time = 5s.
Initial Cost T A Final cost Execution (s)
2 0.8
849
132
10
2 0.65
849
127
10
849
135
2 0.5
10
849
2 0.35
144
10
849
2 0.2
154
10
849
188
2 0.05
10
Table 4.5: Results produced with T = 2 and running time = 10s.
Initial Cost T
A Final cost Execution (s)
136
100
2 0.8
849
130
100
2 0.65
849
124
100
849
2 0.5
114
100
2 0.35
849
112
100
2 0.2
849
100
134
2 0.05
849
Table 4.6: Results produced with T = 2 and running time = 100s.
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Figure 4.6: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 2 and running time = 5s.
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Figure 4.7: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 2 and running time = 10s.
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Figure 4.8: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 2 and running time = 100s.
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The set of experiments were repeated again in experiments 7, 8 and 9, this time
with an initial temperature value T = 0.25 (previously it was 10 and 2). In each of
these experiments the value of 1 seems to have had little influence on the quality
of result (see Table 4.7 and Figure 4.9, Table 4.8 and Figure 4.10, Table 4.9 and
Figure 4.11). This is probably due to the fact that such a low initial temperature
leads to most negative moves being rejected from the start. It is interesting to
compare the 100s cost to the 100s cost produced with T = 2; in all cases T = 2
produced results better or equal results then when T = 0.25. This is not a complete
surprise since at low starting temperatures simulated annealing algorithms behave
in a similar fashion to gradient descent (which is known to provide poorer results).
Initial Cost
T
1 Final cost Execution (s)
0.25 0.8
185
849
5
0.25 0.65
175
849
5
0.25 0.5
205
849
5
0.25 0.35
195
849
5
0.25 0.2
170
849
5
0.25 0.05
176
849
5
time = 5s.
running
and
0.25
=
T
with
Table 4.7: Results produced
Initial Cost
T
X Final cost Execution (s)
0.25 0.8
149
10
849
0.25 0.65
153
10
849
10
0.25 0.5
165
849
10
0.25 0.35
161
849
10
0.25 0.2
145
849
0.25 0.05
166
10
849
Table 4.8: Results produced with T = 0.25 and running time = 10s.
Initial Cost
T
X Final cost Execution (s)
100
132
0.25 0.8
849
100
130
0.25 0.65
849
100
125
0.25 0.5
849
100
145
0.25 0.35
849
100
135
0.25 0.2
849
100
137
0.25 0.05
849
Table 4.9: Results produced with T = 0.25 and running time = 100s.
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Figure 4.9: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 0.25 and running time = 5s.
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Figure 4.10: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 0.25 and running time = 10s.
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Figure 4.11: Reduction factor / final cost, T = 0.25 and running time = 100s.
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4.3.2 Initial temperature T
Initial experiments showed that the starting temperature T has a significant affect
on algorithm performance; similar observations were made of results presented in
the previous section. Further experiments have been performed using Dataset 2 to
understand further the influence of T. Table 4.10 and Figure 4.12 show results for
Experiment 10 that were produced using a range of T values. Each result
represents the average of 10 executions of the algorithm, and in each case A, - 0. 2
(this value worked well in previous experiments) and runtime is 20 seconds. The
experiments indicate that, for this dataset, runtime and A. value, a T value of
between 0.1 and 2.5 works best (i.e. the initial temperatures are high enough to
allow for sufficient negative moves initially, thus allowing escape from local
minima; they are also low enough to ensure that towards the end of the 20 seconds
nearly all poor moves are rejected, meaning the search can descend into what is,
hopefully, something close to the global minimum).
Initial Cost
T
X Final cost Execution (s)
849
10 0.2
260
20
849
7.5 0.2
214
20
849
5.0 0.2
159
20
849
2.5 0.2
127
20
849
1
0.2
122
20
849
0.25 0.2
118
20
849
0.2 0.2
121
20
849
0.15 0.2
121
20
849
0.1 0.2
126
20
Table 4.10: Results produced with X = 0.2 and running time = 100s.
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Figure 4.12: Initial temperature / final cost, T = 0.25 and running time = 20s.
In Experiment 11, the same experiment is repeated with a runtime of 100 seconds
(Table 4.11 and Figure 4.13). Here the best X values between 0,25 and 2.5.
Running the algorithm for longer has meant that, when compared to experiment 1,
slightly higher starting temperatures have enough time to cool to a level where, in
the main, poor moves are rejected. As is expected, all results have improved when
compared to Experiment 10 (due to increased execution time),
Initial Cost
T
K Final cost Execution (s)
849
10 0.2
223
20
849
7.5 0.2
220
20
849
140
5.0 0.2
20
2.5 0.2
849
115
20
1
849
124
0.2
20
849
0.25 0.2
135
20
849
0.2 0.2
141
20
0.15 0.2
849
140
20
0.1 0.2
20
849
138
Table 4.11: Results produced with A, = 0.2 and running time = 1 OOs.
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Figure 4.13: Initial temperature / final cost, T= 0.25 and running time = 100s.

4.4 Constraint cost weightings
The previous chapter explained that the relative importance of each of the
constraints

(i.e.

Orientation,

Length,

Clearance,

Angle,

Rotation

and

Displacement) is controlled by an associated constraint cost weighting. Note that
the Topological constraint is dealt with separately (i.e. any displacement that
gives a topological error is rejected automatically). Varying the relative value of
constraint weightings will produce schematic maps with varying characteristics.
This is demonstrated by a series of examples, each generated from Dataset 2
(Figure 4.14).

0
50 100
200 Meters
I i i i I i • ' I

Figure 4.14: Dataset 2.
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4.4.1 Orientation
Figure 4.15 shows a simple schematic generated with Orientation cost weighting
= 50. All other weightings were set to 0. At first glance it might appear to be a
good schematic. Indeed, the edges all appear to have been re-oriented correctly.
However, in at least one situation, in an effort to become correctly aligned, edges
appear to have become coalesced (note that the middle "triangle" appears to have
disappeared - compare with Figure 4.14). In fact, the edges are close to, but not
quite coalesced (coalesced edges would have triggered a topological error).

0 50 100
200 Meters
I i i i I i i i I

Figure 4.15: Schematic generated with Orientation weighting = 50.

4.4.2 Orientation and Angle
In order to address this problem, the schematic algorithm is again applied to
Dataset 2. This time the Angle constraint weighting is set to 5 (Orientation
weighting = 50). This has the desired effect of reducing the likelihood of edges
becoming coalesced (Figure 4.16). However, in this particular example two edges
now appear to join (in fact they do not, otherwise a topological error would be
identified) whereas in the original data they were disjoint (the two top most edges
in Figure 4.16). This has happened by chance. Connectivity is an important
consideration for end user and hence likelihood of edges appearing to join should
be avoided.
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Figure 4.16: Schematic generated with Orientation weighting = 50 and Angle
weighting = 5.

4.4.3 Orientation, Angle and Clearance
In order to resolve this problem the Clearance constraint is activated. This is
achieved by setting a minimum clearance value and Clearance weighting > 0. The
map shown in Figure 4.17 is generated using a minimum clearance value of 20m
and a Clearance weighting of 1.
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0
SO 100
I i i i I i i

200 Meters
i I

Figure 4.17: Schematic generated with Orientation weighting = 50, Angle
weighting = 5 and Clearance weighting = 1. Minimum clearance distance = 20.

4.4.4 Orientation, Angle, Clearance and Length
It could be for certain display scales, or because of line and node symbolisation, a
minimum edge length is required for reasons of legibility. This is achieved by
adding in the Length constraint. In Figure 4.18 this has been achieved by setting
the Length constrain weighting to 0.5 and the minimum edge length value = 50.
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0
50 100
I i i i I i

i i

200 Meters
I

Figure 4.18: Schematic generated with Orientation weighting = 50, Angle
weighting = 5, Clearance weighting = 1 and Length weighting = 0.5. Minimum
clearance distance = 20 and minimum edge length = 50.

4.4.5 Orientation, Angle, Clearance, Length and Rotation
It will almost always be desirable to minimise any unnecessary change that takes
place during the simulated annealing process. Here (Figure 4:19) the difference
between original edge orientation and final edge orientation is minimised by
introduction of the Rotation constraint (achieved by setting its weighting > 0).
Care must be taken in setting the weighting - if it is too high then it will prevent
other, possibly more important, constraints from being met.
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Figure 4.19: Schematic generated with Orientation weighting = 50, Angle
weighting = 5, Clearance weighting = 1, Length weighting = 0.5 and Rotation
weighting = 5. Minimum clearance distance = 10 and minimum edge length = 20.

4.4.6 Orientation, Angle, Clearance, Length and Displacement
In Figure 4.20 the difference between original vertex position and final vertex
position is minimised by introduction of the Displacement constraint. As is the
case with the Rotation constraint, the weighting value most be set carefully - if it
is too high then it will prevent other, possibly more important, constraints from
being met.
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Figure 4.20: Schematic generated with Orientation weighting = 50, Angle
weighting = 5, Clearance weighting = 1, Length weighting = 0.5 and Distance
weighting = 1. Minimum clearance distance =10 and minimum edge length = 20.

4.5 Timings of output
As with similar optimisation approaches (such as Genetic Algorithms), an
important aspect of the simulated annealing process is to know when to terminate.
In the implementation described here, the process stops if any of four stopping
criteria are met. These criteria are:
- A zero cost solution has been found;
- There was no improvement at a particular temperature;
- The number of temperature changes > \\i;
- A user-defined period of time has elapsed.
In practice it was found the last of these criteria that was most likely to cause the
optimization to end. Therefore, in order of to assist users in the setting input
parameters for maximum execution time, an experiment has been carried out
(using Dataset 1) to measure how the cost associated with a particular
optimization reduces over time. The results, which are given in Table 4.12 and
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Figure 4.21, show that approximately 90% of the total cost reduction is achieved
during the first 4 or 5 seconds of optimisation; further significant reduction takes
place during the next 20 or so seconds, with very limited improvement made
thereafter. This characteristic of the process is further illustrated in Figure 4.22.
After 5 seconds (b), a schematic has been produced in which map edges are close
to meeting the Orientation constraint, while at 20 seconds (c) this constraint has
been met to greater extend. There are few obvious improvements to the schematic
after 100 seconds (d) - the reported reduction in cost is due to the optimization of
the less important constraints (such as Length and Clearance). The results suggest
that reasonably good schematics can be produced relatively quickly. How best to
achieve a compromise between the quality of result and the time taken to produce
the schematic would be dependant on the intended usage of the map.
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Time(s)
0
3
4
6
8
12
14
22
32
40

52
72
103
142
182
200
226
275
303
350
401
450
501
552

Cost
849
247

195
165
177
147
160
128
116
112
120
123
116
119
106
107
106
106
106
106
106
106
106
105
105

602
Table 4.12: Measurement of cost recorded against execution time.

Time Vs Cost Graph

Figure 4.21: Time/Cost plot - This is in accordance to the "law of diminishing
returns" in economics. In the initial stages (first 10 seconds) produce better quality
schematic maps (i.e. ones with lower cost) but the additional lowering of costs
over longer execution time is not proportional.
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(c)
Figure 4.22: Relationship between schematic map quality and execution time, (a)
Original data - Dataset 2 (cost = 849); (b) Schematic after 5 seconds (cost = 173);
(c) 20 seconds (cost =117); (d) 100 seconds (cost = 104).

4.6 Consistency of result
The simulated annealing algorithm described involves the random displacement
of randomly chosen vertices. Running the algorithm repeatedly on the same
dataset and with the same algorithm parameters will produce different results each
time. In order to assess how consistent these results are, 100 schematics were
generated from Dataset 2 (in each case the same parameters were used and the
algorithm was allowed to run for 20 seconds). The average final cost over the 100
executions was 236, with a standard deviation of 18.5 (minimum cost = 200 and
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maximum cost = 260). This suggests that there is a reasonable amount of
consistency in result.
Furthermore, it is pointed out that the simulated annealing implementation makes
use of the VBA Rnd function to generate random numbers. The function is
initialised with some arbitrary seed value. Each initialising value will typically
produce a different random sequence, and solutions will vary. However, the same
initialising value will always produce the same random sequence. This property
provides a mechanism for reproducing previous solutions (which is achieved by
simply keeping a record of seed values used).

4.7 A comparison with gradient descent
In order to gain some understanding of how this particular simulated annealing
application compares to gradient descent based optimisation, a gradient descent
version of the schematic software was implemented; this simply involved
modifying a few lines of code in the simulated annealing version to ensure that all
negative moves are rejected. The two implementations were then compared by
generating a pair of schematics maps (one using simulated annealing, the other
using gradient descent) - in each case the algorithm was run for 100 seconds. All
algorithm input parameters are the same for each pair; the only difference is that
the simulated annealing provides the possibility of accepting negative moves (and
thus a means of escaping local minima). The experiment was repeated 10 times
and results averaged (to take account of randomness). In each of the 10
experiments simulated annealing produced better results than gradient descent.
Starting with an initial schematic map cost of 764, simulated annealing final costs
were: 112 (average); 109 (lowest); and 115 (highest). Gradient descent results
were: 138 (average); 132 (lowest); and 147 (highest). Sample output is shown in
Figure 4.23. The superior performance of simulated annealing can only be
explained by its occasional acceptance of negative moves and hence ability to
escape local minima. Notice that some edges in the gradient descent produced
schematic (Figure 4.23(b)) are not oriented correctly; this is most likely due to the
fact that neighbouring edges all have low cost and so constituent vertices have
very little incentive to move.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4:23: Comparison between the highest cost simulated annealing result and
the lowest cost gradient descent result, (a) Simulated annealing, final cost =115.
(b) Gradient descent, final cost = 132.

4.8 Summary
This chapter has presented an experimental evaluation of the new simulated
annealing schematic map algorithm. The use of the Rotation and Displacement
constraints, which have the aim of minimising unnecessary change to the input
map, is thought to be novel. It has been shown that while the use of the DouglasPeucker algorithm as a pre-process leads to good schematics, the choice of weed
tolerance value is important. The importance of using suitable annealing schedule
parameters, particularly starting temperature and reduction factor, with respect to
algorithm performance has also been demonstrated. The usefulness of the various
constraints has been verified, as well as the significance of setting constraint cost
weighting appropriately. It has also been shown that during the optimization
process, the bulk of the cost reductions happen very early on, meaning that
relatively good maps can be generated quickly. Consistency of results (which may
have been in doubt due the random nature of the algorithm) has been confirmed.
Finally, a simple comparison between the simulated annealing algorithm and a
gradient descent alternative has shown simulated annealing to be clearly superior
in terms of quality of result. In the next chapter, the versatility of the approach
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will be demonstrated through the introduction of an additional constraint that will
allow for the production of travel-time schematics.

Ill

Chapter 5 Time-Based Schematic Maps
5.1 Introduction
The main aim of this chapter is to describe a modification to the schematic map
algorithm that will allow for the production of travel time schematic maps. The
chapter begins by providing a brief literature review and background information
that will demonstrate why travel time maps are useful. The algorithm modification
(which, in fact, is a constraint modification) is then presented, and this is followed
by some experimental evaluation. The chapter concludes with a summary.

5.2 Background
Cognitive mapping, the process of spatial knowledge acquisition and
organization, has intrigued investigators from many disciplines including
geography, cartography, psychology, planning and architecture (MacEachren,
1992). Transportation planners can for example use cognitive maps in relation to
travel time in helping develop transportation policy related to various modes of
transport. Visualizations are cognitive tools designed to augment the capacity of
the human mind. Like all communication, to be effective, visualizations should
schematize effectively, that is, they should extract, emphasize, and even distort
the information that is important to the task and eliminate the information that is
not. In order to facilitate perception and comprehension, maps may violate certain
spatial relations, for example, exact distance, size, angle and perspective (Tversky
et al, 2004).
Time-based schematic maps have been used successfully in wide range of
applications including recently in mapping cyberspace. Mapping time is
especially relevant for the World Wide Web, since it is synonymous with change
(Kraak et al, 2001). Cyber geography encompasses a wide range of geographical
phenomena, from the study of physical infrastructure, traffic flows, and the
geodemographics of new cyber communities, to the perception and visualization
of these new digital spaces (Cybergeography.org, 2006). Maps are used to chart
unknown territories and a good example of this is the Mapping Cyberspace
project (Dodge, 1998).
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Schematic maps help visualize different requirements of geospatial information.
There is a need to develop automated means of schematic visualizations for
specific purposes. For example for transportation engineers doing route - time
studies, having schematic maps based on travel times is of great importance. In
time-based schematic maps the lengths of the network edges is set proportional to
the time taken to travel along those edges. Schematic map derived from this
principle will help users visualize the travel time aspect of the network.
Kulhavy and Stock (1996) identifies the interaction between control processes and
memorial system as the key cognitive factor in the form of representation that
results from viewing a map. There has been lot of research done on distance
cognition,

as the principle spatial component of individual cognitive

representations of the environment (Briggs 1973, Burnett & Briggsl975,
Cadwallader, 1976). An individual's cognition of distance is based primarily upon
objective distance between locations. This assumption is doubtful, at least in the
case of intra- urban distance cognition, in which time distance is generally
considered more important than objective distance (Burnett, 1978). MacEachren
(1980) carried out investigations in transportation networks and results of the
work indicate that cognitive distance is more closely related to travel time than to
objective distance. Burnett and Briggs (1975) suggest that increased travel time
accounts for higher cognitive distance close to city centres than away from them.
GIS provides an effective environment to operationalize and implement timegeographic constructs (Kwan, 2004). With the advent of digital road datasets there
has been a great demand for the development of automated means for generating
time-based network maps.
Klippel (2003) identifies sketch maps as a category of schematic map that distort
distance information and defines schematic maps as representations that focus on
relevant information. The most useful information is selected and structured to
reflect human conceptualizations of the spatial domain (Freksa, Barkowsky and
Klippel, 1999; Tversky 1993).
Tversky (2003) and Klippel (2003) have identified and grouped the benefits of
schematization as:
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- Cognitive and conceptual considerations: Schematization is a prerequisite
to deal with the abundance of available information and where the capacity
of working memory is restricted. It also fosters the integration of
information and thereby speeds decision making;
- Perceptual considerations: Visual complexity is one of the major
drawbacks on information processing;
- Informatics and AI perspective: Schematic information qualifies for
compact data formats and computational efficiency;
- Technical aspects: Screen resolution of small display devices do not allow
for great detail.
Cognitive maps (spatial knowledge) and the process of cognitive mapping (spatial
knowledge acquisition) are fundamental geographical issues (MacEachren, 1992).
Considerable recent attention has been directed specifically to knowledge
acquired from maps (Wood and Pels 1986; Harley 1988; Golledge 1991). Timebased schematic maps offer a new visualization means for understanding travel
maps.
Linear cartograms are a visualization tool used to represent maps in which length
of lines are shown in proportion to some related quantity. Distance metric based
on the linear cartogram reveal new patterns for spatial representation and can be
used a visualization tool for providing better insight into the travel time problems
than using a standard map.

5.3 Travel time schematic algorithm
Chapters 3 and 4 provided a description of, and experimental results for, a
simulated annealing based algorithm for producing schematic maps. A key
ingredient to the algorithm was the idea of constraints. These constraints are a set
of measurable objectives that, in effect, characterise the desired schematic map. It
follows that if the constraints are modified (for example, if one constraint is
removed and a new constraint added) then the characteristics of the map produced
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will be changed. In this section, a modified set of constraints is proposed, in
which the Length Constraint is replaced with the TravelTime Constraint:
- Topological: The original network and derived schematic map should be
topologically consistent;
- Orientation: If possible, network edges should lie in a horizontal, vertical
or diagonal direction;
- TravelTime: If possible, all network edges should have length proportional
to travel time;
- Clearance: If possible, the distance between disjoint features should be
greater than or equal to some minimum distance (to ensure clarity);
- Angle: If possible, the angle between a pair of connected edges should be
greater than or equal to some minimum angle (to ensure clarity);
- Rotation: An edge's orientation should remain as close to its starting
orientation as possible;
- Displacement: Vertices should remain as close to their starting positions as
possible.
The TravelTime Constraint is implemented by assigning each edge in the network
a target travel time length and a travel time cost. It is assumed that estimated
travel times are known for each network edge. The travel time cost is proportional
to the difference between target travel time length and current length. The traveltime length for each edge is set to be proportional to its estimated travel time;
furthermore, travel time lengths are calculated in such a way as to ensure that the
overall dimensions of the output map are similar to the input map.
Having re-defined the constraints, the simulated annealing algorithm operates in
exactly the same way is described in previous chapters (i.e. the algorithm has not
altered; rather it is the constraints that have changed).
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5.4 Examples of travel time schematic maps
The simulated annealing based schematic map software presented in chapter 3 has
been extended to include the travel time constraint described in the previous
section. Tests were carried out using the software to produce time-based
schematic maps from linear network datasets. Figure 5.1 shows a simple example
map, a conventional schematic map (travel time constraint weighting = 0), a travel
time map (orientation constraint weight = 0) and a travel time schematic map
(travel time constraint weighting and orientation constraint weighting both > 0).
A second example is shown in Figure 5.2. Figure 5.2(a) shows original map (with
travel time information added). Note that in this case the estimated travel time is
given for complete line features and not individual edges. This data is therefore
pre-processed in order to produce estimated travel times for each edge. Figure
5.2(b) shows a regular schematic map (travel time constraint weighting = 0),
Figure 5.2(c) shows a basic travel time map (orientation constraint weight = 0)
and Figure 5.2(d) shows a travel time schematic. As can be seen, the edges in the
basic travel time maps have been successfully resized to reflect travel time, while
at the same time feature shape and overall map dimensions have been maintained.
It is not clear how useful the travel time schematics are, particularly looking at
Figure 5.2(d); in this case the competition between the orientation constraint and
travel time constraint has resulted in a map that conforms adequately to neither
(i.e. this can be varied by applying different orientation weighting).
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Figure 5.1: Schematic and travel time maps generated from test data using
simulated annealing software, (a) Initial Map with labels showing travel time; (b)
Regular schematic map; (c) Basic travel time map; (d) Travel time schematic map.
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(a)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5.2: Schematic and travel time maps generated from OS data using
simulated annealing software, (a) Initial Map with labels showing travel time (b)
Regular schematic; (c) Basic travel time map; (d) Travel time schematic map.
OSCAR® data (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved 2004).

5.5 Summary
This chapter has presented a technique for producing travel time maps. The
method adopted makes use of the previously described simulated annealing based
schematic map algorithm and involved simply replacing one constraint (the length
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constraint) with another (the TravelTime constraint). A number of experiments
have been carried out and these have produced promising results. As much as
anything, this chapter has served to demonstrate the flexibility of constraint-based
optimization algorithms.
Future work will concentrate on refining the technique through the use of
additional constraints to enhance visualization and usability. It is also envisaged
that future research will examine the use of the algorithm for generating traveltime maps for different modes of travel and for different time horizons to
understand cognitive distance factors while planning transportation needs. Also
dynamically generated schematic maps will be very helpful for travellers to
visualize forecasted travel times through location-based services (You and Kim,
2005). This understanding has potential applications in a wide range of areas that
include policy-oriented research in transportation studies and development of
visualization tools to help planners and travellers better understand distance-time
datasets.
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Chapter 6 Example Case Study:
GeoHydroInformatics
6.1 Introduction
This chapter considers a specific application of mobile GIS in general, and in
particular the schematic algorithm and software described in the previous three
chapters. The application in question is that of Water Utilities Network
Management. The chapter begins by highlighting the potential for the use of
mobile GIS in utilities network modelling and management, with special attention
given to water utilities. Next, possible water pipeline network applications of the
schematic software are considered and some experimental results are presented.
The results include special types of schematic that depict water charging and
water routing information. The chapter finishes with a summary.

6.2 Mobile GIS in water pipeline network management
GeoHydroInformatics refers to the application of GIS (Geographic Information
Systems) technologies in Hydroinformatics. The background of the case study
examples used in this chapter are based on a Department for International
Development (DflD), Knowledge and Research (KaR) R6872 Project on
"Intermittent Water Supply Systems: Design And Control" that was carried out
jointly by London South Bank University and Indian Institute of Technology,
Madras. In developing countries water quantity available for supply generally is
not sufficient to meet demand and one of the most common methods of
controlling demand is the use of intermittent supplies (i.e. water supplied only a
few hours a day). The project involved development of guidelines for the design
and operation of intermittent water distribution systems, using a modified network
model incorporating pressure dependent demand functions plus an optimal design
procedure to maximise equity in supply at least cost.
The key objectives of the project were to develop an optimal control strategy to
operate the network and a modified network analysis simulation program suitable
for simulating conditions of water shortage. Modifications required to the analysis
procedure include the development of pressure dependent demand (FDD)
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functions to describe demand and an assessment of the acceptability of the
alternative design/control objectives by professionals and consumers.
The design of water distribution systems involves the determination of the sizes of
the components in the distribution system. The project developed techniques to
facilitate the design of intermittent systems at the least cost, while maintaining
adequate pressures throughout the system. The study also developed techniques to
establish the optimum locations and settings of flow reduction valves, introduced
to ensure a more equitable distribution of water throughout the network. The
water network datasets used are example datasets from this KaR R6872 project.
Though GIS is used widely in the water utilities industry, especially in the areas
of network modelling and asset management, the application of mobile GIS is still
in its infancy. There is little doubt that there exists tremendous potential for
developing mobile GIS applications tailored for water utilities; three example
application areas are considered here:

6.2.1 Field work
Field work could be carried out using PDAs loaded with mobile GIS software and
data (Figure 6.1). For example, in the first instance the mobile GIS might assist
the field engineer to locate specific items of infrastructure (by means of maps and
directions augmented with current GPS position). Next, information regarding
pipe and node locations and characteristics (including faults), reservoir details,
valve details, types and details of consumer locations could be collected and
recorded digitally by the engineer. Also in projects where consumer preferences
need to be carried by conducting interviews by social scientists on acceptability of
alternative types of supply and service levels among both professionals and water
consumers, as in case of project R6872, mobileGIS tools will be of great potential
use. This information could subsequently be wirelessly transferred to a central
database. Thus the work of the field engineer could be made more efficient and
accurate with the help of mobile GIS.
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Figure 6.1: Example Mobile GIS field work application

6.2.2 Asset management
Mobile GIS could be of great benefit to the task of asset management. The system
would act as an important information resource, and application-specific software
would allow searches to be made based on various criteria. Multimedia data like
photographs, videos and 3D panchromatic imagery might also be stored alongside
conventional (and associated) data to enhance real-life scenarios. This would
enable site condition assessments for immediate actions. Also the visualisation
tools in GIS could be used to help find patterns and relationships in the huge
amounts of data collected (for example, pressure and flow recordings). "What-if
scenarios could be generated and tested in the field, with possible effects studied
and used to help in better informed decision making. In essence the mobile GIS
would act as a mobile spatial decision support system to the field engineers. The
mobile GIS has the potential to help in generating the mapping of distribution
systems for various criteria, and to make querying based on specific criteria quick,
easy and understandable for engineers in the field (Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Example Mobile GIS used for asset management of pipe networks

6.2.3 Demand modelling
It is possible to envisage mobile GIS being used by field engineers to model
hydraulic conditions in spatial terms and understand the water demands of a
particular system. Water demand information at critical points in the network is
important to planning operation and maintenance (O&M). A mobile GIS based
hydraulic model would help its user to understand the effect of water demand on
the distribution system and thus allow the correct O&M decisions to be made.

A main concern when calculating water demand is finding the area/polygon of
influence of primary nodes in a water distribution system, and thereafter finding
the water demand in that polygon. Each primary node in a water distribution
network can be considered as an important node in the network into which
demand of many secondary nodes or individual connections are lumped. The
polygon of influence around each primary node is that area which can be
considered to be supplied from that primary node. There are many ways to
determine demand polygons, one of which being the Voronoi polygon method.
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A basic procedure for Primary Node Demand Allocation is to identify primary
demand nodes in the supply area and then generate Voronoi polygons based on
the primary nodes. Finally the total demand for an area is calculated by summing
up the demand of individual primary nodes falling within the demand area
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Figure 6.3: Demand Area with polygon around primary nodes and distribution of
the demand (Source: Guidelines for design of intermittent water distribution
systems, Vairavamoorthy et al., 2001)
Figure 6.3 shows a demand Area A with 5 primary nodes. Each of these 5 primary
nodes has a number of secondary nodes connecting to it. For each primary node
the polygon of influence is created and then a demand polygon overlay map is
generated. The total demand in each primary node can be calculated and all this
summed up to give the total demand in the given demand area (Vairavamoorthy
et.al 2001) Figure 6.4 shows the mobile GIS based demand modelling application
based on this technique which will help field engineers to access demand model
information on the site before undertaking any operation and maintenance tasks.
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Figure 6.4: Mobile GIS for demand modelling application.

6.3 Automated schematic maps in water networks
Schematic maps are widely used for mapping utility networks. Most small scale
derived maps of water network are currently drawn manually or using computer
based graphic packages. This is very labour intensive and time consuming. It
follows that generating schematic maps automatically is of potential benefit to
utility mapping. Water pipeline networks are good examples of a practical
application of schematic maps, where for example they can also a useful
visualization tool for water engineers to help understand and analyze the hydraulic
conditions of a network.
There now follows a series of sample water networks that are schematised using
the simulated annealing software described in previous chapters. Displaying the
original data on a PDA can lead to problems of legibility (see Figure 6.5 in which
the sample water network data is displayed within the ArcPad application on a HP
iPAQ PDA).
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Figure 6.5: Example network map of a water distribution system displayed in a
Mobile GIS environment (Dataset Source: DfID KaR Project R6872)
Figures 6.6 to 6.9 show example primary mains networks of individual pipeline
segments before and after schematisation. In each case the minimum edge length
and minimum clearance distances are both set to 50m. A particularly important
aspect of any water network is the connectivity of pipelines. Connectivity details
are explicitly recorded in the attribute table associated with the data. However it is
sometimes difficult to visualize the true connectivity in geographic terms as there
are instances where the water pipelines lie very close to one other but are not
physically connected. In the example output shown, running the source pipeline
data through the simulated annealing software produces schematic maps in which
connectivity detail is clearly visible (due to the Clearance constraint). The sample
schematic maps shown took less than 4s to generate (using a 2GHz Pentium 4 PC
with 512MB of RAM).
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(a)

(b)
Figure 6.6: Schematic map generated by simulated annealing software. A weed
tolerance value of 10m is used in this experiment, resulting in 109 vertices from
111. Connectivity details of pipe connections are made more visible as a result of
the schematization process. Highlighted arrow in Figure 6.6 (b) shows the explicit
unconnected sections of the network from Figure 6.6 (a) (Dataset Source: DfiD
KaR Project R6872)
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Figure 6.7: Schematic map generated by simulated annealing software. A weed
tolerance value of 10m is used in this experiment, resulting in 257 vertices from
273. Connectivity details of pipe connections are made more visible as a result of
the schematization process. Highlighted arrow in Figure 6.7 (b) shows the explicit
unconnected sections of the network from Figure 6.7 (a) (Dataset Source: DfID
KaR Project R6872)
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(a)

Figure 6.8: Schematic map generated by simulated annealing software. A weed
tolerance value of 10m is used in this experiment, resulting in 262 vertices from
274. Connectivity details of pipe connections are made more visible as a result of
the schematization process. Highlighted arrow in Figure 6.8 (b) shows the explicit
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unconnected sections of the network from Figure 6.8 (a) (Dataset Source: DfID
KaR Project R6872)
Once connectivity details can be generated by the network modellers using this
schematization technique it will give help water modellers to visualize mental
maps of true connectivity from the derived schematic and this can knowledge can
be used when carrying out analysis and design with network modelling and
optimization software tools like NETIS® (developed by London South Bank
University as part of DfID KaR Project R6872).

6.4 Schematic water routing and charging network models
Valves are used as control elements in O&M operations to route water through
different parts of the network. A schematic map is a useful means of visualising
this routing of water and also explores various route scenarios during O&M
operations. By making use of the OffsetPolyline function presented in Chapter 3,
water route maps are generated by the software to highlight a practical application
of this in water industry. An example network and its corresponding water routing
schematic is shown in Figure 6.9.
The time taken by water supplied for a source to travel to the various outlets in the
distribution system is an important parameter in the design of water networks.
This is especially important in intermittent systems (i.e. systems that operate
intermittently for fixed periods). Schematic models depicting the charging time
for the network (i.e. the time taken by water to flow between the various nodes of
the network) can help design engineers visualize the distribution of water demand
in terms of equity in supply. It is possible to produce a water charging-time map
by making use of the travel time schematic software presented in Chapter 5, the
only difference being that a charging-time attribute is used for each network
feature instead of travel time. Figure 6.10(a) shows an example water network in
which pipeline segments have been labelled with their estimated charging-time.
Figure 6.10(b) shows the resulting charging-time map, where each map edge has
been adjusted in length so that its length is proportional to charging-time.
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This model can be in future extended to develop visualization tools for
contaminant propagation models for water networks. The sources of contaminant
intrusion into water distribution systems may include external factors like leaking
sewer pipes and pipes running through polluted water bodies. Developing
visualization tools to model contaminant intrusion and propagation will help water
engineers to devise control measures to minimise the risk of contamination, and
improve the management of water quality in water distribution systems.
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Figure 6.9: Water routing schematic, (a) Example network; (b) Schematised
network with nodes and routes symbolised. Red, Green and Blue are different
routes through which water can be routed for Operation and Maintenance
purposes of the network. The highlighted nodes represent the valves. (Dataset
Source: DfID KaR Project R6872)
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Figure 6.10: Charging-time network example, (a) Original (water charging
model); (b) Water charging-time map generated using simulated annealing
software. (Dataset Source: DfID KaR Project R6872)

6.5 Summary
This chapter has considered the application of mobile GIS in general, and
schematic maps in particular, to utilities applications. Automated schematic map
generation has been demonstrated as providing a new means of fast and efficient
network mapping for water pipeline networks management and maintenance. The
simulated annealing software presented in previous chapters has been adapted and
used to produce conventional water pipeline network schematics, water charging
maps and water routing network schematics, each of which provides a promising
tool for visualization for water network engineers.
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Chapter 7 Conclusion
7.1 Introduction
This chapter begins with a summary of the work carried out during the course of
the project, providing detail on how each of the main project objectives has been
addressed. Particular attention is given to the major achievements of the project
and how these contribute to the existing body of knowledge relating to automated
map generalization. Limitations of the work are also discussed, together with
suggestions for how they might be addressed in the future. Additional ideas for
progressing the work are also presented.

7.2 Summary of work
The primary aim of this work, as defined in Chapter 1, has been to design,
implement and evaluate algorithms and procedures for the automated production
of schematic maps. This aim has been met. Chapter 3 provides a description of a
new algorithm (and its software implementation) for schematic map production,
while Chapter 4 gives detail of extensive experimental evaluation. The algorithm
has been shown to produce good quality schematic maps (i.e. with lowest cost)
based on the constraint settings within reasonable (execution) time limits.
The main research question addressed by the project has been: To what extent can
multi-criteria optimization techniques based on iterative improvement, and in
particular the simulated annealing method, be used successfully to automate the
process of schematization of digital network datasets for application in mobile
GIS? This question has been addressed in two ways:
- A review of previous work (Chapter 2). This includes an investigation into
recent advances in automated map generalization research in general (it
was thought likely that some of the ideas discovered would be of relevance
to schematic map algorithms). Particular attention has been given to line
generalization (since schematization is a type of line generalization) and
process control (since optimization techniques are known to have been
used in this context previously). Previous attempts at automated
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production of schematic maps have also been researched. The algorithms
presented by Avelar (2002) and Stott and Rodgers (2005) are of particular
relevance since, like the algorithm presented in this thesis, they employ
iterative improvement techniques for the purpose of multi-criteria
optimization. Both algorithms adopt a gradient descent approach to
optimization, which, as noted by their authors, leads to the problem of
producing solutions that are likely to be locally optimal only. However,
both algorithms offer alternative and interesting techniques for solving
certain aspects of the schematization problem, and these will be looked at
further in any future work (see section 7.4);
A novel simulated annealing-based algorithm for generating schematic
maps has been designed, implemented and evaluated (Chapters 3 and 4).
The work improves on previously published research in a number of ways:
(i) The algorithm uses simulated-annealing, which is known to outperform gradient descent techniques with regards to result
optimisation;
(ii) The algorithm makes use of a greater number of constraints,
allowing for more control over the quality of output. The use of
the Rotation and Displacement constraints, which have the aim of
minimising unnecessary change to the input map, is thought to be
new;
(iii) The algorithm has been tested and evaluated extensively on a
range of data sets (existing published work is very limited in
terms of experimental results). Particular attention was given to
evaluating the settings for the various input parameters required
by the process, including the Douglas-Peucker tolerance value,
constraint cost weightings and process termination criteria.
Consistency of results was also confirmed. A simple comparison
between the simulated annealing algorithm and a gradient descent
alternative showed simulated annealing to be clearly superior in
terms of quality of result. This was verified by using the same
dataset on both simulated annealing and gradient descent
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versions. The simulated annealing version produced schematic
map with lower cost as compared with the gradient descent
version (Fig 4.23).
The conclusion is that multi-criteria optimization techniques based on iterative
improvement offer a very effective means by which network data can be
converted into a schematic format. Furthermore, the simulated annealing
technique (and possibly other approaches that provide a mechanism for escaping
local minima) is preferable to gradient descent methods.
There were a number of other significant project achievements (not recognised at
the start of the project as objectives but which came about as the project
progressed):
- Route symbolisation (Chapter 3): The limitations of ArcGIS polyline
symbolisation functionality required the development of an algorithm for
symbolising polylines that lie on more than one route. This requirement
resulted in the design and software implementation of a new symbolization
algorithm;
- Travel time based schematic maps (Chapter 5): The flexibility of
constraint based approaches was demonstrated in the production of travel
time schematic software. The method adopted uses the previously
developed simulated annealing based schematic map algorithm and
involved simply replacing one constraint (the length constraint) with
another (the travel time constraint). A number of experiments have been
carried out and these have produced promising results.
- Application of automated schematic type mapping in utility mapping
(Chapter 6): Automated schematic map generation was demonstrated as
providing a new means of fast and efficient network mapping for water
pipeline networks management and maintenance. The simulated annealing
software was adapted and used to produce conventional water pipeline
network schematics, water charging maps and water routing network
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schematics, each of which provides a useful visualisation tool for water
network engineers.

7.3 Limitations of the study
The project has been a success in that it has met, and in some regards exceeded,
its original objectives. However it is recognised that the work presented has
certain limitations, which are in the main due to the time constraints associated
with project. These limitations, together with an indication of how it is hoped to
address them in the future, are now listed:
- At present, the annealing schedule parameter values and constraint
weightings, which in effect govern execution times and output map
characteristics, have to be set manually. Finding an appropriate set of
values can be time consuming. In order to more fully automate the
schematization process it will be necessary to investigate ways of
automating this task. The paper by Zoraster (1997), which presents a
simulated-annealing based approach to solving the problem of pointlabelling a map, suggests a method for generating the initial temperature.
The method works as follows. For the first 500 iterations (the value 500
was arrived at via experimentation), the algorithm accepts non-improving
moves with probability 1/3. At this point the mean value m(AE) for nonimproving moves encountered (during the 500 iterations) is calculated, ris
then computed as

so that P is 1/3 for the average value of m(AE). This technique will provide
a useful starting point for future research;
The data sets used in the experiments presented in earlier chapters, while
being adequate for the purposes of evaluation, are relatively small. The
main reason for this is that the possible size of data sets was restricted due
to limitations of the VBA software implementation. These limitations are
partly a result of using inefficient, but relatively easy to implement, data
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structures within the code (e.g. the use of large arrays of user-defined
fixed-length record types instead of linked-lists) and partly due to the
limitations of VBA itself. Larger data sets will require a more efficient
implementation and may also benefit from the adoption of an alternative
programming language. It might also be necessary to employ data
partitioning (as used in Ware et al 2003);
Execution times, although suitable for batch-mode processing, are not
quick enough for applications requiring on-the-fly schematic map
generation, particularly if larger data sets were used. Some initial ideas for
addressing this issue include:
(i) Experimenting with a more efficient implementation and adoption
of a programming language other that VBA;
(ii) The current implementation makes use a simple regular grid
indexing scheme in which a map is divided into non-overlapping
regions. Alternative methods, such as quadtrees and R-trees,
which are known to provide efficient indexing of spatial data, are
likely to speed-up execution;
(iii) The algorithm presented here generates a new state from the
current state by selecting a vertex at random and then subjecting it
to a small random displacement. This is in keeping with the
general ethos of the simulated annealing technique, which is
essentially stochastic. However, this approach leads to a large
percentage of negative moves being generated, most of which are
rejected (and which, therefore, might be regarded as time wasting
moves). An alternative method to displacing a vertex would be to
calculate displacements in a way similar to Avelar (2002). Also in
Avelar method before actually moving a vertex the topology of
the resulting network is checked and vertex movement restricted
accordingly. Each vertex displacement is calculated so as to
minimise the cost associated with that vertex and its connected
edges. This could result in quicker convergence towards good
solutions;
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(iv) The current algorithm makes use of a continuous search space.
Adopting a discrete search space, perhaps in a way similar to Stott
and Rodgers (2005), will reduce the size of the search space (i.e.
total number of possible maps) and thus could lead to quicker
execution (but might also lead to reduced quality in the generated
schematic). For example each iteration in Stott and Rodgers
(2005) optimization process consider alternative grid positions for
each vertex within a certain radius thereby reducing the search
space.

7.4 Future work
A number of other areas that warrant further research have also been identified:
- Simulated annealing is just one of a number of well established
optimization techniques. It would be worthwhile to compare simulated
annealing with some of the main alternatives (e.g. Tabu search and
Genetic algorithms) to see if execution times and/or schematic map quality
changes;
- The current implementation considers a single feature class only, namely,
linear network features (i.e. polylines). Schematic maps for wayfmding
applications would benefit from the inclusion of additional features, such
as Points of Interest (POI) and feature labels. One of the issues to consider
when including POI will be to ensure that spatial relationships between
POI and network features are maintained subsequent to schematization.
Automated feature labelling has been the focus of a considerable body of
previous research (e.g. Christensen et al, 1995), including in the context of
schematic maps (Stott and Rodgers, 2005). Most existing solutions make
use of iterative improvement algorithms, and so lend themselves to
inclusion in the schematic algorithm presented in this thesis;
- In collaboration with cognitive scientists further work is planned for the
automated application of appropriate small display specific symbology for
the generated schematic map based on the referenced display scale to
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enhance visualization and readability. In terms of applying line
symbology, the intention is to build upon the work of Ware et al (2003),
which used simulated annealing as a means of controlling the feature
displacements required to resolve graphic conflict resulting from the
symbolization of road features;
- The work (together with the other automated schematic map algorithms
that exist) would benefit from an interdisciplinary study to better
understand the human factors in schematic map usability for a variety of
environments and user needs. In order to evaluate the usability of
generated schematic maps, extensive user trials need to be carried out that
take into account user requirements and perceptions. One example of this
is to get user feedback on the usability of generated schematic maps for
navigation purposes. Based on the feedback the software will be fine tuned
(constraint weightings to be applied accordingly) for better results. This is
planned for future work in collaboration with cognitive scientists and
human factors specialists (in fact, some preliminary work has already been
carried out and presented - see Anand et al 2005);
- The effect of constraints (orientation, length, angle, rotation, clearance,
displacement) on normal mode of human navigation will be looked into
for future work in collaboration with researchers working in Artificial
Intelligence.
- Future work is planned also in the area of GeoHydroinformatics for
developing automated schematization techniques for various hydraulic
parameters like flow and pressure. The aim is to provide visualization
tools for hydraulic engineers that help in their understanding and analysis
of the hydraulic conditions in water distribution systems.

7.5 Conclusion
This thesis has focused on the development of automated means of generating
schematic maps from large scale digital geographic datasets that are tailored for
mobile GIS applications. Its key theme has been to describe and demonstrate the
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practical application of a new algorithm, which is based on the simulated
annealing optimization technique. Prototype software has been produced and
experimental results have shown the algorithm to be successful in producing
schematic maps that meet user-defined constraints within reasonable time.
Schematic maps are meant as tools for easier, simpler understanding of network
maps by users and not substitutes for detailed and topographically accurate spatial
maps. It is hoped that the automated schematic map generation tool produced by
this study will form the basis for future implementations that will provide
cartographers, mapmakers and planning officials with new and convenient means
of visualising network data. Above all the key contribution of this work is a
working implementation of automated schematic map generation software which
can be customised for a wide range of applications from transportation to utilities
as needed by the user. Also the implementation of simulated annealing based
optimization technique for this purpose is novel and hence the contribution to
knowledge in the area of automated map generalization.
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Chapter 9: Generalization of large scale digital geographic datasets
for MobileGIS applications
Suchith Anand, J Mark Ware, George Taylor
School of Computing
University of Glamorgan, Wales, CF37 1DL, UK

9.1 Introduction
This chapter builds upon the display and visualization theme of the section and
focuses on the automatic production of schematic maps on demand for small
screen mobile devices using simulated annealing technique. Mobile GIS
applications derive benefits of map generalization by rendering relevant
information legible at a given scale by filtering the required information as well as
enhancing the visualization of the large-scale data on small screen display
devices. With the advent of high-end miniature technology as well as digital
geographic data products like OSMasterMap® and OSCAR® it is desirable to
devise proper methodologies for map generalization specifically tailored for
MobileGIS applications. Schematic maps are diagrammatic representations based
on linear abstractions of networks. Transportation networks are the key candidates
for applying schematization to help ease the interpretation of information by the
process of cartographic abstraction (Avelar, 2002). Generating schematic maps
are an effective means of generalization of large scale digital datasets for display
on small screen display screens and primarily aimed at enhancing visualization
and also making it user friendly for interpretation. Hence the relevance of
schematic maps in mobile applications and their automated production underpins
the theme of this section.
The remainder of this chapter is set out as follows. Section 9.2 provides some
background information on Mobile GIS. Section 9.3 looks into map generalization
requirements from a MobileGIS perspective. Section 9.4 introduces schematic
maps and gives a short review of previous automated solutions to the problem of
schematic map generation. Section 9.5 outlines the key generalization processes
involved in the production of schematic maps. Section 9.6 contains a description
of the simulated annealing-based schematic map generator algorithm that forms
the basis for this chapter. A prototype implementation of this algorithm is
described in section 9.7, and some experimental results are presented. The chapter
concludes in section 9.8 with a summary of the results and a discussion of future
work.
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9.2 Mobile GIS
Mobile GIS refers to the use of geographic data in the field on mobile devices,
such as networked PDAs. MobileGIS applications act according to a geographic
trigger, such as input of a place name, postcode, position of a GPS user, location
information from mobile phone network etc. The main components of MobileGIS
application are global positioning system (GPS), a handheld computer (eg. a
PDA), and a communication network with GIS acting as the backbone (Figure
9.1).
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Figure 9.1: The basic components of MobileGIS application
Mobile GIS is a relatively new technology, but with the availability of digital
geographic datasets its application potential has increased tremendously. There is
a huge amount of available geographic information that can be re-purposed for
mobile GIS applications; together with the ability to filter and personalize content
by reference to a user's physical location, this will provide compelling business
and research opportunities in this emerging field. This work looks into how
suitable map generalization techniques can be applied to generate schematic maps
from large scale digital geographic data to enable more effective means of map
interpretation on small screen display devices.

9.3 Map Generalization - Mobile GIS perspective
The process of simplifying the form or shape of map features, usually carried out
when the map is changed from a large scale (i.e. more detailed) to a small scale
(i.e. less detailed), is referred to as generalization. This necessitates the use of
operations such as simplification, selection, displacement and amalgamation of
features that takes place during scale reduction (Ware et al, 2003).
Ordnance Survey through the introduction of OSMasterMap® has now made
possible a digital map database of UK. The OSMasterMap data features are
digital representations of the world. All real world objects are represented as
explicit features and each identified by a unique TOID (Topological Identifier).
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The attributes have survey accuracy ranging from ±1 .Om in urban areas to ±8.0 m
in mountain and moorland areas. (OS, 2005).
The key benefits OSMasterMap® has over the previous large scale digital
geographic dataset OSLandline® as summarised by ESRI (2005) include providing
a single, consistent seamless national digital base map; improved topological
structure thereby increasing functionality and flexibility for map display;
improved speed, accuracy and simplicity of derived data capture through the new
data structure of point, line and polygon features; Integrate other datasets thereby
adding value to the geometry of features by taking advantage of unique TOID
referencing .With the large scale use and application of mobile devices it is now
possible to deliver digital geographic information for mobile GIS applications.
OSMasterMap with its advantages provide immense opportunities for MobileGIS
applications. Also the need to deliver the required map information on small
display screens of devices in particular PDA's, necessitates the application of
appropriate map generalization techniques that are to be specifically tailored for
this purpose.

Change of scale
from 1:5000 to
1:10000

Figure 9.2. OSMasterMap® data (Ordnance SurveyOCrown Copyright. All rights
reserved, 2005) displayed in a HP iPAQ using ESRI's ArcPad. The image on the
left at 1:5000 and the image on right at 1:10000 depicting graphic conflicts
between built-up area features during the scale reduction
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For verifying the suitability of OSMasterMap data for small screen devices, the
data for the St David's area in Wales was loaded in ESRI's ArcPad and tested on
a HP iPAQ PocketPC h5400 series for display at various scales to find out the
extent of spatial conflicts between features and data volume (Figure 9.2). There is
explicit proof of graphic conflict during scale changes and the dataset needs to be
tailored for small screen devices specifically for MobileGIS by applying suitable
map generalization techniques. For example it is necessary to apply scale based
symbolization as well as applying suitable generalization operators like
simplification, displacement, amalgamation etc.
To understand the demands for mobile applications, the general user requirements
of small display devices (PDA's in this case) have been studied. In comparison to
contemporary desktop computers which have processing power in the range of
4GHz and storage capacity around 80 GB , the processing capability PDA's are
much lower in the range of 400 MHz and their memory capacity is in range of 64
MB. This highlights the issues associated with processing and storage of largescale voluminous datasets in thin client mobile devices. Also the low display
resolution of 240 x 320 pixels as well as smaller display area of 50cm2 of PDA
screens makes it necessary to render the final output image based on the
generalization carried out as per appropriate small display cartographic
specification to give maximum clarity and readability. The basic criteria are easy
readable font, recognizable symbols, mutual exclusive colour at each level of
information and comprehensive use of area colour with few geometric details of
objects (GiMoDig Project, 2003). In summary, PDA's have different form factors
such as display resolution, varying numbers of display lines, horizontal or vertical
screen orientation and hardware specification when compared to contemporary
desktop computers. Hence GIS applications that are to be used in PDA's need to
be tailored appropriately. The application of suitable automated map
generalization techniques will help in filtering redundant data enabling faster and
more efficient rendering, as well as in noise reduction in the rendered image and
enhancing the essential details.
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Figure 9.3. OSMasterMap® data (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All rights
reserved, 2005) displayed in a HP iPAQ using ESRI's ArcPad.The figures show
how appropriate symbolization can enhance readability and usability of maps.
Image on the left explicitly showing poor visualization and image on the right
displayed at the map specification guidelines for 1:5000 scale showing better data
visualization.
A suitable cartographic display specification was developed to represent
OSMasterMap data suitable on small screen devices and tests carried out on a
wide range of display scales (Anand et al, 2004). It was found that there is graphic
conflict between features during scale reduction and since the display screen is
comparatively of small size the problem becomes much more apparent. Once the
same dataset was displayed as per the developed cartographic specification, better
graphic visualization was obtained (Figure9.3). For example it can be seen in
figure 9.3 that the low display resolution and smaller display area of PDA screens
makes it necessary to apply small display cartographic specification to give
maximum clarity and readability for the output map

9.4 Schematic Maps
The way people construct and interact with geographical maps has to be regarded
as a valuable clue to the properties of the underlying mental structures and process
for spatial cognition. Geographical maps are described as spatial representation
media that play an important role in many processes of human spatial cognition
(Berendt et al, 1998). A schematic map is a diagrammatic representation based on
linear abstractions of networks. Typically transportation networks are the key
candidates for applying schematization to help ease the interpretation of
information by the process of cartographic abstraction. Schematic maps are builtup from sketches which usually have close resemblance with verbal descriptions
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about spatial features (Avelar, 2002). The London Tube map is one of the well
known examples of a schematic map.
Generating schematic maps involves reducing the complexity of map details while
preserving the important characteristics. When performed manually, this is a timeconsuming and expensive process. The application of GIS tools has led to the
realization that the efficiency of the cartographer could be increased through the
automation of some of the more time consuming generalization techniques.
Contemporary GIS software contains tools for automating processes like line
simplification that allow basic generalization to be performed. Although these
algorithms go some way to help in the automated production of schematic maps,
there is lot of work to be done on developing fully automated schematic map
generalization tools. Differing geometric and aesthetic criteria are used to design a
schematic map keeping in mind the common goals of graphic simplicity, retention
of network information content and presentation legibility (Avelar et al, 2000).
Agrawala and Stolte (2001) in their work present a set of cartographic
generalization techniques specifically designed to improve the usability of route
maps. These techniques are based on cognitive psychology research which has
shown that an effective route map must clearly communicate all the turning points
on the route, and that precisely depicting the exact length, angle, and shape of
each road is much less important. They show how these techniques are applied in
hand drawn maps and demonstrate that by carefully distorting road lengths and
angles and simplifying road shape, it is possible to clearly and concisely present
all the turning points along the route. Avelar (2002) presents the automatic
generation of schematic maps from traditional, vector based, cartographic
information. By using an optimisation technique, the lines of the original route
network are modified to meet geometric and aesthetic constraints in the resulting
schematic map. The algorithm preserves topological relations using simple
geometric operations and tests.
Due to their abstracting power, schematic maps are an ideal means for
representing specific information about a physical environment. They play a
helpful role in spatial problem solving tasks such as way finding. Schematic maps
provide a suitable medium for representing meaningful entities and spatial
relationships between entities of the represented world. While topographic maps
are intended to represent the real world as faithfully as possible, schematic maps
are seen as conceptual representations of the environment (Casakin, 2000). When
generalising the cartographer tries to maintain the topology of the features as
accurately as possible, i.e. the cartographer might sacrifice absolute accuracy in
order to maintain relative accuracy (Joao, 1998). As discussed earlier, the key
characteristic of mobile devices is their limited processing capacity, memory, and
available display area. This necessitates that suitable operations are carried out to
filter redundant data from the voluminous large scale digital datasets to help
reduce data volume as well as enhancing visualization and readability of the final
output and schematic maps are an effective way in achieving this outcome.
Though schematic maps have found successful application in underground tube
map design, Morrison (1996) in his study of public transportation maps in western
European cities demonstrates that schematic maps are not suitable for surface
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transport maps like bus networks. This highlights the problem of developing
techniques which are specific for generating schematic maps of surface
transportation networks.

9.5 Key Generalization Processes for Schematic Maps
A schematic map is a diagrammatic representation based on linear abstractions of
networks. Typically transportation networks are the key candidates for applying
schematization to help ease the interpretation of information by the process of
cartographic abstraction. Schematic maps are built-up from sketches which
usually have close resemblance to verbal descriptions about spatial features
(Avelar, 2002). The best example of modern day schematic map is the London
Tube map designed by Harry Beck in 1931. An electrical engineer, he based his
design on a circuit diagram and used a schematic layout. The map locally
distorted the scale and shape of the tube route but preserved the overall topology
of the tube network (LTM, 2004). Morrison (1996) describes the appropriateness
of using schematic maps for different modes of transport.
The basic steps for generating schematic maps are to eliminate all features that are
not functionally relevant and to eliminate any networks (or portions of networks)
not functionally relevant to the single system chosen for mapping. All geometric
invariants of the network's structure are relaxed except topological accuracy.
Routes and junctions are symbolized abstractly (Waldorf, 1979).
Elroi (1988) refined the process by adding three more graphic manipulations.
Lines are simplified to their most elementary shapes. Line simplification
algorithms such as the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, can be applied to road
datasets to remove unwanted detail and produce a simplified version of the
network (Figure 9.4).

Figure 9.4. First step in the schematization process is line simplification, which
can be achieved using an algorithm such as that of Douglas and Peucker (1973).
Also lines are re-oriented to conform to a regular grid, such that they all run
horizontally, vertically or at a forty-five degree diagonal. Also congested areas are
increased in scale at the expense of reducing scale in areas of lesser node density.
Graphic generalization is an important criteria and achieved using appropriate
display styles for the point, line, area features etc., as per the small display
cartographic specification guidelines will enhance readability of the generated
schematic map as well as improving usability. Other factors that need to be taken
into consideration are fixing the aspect ratio of the resulting image to make the
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effective use of map space when trying to fit and display on a small screen display
device of 240 x 320 pixel resolution (Agrawala, 2001).
As the first step in the process is line simplification, algorithms like the DouglasPeucker algorithm can be applied to road datasets to remove unwanted detail and
produce a simplified version of the network. When generating schematic maps
from large scale datasets for navigation systems, the basic user inputs are the
initial and final destinations. Based on this the system will have to generate an
appropriate schematic map depicting the turning point information with turning
directions coupled preferably with map labels for each road and the distance to
be travelled on that road. The local landmarks on the route from the Pol (Points of
Interest) dataset can also be displayed, enhancing the navigational usability of the
generated schematic map. This is especially important if the system is to be used
for generating tourist maps. Also, by enabling different levels of scale for the
schematic, the global properties of the route can be conveyed to the user. Factors
like optimal aspect ratio of the resulting image to make the effective use of map
space when trying to fit on a small screen display device of 240 x 320 pixel
resolution have to be taken into account. Enabling support for vertical and
horizontal scrolling will add more flexibility to the user (Agrawala, 2001).
9.6 Schematic Map generation using Simulated Annealing
This work is concerned with the problem of effective rendering of large scale
digital geographic datasets on small display devices by developing appropriate
optimization techniques for generating schematic maps. At present, schematic
maps are produced manually or by using graphic based software. This is not only
a time consuming process, but requires a skilled map designer. The challenge of
replacing an experienced cartographer with a computer that can make the same
decisions to produce a schematic map is compelling. Also there are no
cartographic guidelines to help the design of schematic maps. Automatic
generation of schematic maps may improve results and make the process faster
and cheaper. It would also help in extending scalability of the use of schematic
maps to transportation systems of cities around the world (Avelar, 2000).
Simulated Annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al, 1983) is a probabilistic heuristic
optimisation technique used for finding good approximate solutions to the global
optimum of a given function in a large search space. SA has been used as an
optimization tool in a wide range of application areas, including routing,
scheduling and layout design (e.g. Cerny, 1985; Elmohamed et al, 1998; Chwif et
al, 1998), including automated cartographic design (Zoraster, 1997; Ware et al
2003). In this paper, the schematization process is considered as an optimization
problem. Given an input state (a network layout), an alternative state can be
obtained simply by displacing one or more of the network vertices. The search
space being examined is therefore the set of all possible states of a given input
linear network. Each state can be evaluated in terms of how closely it resembles a
schematic map. However, finding the best state by exhaustively generating and
evaluating all possible states is not possible, as for any realistic data set the search
space will be excessively large (i.e. there are too many alternative layouts). SA
offers a means by which a large search space can be searched for near optimal
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solutions. A standard SA algorithm, which is adopted for use in this work, is
shown in Figure 9.5.
input: Minimi, Schedule, Stopconditions
Set Mcurrent equal to Minitial

set T to Tjnitiai (from Schedule)
evaluate Mcurrent
while notmet(Stopconditions)
select Vertex at random
generate random Displacement
displace Vertex
evaluate Modified
if Mmodified is better than Mcurrent
Modified becomes Mcurrent
else
-AE/ T
P=e T
Mmodified becomes Mcurrent with probability P
endif
update T according to Schedule
endwhile
Figure 9.5: Shows the Simulated Annealing (SA) algorithm used as optimisation
process for producing schematic map. SA is presented with an initial approximate
solution and then evaluated using a cost function. If the initial cost is greater than
some user defined threshold then the algorithm steps into its optimisation phase.
At each iteration a vertex is chosen at random in the current state and subjecting it
to a small random displacement. The new state is also evaluated using the cost
function and decision is then taken as to whether to switch to the new state or to
stick with the current. An improved new state is always chosen, whereas a poorer
new state is rejected with some probability. The iterative process continues until
stopping criteria are met.
At the start of the optimization process SA is presented with an initial
approximate solution (or state). In the case of the schematic map problem, this
will be the initial network (line features, each made up of constituent vertices).
The initial state Minitiai is then evaluated using a cost function; this function
assigns to the input state a score that reflects how well it measures up against a set
of given constraints. If the initial cost is greater than some user defined threshold
(i.e. the constraints are not met adequately) then the algorithm steps into its
optimisation phase. This part of the process is iterative. At each iteration the
current state Mcurrent (i.e. the current network) is modified (Mmodif,ed) to make a
new, alternative approximate solution. The current and new states are said to be
neighbours. The neighbours of any given state are generated usually in an
application-specific way. A decision is then taken as to whether to switch to the
new state or to stick with the current. Essentially, an improved new state is always
chosen, whereas a poorer new state is rejected with some probability P, with P
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increasing over time. The iterative process continues until stopping criteria are
met (e.g. a suitably good solution is found or a certain amount of time has passed).
At each iteration the probability P is dependant on two variables: A£ (the
difference in cost between the current and new states); and T (the current
temperature}. P is defined as:

T is assigned a relatively high initial value; its value is decreased in stages
throughout the running of the algorithm. At high values of T higher cost new
states (large negative AE) will have a relatively high chance of being retained,
whereas at low values of T higher cost new states will tend to be rejected. The
acceptance of some higher cost new states is permitted so as to allow escape from
locally optimal solutions.

9.7 Experimental Results
Prototype software for producing schematic maps for transportation network data
has been developed. The software makes use of the simulated annealing
optimization technique described in section 9.6. The schematic software is
currently implemented as a VBA script within ArcGIS. This technique has been
used previously to control operations of displacement, deletion, reduction and
enlargement of multiple map objects to help resolve spatial conflict arising due to
scale reduction (Ware et al, 1998).
A brief summary of the schematization process is given below
Define constraints - these are the constraints that are to be met by the derived
schematic map. The current software caters for three constraints: (i) topology ensures that original map and derived schematic map are topologically consistent;
(ii) angular - if possible, edges should lie in horizontal, vertical or diagonal
direction; and (iii) minimum edge length - if possible, all edges should have
length greater than some minimum length.
Simplify lines - input data will typically contain redundant vertices. These are
removed by application of a suitable line simplification algorithm (in our case the
Douglas-Peucker algorithm).
Evaluate and optimize - evaluate the simplified input map (against constraints)
and if required make use of simulated annealing optimization to refine. The
simulated annealing part of the process is iterative. At each iteration the current
map is modified slightly (in our implementation this involves displacing a single
vertex) and re-evaluated. A decision is then taken as to whether to keep the new
map or revert to the previous. Essentially, an improved map is always retained,
whereas a poorer map is rejected with some probability p, with p increasing over
time. The process continues until stopping criteria are met (e.g. a suitably good
map is generated or a certain amount of time has passed).
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The tests are applied to real datasets and schematic maps are automatically
generated in response to a selected set of constraints from large scale digital
geographic dataset (OSCAR® road dataset in this case). Topology of the network
is preserved during the schematization process. This approach provides promising
results in the production of automated schematic maps. Examples are shown in
Figure 9.6 and 9.7. These maps are subsequently displayed within the ArcPad
application on a HP iPAQ PDA. Example output is shown in Figure 9.8. Also
aesthetic improvement of the resulting schematic map is achieved using
appropriate display styles for the point, line and area features etc., as per the small
display cartographic specification guidelines, which will enhance usability of the
generated schematic map.
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sections which are practically straight on the left have sharp bends on the right. This
again is dependent on the amount of schematization applied.

9.8 Conclusion and Future Developments
This chapter looks into the development of automated means of generating
schematic maps from large scale digital geographic datasets which are tailored for
mobile GIS applications. A prototype Simulated Annealing technique has been
used to derive a schematic map with reduced linear information from the detailed
OSCAR® dataset. The key theme of this chapter is to demonstrate the practical
application of simulated annealing technique in the automatic generation of
optimal on the fly schematic maps from large scale geographic datasets
specifically tailored for mobile GIS application. A simulated annealing algorithm
and implementation for generating schematic maps based on a number of user
defined constraints is presented. Results show the algorithm to be successful in
producing schematic maps from large scale transportation network data.
Future work will concentrate on refining the technique through the use of
additional constraints and also the analysis of the extent to which the predefined
road classifications in the OSCAR® dataset are affected during the schematization
process with respect to the original map. Also it is intended to do further work on
the automated application of the appropriate small display specific symbology for
the generated schematic map based on the referenced display scale to enhance
visualization and usability.
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Map generalization for location based services: Large scale
datasets perspective
Suchith Anand, J.Mark Ware and George Taylor
Map generalization is the process by which small scale maps are derived from
large scale maps. With the advent of high-end miniature technology and digital
geographic data products like OSMasterMap® it is essential to devise proper
methodologies for map generalization specifically tailored for location based
service (LBS) applications. This paper looks into the issues of map generalization
of large scale datasets specifically for effective application in location based
services. It is important that the generalization tools are specifically tailored for
the technology needs of contemporary mobile devices. This paper look into the
problem of effective rendering of large scale datasets like OSMasterMap® on
small display devices and the need for developing and applying small display
cartographic specification.
1. Introduction
Geographical maps are described as spatial representation media that play an
important role in many processes of human spatial cognition(Berendt, Barkowsky
et al., 1998). Map generalization is the process of reducing the scale and
complexity of map details while preserving the important characteristics. When
performed manually, this is a time-consuming and expensive process. The advent
of GIS has led to the automation of some of the more time consuming
generalization techniques. Current GIS software contains tools that allow basic
generalization to be performed. Although these algorithms go some way to help in
the automated production of smaller-scale maps, there is lot of work to be done on
the development of fully automated generalization tools. With the advent of highend miniature technology as well as digital geographic data products like
OSMasterMap® it is desirable to devise proper methodology for map
generalization specifically tailored for mobile GIS applications.
The need for understanding and applying cartographic principles suitable for
location based services using small display devices is the underlying theme of this
paper. The main characteristic of these devices is that they have relatively small
display areas. This, compounded with the need to display map data at scales
smaller than its source scale, gives rise to the possibility of graphic conflict. Also
scale reduction will often require certain important features, for example roads, to
be exaggerated in size, leading in some cases to overlapping of features. In short it
necessitates the need for developing map generalization techniques suitable for
LBS applications. The study is focused on finding suitable map generalization
techniques to enable OSMasterMap® data to be displayed at different scales with
the least graphic conflict of features on small screen display devices. It is intended
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to further apply the same principle for developing schematic maps for
transportation networks using OSCAR® dataset that can be used for route finding
applications by LBS users (Anand, Ware et al.,2004)

2. Need for Map Generalization for large-scale datasets for LBS
Location Based Services (LBS) refers to the use of geographic data in the field on
mobile devices such as networked Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs). LBS
compose of infrastructure needed to provide various services to a user based on
the user's location. LBS applications act according to a geographic trigger, like
linput of a place name, postcode, position of a GPS user, location information from
mobile phone network etc. The main components for LBS applications are a
global positioning system (GPS), a handheld computer (e.g. a PDA) and a
communication network, with GIS acting as the backbone. (Figure 1)
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Figure 1: The basic components for LBS and Mobile GIS applications

Map generalization is the process by which small scale maps are derived from
large scale maps. This requires the application of operations such as
simplification, selection, displacement and amalgamation to map features
subsequent to scale reduction (Ware and Jones., 1998). LBS is a relatively new
technology but with the arrival of high bandwidth mobile networks its application
potential has increased tremendously. There is a huge amount of available
geographic information that can be re-purposed for LBS application. This,
coupled with the ability to filter and personalize content by reference to a user's
physical location, will provide compelling business opportunities that can be
useful for consumers as well as saving money for businesses through improved
efficiencies.
Currently LBS services mostly make use of either city maps or road navigation
data. There is a clear need for using topographic data sets for mobile applications.
In emergency and safety situations the mobile LBS users would need topographic
information. Contemporary LBS using city maps or road data would benefit if
topographic data sets were used. The primary beneficiaries of using topographic
data set are emergency services, professional users, public transportation, and
military applications though this will eventually spread to consumers using LBS
especially in tourism sector at a later stage. Service providers can build value-
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added services based on topographic data sets if real time integration and real time
generalization functionalities are available.
Ordnance Survey through the introduction of OSMasterMap® has now made
possible a digital map database of UK. With the increasing use and application of
mobile devices it is now possible to deliver digital geographic information for
mobile GIS applications. The need to deliver the required map information on
small display screens of device necessitates the application of appropriate map
generalization techniques that are specifically tailored for this purpose. The
OSMasterMap® data has no scale and features are digital representations of the
world. The attributes will include a survey accuracy ranging from ±1.0m in urban
areas to ±8.0 m in mountain and moorland areas. However, the initial data has
been derived from large-scale mapping and the accuracy and resolution of
geometry derived from that mapping (Ordnance Survey, 2004). Though
OSMasterMap® data should therefore be appropriate for display at 1:1250, 1:2500
and 1:10,000 scales in urban, rural and mountain/moorland areas, the practical
applicability for small screen devices specifically for LBS is to be verified and
optimized to tailor the need.
Generalization of large scale digital datasets like OSMasterMap® for display on
small screen display screens of PDA's is primarily aimed at enhancing
visualization and making it user friendly for interpretation. When a large scale
dataset like OSMasterMap displayed onto a small screen display of that of a
PDA, part of the data is lost. The huge number of discrete x, y locations of the
stored geodataset shrinks down to some 340 x 220 possible pixels on the screen
due to scale reduction effect. This again necessitates the development of suitable
map generalization algorithms and techniques suitable for delivery of GI Services
in small display devices market (GiMoDig Project, 2003).
3. Technology issues specific to PDA's
To understand the unique issues related to generalizing maps for display on small
display screen devices it is important to look into the specifications of PDA's and
tailor the solutions to suit the need. With the current specification of PDA's
available in the market having processing power, memory capacity, screen
resolution and display size very much less than PCs, there is a marked difference
between the map generalization requirements for display on a typical desktop PC
and those of a PDA.
The processing capability of PDAs is in the range of 400 MHz. This implies that
processor intensive operations like on the fly map generalization need to be
performed on a server and only the final output transferred for display on the PDA
screen. The memory technology of PDA's is range of 64 MB. This highlights the
issue associated with storing large-scale voluminous datasets like OSMasterMap
in the limited memory space of PDA's.
The screen resolution of 240 x 320 pixels of low display resolution of PDA
screens makes it necessary to render the final output image based on the
generalization carried out as per the small display cartographic specification
developed to give maximum clarity and readability. Various tests have been
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carried out to verify the specification developed. For visual proof see Figure 2a
(the image on the left) explicitly shows the graphic conflicts between roads and
building features at 1:5000 scale rendered without applying specification
guidelines and Figure 2b (the image on the right) rendered as per the map
specification guidelines for 1:5000 scale which shows lesser spatial conflicts and
better clarity. The basic criteria are easy readable font, recognizable symbols,
mutual exclusive colour at each level of information and comprehensive use of
area colour with few geometric details of objects. A display size of 50cm2 for
PDA screens necessitates that map images are produced and optimized for that
size.
In summary PDAs have different form factors such as display resolution, varying
numbers of display lines, horizontal or vertical screen orientation and hardware
specification when compared to PCs. Hence mobile GIS applications that are
specific to PDAs need to be tailored appropriately. The application of suitable
automated map generalization techniques will help in faster and more efficient
rendering of maps in small screen display devices as well as filtering redundant
data, thereby optimizing data transmission in networks and thereby lowering costs
(Anand, Ware et al., 2004).
4. Small Display Cartographic Specification for OSMasterMap
Scale is a major factor in the design, production and use of maps. Factors to be
kept in mind for scale selection affecting generalizing from one spatial dataset to
another data set with less detail are purpose for which the map is going to be used,
geographical region that needs to be mapped, the original and final map scale and
also the knowledge of the user.

Figure 2a and 2b: Figures show OSMasterMap data (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All
rights reserved, OSMasterMap, 2004) displayed in a HP iPAQ PocketPC h5400 series using
ESW's ArcPad emulator in 1:5000scale .The image on the left (figure 2a) depicting the display
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explicitly showing spatial conflicts between roads and building features and image on the right
(figure 2b)displayed at the map specification guidelines for 1:5000 scale.

For verifying the suitability of OSMasterMap® data for small screen devices, the
test data was loaded into ESRI's ArcPad and tested in a HP iPAQ PocketPC
h5400 series for display at various scales to find out the extent of spatial conflicts
between features. The initial research concentrated on developing cartographic
specification for OSMasterMap® data suitable for small screen devices, with tests
being carried out on a wide range of display scales (Figure 3). Finally scale ranges
of 1:2500, 1:5000 and 1:10000 were selected as most appropriate for LBS
applications.
Example DTD Specification
<?xml version--" I .{)"?>
<!ELEMENT scale (font, size, roadLineStyle, labelField. boundaryLineStylc.
boundaryLine Width, buiIdupArea)>
<!ELEMENT font (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT size (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT roadLineStyle (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT labelField (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT boundaryLineStyle (#PCDATA)>
<!ELEMENT boundaiyLineWidth (#PCDATA)>
<! ELEMENT buildup Area (#PCDATA)>

XML Specification
<mapSpecification ="mapspecl">
<scale="l:500">
<font> AriaXfont>
<size> 8 </size>
<roadLineStyle> Solid </roadLineStyle>
<roadLineWidth> 5 </roadLineWidth>
<labelField> Primary Name </labelField>
<boundaryLineStyle>dashed </boundaryLineStyle>
<boundaryLineWidth> 5 </boundaryLineWidth>
<buildupArea> Visible </buildupArea>
</scale>
<scale="I:5000">
<font> Arial</font>
<size> 4 </size>
<roadLineStyle> Solid </roadLineStyle>
<roadLineWidth> 5 </roadLineWidth>
<labelField> Primary Name </labelField>
<boundaryLineStyle> dashed </boundaryLineStyle>
<boundaryLineWidth> 4 </boundaryLineWidth>
<buildupArea> Visible </buildupArea>
</scale>
<scale="!:50000">
<font> Arial</font>
<size> 4 </size>
<roadLineStyle> Solid </roadLineStyle>
<roadLineWidth> 2 </roadLineWidth>
<labelField> Primary Name </labelField>
<boundaryLineStyle> dashed </boundaryLineStyle>
<boundaryLineWidth> 2 </boundaryLineWidth>
<buildupArea> Not Visible </buildupArea>
</scale>
</mapSpecification>
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Figure 3: Small display cartographic specification developed for OSMasterMap

It was found that there is graphic conflict between features during scale reduction
and since the display screen area is small the problem becomes much more
apparent than when compared for desktop devices. Work has already been done
by using simulated annealing to reduce the degree of spatial conflict in desktop
systems using GIS .The simulated annealing algorithm which controls operations
of displacement, deletion, reduction and enlargement of multiple map objects to
help resolve spatial conflict arising due to scale reduction (Ware and Jones., 1998;
Ware, Jones et al, 2001). Currently work is being carried out in applying
Simulated Annealing technique and optimize it for the delivery of geographic
information for LBS applications.
5. Summary
The research proves conclusively the need for developing specific map
generalization algorithms for data products like OSMasterMap® if intended to be
applied for LBS applications using small screen display devices. Mobile
applications using small screen display devices derive benefits of generalization
for helping in rendering relevant information legible at a given scale by enhancing
the visualization of the large-scale data on small screen display devices and
providing essential information for each group of users e.g. tourists, utilities etc.
The development of cartographic specification for OSMasterMap® suitable for
small display cartography has been carried out and various tests performed. The
optimal scale ranges and the symbolization suited for the different feature classes
in each of the scale ranges were found via experimentation. Graphic conflict
between feature classes at the specified scale ranges are to be dealt with by
applying simulated annealing technique. Work is being currently done in further
applying the same principle for developing schematic maps of road features using
OSCAR® data for LBS users.
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Abstract
The advent of high-end miniature technology, together with the increasing
availability of large scale digital geographic data products, has created a demand for
techniques and methodologies that assist in the automated generation of maps
specifically tailored to mobile GIS applications. This paper concerns itself with the
problem of automatic generation of schematic maps. Schematic maps are diagrammatic
representations based on linear abstractions of networks. In the context of mobile
mapping they are seen as being a particularly useful means of displaying transportation
networks. This paper describes an algorithm that automates the production of
schematic maps. The algorithm makes use of the simulated annealing optimisation
technique. An implementation of the algorithm is also presented, together with
experimental results.

1 Introduction
A schematic map is a diagrammatic representation based on linear abstractions of networks.
Typically transportation networks are the key candidates for applying schematization.
Perhaps the most well known example of a schematic map is the London Tube map
designed by Harry Beck in 1931 (see http://www.tfl.gov.uk/tfl/maps-home.shtml for this
and many hundreds of other examples). An electrical engineer, Beck based his design on
a circuit diagram and used a schematic layout. His map locally distorted the scale and
shape of the underground rail route but preserved the overall topology of the rail network.
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The map is further enhanced by colour coding lines and using intuitive icons for interchange stations.
Schematic maps are built-up from sketches that usually have close resemblance to
verbal descriptions about spatial features (Avelar 2002). Due to their abstracting power,
schematic maps are an ideal means for representing specific information about a physical
environment. They play a helpful role in spatial problem solving tasks such as way
finding. While topographic maps are intended to represent the real world as faithfully
as possible, schematic maps are seen as conceptual representations of the environment.
Schematic maps provide a suitable medium for representing meaningful entities and
spatial relationships between entities of the represented world (Casakin et al. 2000).
Differing geometric and aesthetic criteria can be used to design a schematic map keeping
in mind the common goals of graphic simplicity, retention of network information
content and presentation legibility (Avelar and Miiller 2000).
Generating a schematic map involves reducing the scale and complexity of map
details while at the same time preserving the important characteristics. It can be regarded
as a type of map generalization, which is loosely defined as the process by which small
scale maps are derived from large scale maps. If performed manually, map generalization
is a time-consuming and expensive process. Automating the process has been, and
continues to be, the subject of much research (e.g. Weibel 1995, Weibel and Jones 1998,
Jones and Ware 2005). The advent of high-end miniature technology, together with the
now widespread availability of relatively large-scale digital geographic data products,
has created the particular need for automated map generalization solutions tailored
specifically to mobile GIS applications. This paper presents one such solution in the
form of an algorithm for automatically generating schematic maps from large scale
network data. In the context of mobile mapping, the authors see schematic maps as
being a particularly useful means of displaying routes for wayfinding type applications.
Mobile GIS is a relatively new technology, but with the availability of digital
geographic datasets its application potential has increased tremendously. There is a huge
amount of available geographic information that can be re-purposed for mobile GIS
applications; together with the ability to filter and personalize content by reference to a
user's physical location, this will provide compelling business and research opportunities
in this emerging field.
The main components of a mobile GIS are a positioning system (such as GPS), a
handheld computer and a communication network, with GIS acting as the backbone
(Figure 1). To understand the unique issues related to generalizing maps for display on
handheld computers devices it is important to consider the device specifications and
tailor the solutions to suit the need. For example, the current specification (in terms
of processing power, memory capacity, screen resolution and display size) of a typical
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA) is very much less than that of a typical personal computer.
Hence there is a marked difference between the map generalization requirements for
display on a contemporary desktop computer and those of a thin client mobile device,
like a PDA. For example, the processing capability of contemporary PDAs is in the
range of 400 MHz. Their memory capacity is in range of 64 MB. This highlights issues
associated with processing and storage of large-scale voluminous datasets in thin client
mobile devices. In addition, the low display resolution of 240 x 320 pixels and smaller
display area (50 cm2 on a PDA) makes it necessary to render the final output image based
on generalization carried out as per appropriate small display cartographic specification
to give maximum clarity and readability. The basic criteria on which such specification
© 2006 The Authors
Journal compilation © 2006 Blackwell Publishing Lid
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must be based are easy readable font, recognizable symbols, mutual exclusive colour at
each level of information and comprehensive use of area colour with few geometric
details of objects (GiMoDig Project 2003). In summary, PDAs have different form
factors such as display resolution, varying numbers of display lines, horizontal or vertical
screen orientation and hardware specification when compared to contemporary desktop
computers. Hence GIS applications that are to be used in PDAs need to be tailored
appropriately. The application of suitable automated map generalization techniques will
help in filtering redundant data. This will enable faster and more efficient rendering, and
reduce noise and enhance essential detail in the rendered image (Anand et al. 2004).
The remainder of the paper is set out as follows. Section 2 outlines the key generalization processes involved in the production of schematic maps, with reference to
previous automated solutions to the problem. Section 3 contains a description of the
simulated annealing-based schematic map generator algorithm that forms the basis for
this paper. A prototype implementation of this algorithm is described in section 4, and
some experimental results are presented. The paper concludes in section 5 with a
summary of the results and a discussion of future work.

2 Schematic Map Production
Waldorf (1979) defines the basic process for generating schematic maps as involving the
elimination of all networks (or portions of networks) and features that are not functionally relevant to the single system chosen for mapping. All geometric invariants of the
network's structure are relaxed except topological accuracy. Routes and junctions are
symbolized abstractly.
Elroi (1988) refined the process by adding three graphic manipulations, although
implementation details and results were not given. First, lines are simplified to their most
elementary shapes. Next, lines are re-oriented to conform to a regular grid, such that
they all run horizontally, vertically or at a forty-five degree diagonal. Third, congested
areas are increased in scale at the expense of scale in areas of lesser node density. These
three steps are illustrated in Figure 2.
The first step in the process is line simplification, which can be achieved using an
algorithm such as that of Douglas and Peuker (1973). Care must be taken when performing this step to avoid the introduction of topological errors; this can be achieved most
easily by making use of topology preserving variants of the Douglas-Peuker algorithm,
such as that presented by Saalfeld (1999).
Steps two and three are the key components of the process, and their automation
has been the focus of previous work by several researchers. Avelar and Miiller (2000)
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Figure 2 Graphic manipulations for producing a schematic map. Lines are simplified and
re-oriented to conform to a regular grid. Congested areas are increased in scale at the expense
of scale in areas of lesser node density

present an algorithm for the automatic generation of schematic maps from traditional
vector-based route networks, which are pre-generalized using the Douglas-Peucker
algorithm. They make use of gradient-descent based optimization in an attempt to force
the network to conform to orientation and minimum separating distance constraints.
Map modifications are achieved by the iterative displacement of map vertices. At each
iteration, vertex displacements are calculated and, provided topological consistency is
maintained, applied. Cabello et al. (2001) present a combinatorial algorithm for the
schematization of road networks. The algorithm produces maps in which every path has
two or three links and edge orientation is restricted (horizontal, vertical or diagonal). It
is guaranteed to find a correct solution if one exists, but has the disadvantage of not
providing an output if such a solution does not exist.

3 A Simulated Annealing Approach to Generating Schematic Maps
Simulated annealing (SA) (Kirkpatrick et al. 1983) is a probabilistic heuristic optimisation
technique used for finding good approximate solutions to the global optimum of a given
function in a large search space. SA is analogous to the way in which a metal cools from
an initially high temperature until it freezes into a minimum energy crystalline structure
(called the annealing process). It has been used as an optimization tool in a wide range
of application areas, including routing, scheduling and layout design (e.g. Cerny 1985,
Elmohamed et al. 1998, Chwif et al. 1998), including automated cartographic design
(Zoraster 1997, Ware et al. 2003). In this paper, the schematization process is considered
as an optimization problem. Given an input state (a network layout), an alternative state
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Algorithm SimulatedAnnealing
input: Initial, Annealitig_Scbednle, StopjConditions
Cmrent < Initial
while NotMet(J/o/>CWz#(W.r)
Neiv <~ RandomSuccessor(Owwz/)
AE <- C(Cam^-C(Nea!)
if AE > 0 then Current «- JVw
else
> = f-AB/'
r=Random(0,l)
if (r < />) then Current < AV
end
f < UpdateTemperature(/, Anneaiingjcbedule)
end
Return(Dr,,TO,,)
Figure 3

Simulated annealing algorithm

can be obtained simply by displacing one or more of the network vertices. The search
space being examined is therefore the set of all possible states of a given input linear
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network. Each state can be evaluated in terms of how closely it resembles a schemat
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map. However, finding the best state by exhaustively generating
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possible states in not possible, as for any realistic data set the search space will
excessively large (i.e. there are too many alternative layouts). SA offers a means by which
m,
a large search space can be searched for near optimal solutions. A standard SA algorith
below.
which is adopted for use in this work, is shown in Figure 3 and explained

3.1 Simulated Annealing Algorithm
An SA-based schematization algorithm is now presented. The approach used is similar
start
to that used by Agrawala and Stoke (2001) to produce sketch route maps. At the
(or
of the optimisation process SA is presented with an initial approximate solution
(line
network
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state). In the case of the schematic map problem
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cost
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If
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it measures up against a set of given constrai
steps
user defined threshold (i.e. the constraints are not met adequately) then the algorithm
the
into its optimisation phase. This part of the process is iterative. At each iteration
current state (i.e. the current network) is modified to make a new, alternative approxi
of
urs
neighbo
The
urs.
mate solution. The current and new states are said to be neighbo
m
any given state are generated usually in an application-specific way. In the algorith
presented here, a new state is generated by the function RandomSuccessor, which works
by selecting a vertex at random in the current state and subjecting it to a small random
as to
displacement. The new state is also evaluated using C. A decision is then taken
d
improve
an
lly,
Essentia
current.
the
whether to switch to the new state or to stick with
lity
probabi
new state is always chosen, whereas a poorer new state is rejected with some
are
p, with p increasing over time. The iterative process continues until stopping criteria
passed).
has
time
of
met (e.g. a suitably good solution is found or a certain amount
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3.2 Probability p
At each iteration the probability p is dependant on two variables: A£ (the difference in
cost between the current and new states); and t (the current temperature}, p is defined as:
(!)
p = e-™<
where t is assigned a relatively high initial value; its value is decreased in stages throughout the running of the algorithm. At high values of t higher cost new states (large negative
AE) will have a relatively high chance of being retained, whereas at low values of t
higher cost new states will tend to be rejected. The acceptance of some higher cost new
states is permitted so as to allow escape from locally optimal solutions. In practice, the
probability p is tested against a random number r (0 < r <, 1). If r < p then the new state
is accepted. For example, if p = 1/3, then it would be expected that, on average, every
third higher cost new state is accepted. The initial value of t and the rate by which it
decreases is governed by what is called the annealing schedule. Generally, the higher the
initial value of t and the slower the rate of change, the better the result (in cost reduction
terms); however, the processing overheads associated with the algorithm will increase as
the rate of change in t becomes more gradual.

3.3 Constraints
The viability of any SA algorithm depends heavily on it having an efficient cost function,
the purpose of which is to determine for any given element of the search space a value
that represents the relative quality of that element. The cost function used here, C, is
called repeatedly and works by assessing the extent to which a given state meets a set
of constraints. In the current version of the schematic map algorithm seven constraints
are considered:
1. Topological - original network and derived schematic map should be topologically
consistent;
2. Orientation - if possible, network edges should lie in horizontal, vertical or diagonal
direction;
3. Length - if possible, all network edges should have length greater than some minimum
length (in order to reduce congestion);

4. Angle - if possible, the angle between a pair of connected edges should be greater
than some minimum angle;
5. Rotation - an edge's orientation should remain as close to its starting orientation as
possible;
6. Clearance - if possible, the distance between disjoint features should be greater than
some minimum distance;
7. Displacement - vertices should remain as close to their starting positions as possible.
Each of these constraints, illustrated in Figure 4, can be evaluated using straightforward
computational geometry functions (e.g. edge/edge intersect test and vertex to edge distance
calculation). In order to work efficiently, certain of these functions require the use of a
spatial index of some kind. In the current implementation, a simple regular grid indexing
scheme is used. When invoked initially, C evaluates a cost for each feature in the network.
This cost represents the extent to which each feature meets the set of constraints. The
overall cost is found by summing the individual feature costs. A record of the individual
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(a)

\
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

^r i

Figure 4 Constraints: (a) Topological - original (/.eft), topological error (Middle) and acceptable
solution (Right); (b) Orientation - original (L) and schematized (R); (c) Length - original (L)
and congestion reduced by enforcing Length constraint (R); (d) Angle - edges re-oriented but
Angle constraint violated (L) and acceptable solution (R); (e) Rotation - original (L), acceptable
solution (M) and better solution (R); (f) Clearance - constraint violated (L) and resolved (R);
(g) Displacement - original (L), acceptable solution (M) and better solution (R)

feature costs is maintained for future reference, meaning that, in any further call, C has
to consider only features with costs affected by the most recent vertex displacement.
It will usually be the case that a certain constraint is considered more important than
others. For example, the topological constraint will almost always be deemed the most
significant, while orientation will usually have a higher priority than the remaining
constraints. Any such order of precedence amongst constraint types can be accommodated
by weighting the cost associated with each type of constraint violation. In the implementation
described in the next section a user can interactively set the weight of each constraint.
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Figure 5 Input polyline (black) and output produced by OffsetPolyline using a positive
(light grey) and negative (dark grey) offset value

3.4 Symbolization
In some of the example output shown in section 4, certain polylines (i.e. connected edges
between nodes) in the map belong to more than one route. In order to deal with these
situations, additional software has been developed to symbolize routes. The symbolization
process makes use of a function OffsetPolyline, which produces a duplicate, but offset,
version of an input polyline (see Figure 5 for example). The offset value, which can be
either positive or negative, is an input parameter to the function. It is assumed that
detailed explanation of this function is not necessary here and a VB version is included
as an appendix to this paper. The function works well in most cases, but will struggle
in situations where there is a sharp angle between a pair of connected edges. However,
it this particular application such situations are unlikely to occur due to the inclusion of
the Angle constraint.

4 Implementation and Experimental Results
Prototype software for producing schematic maps for transportation network data has been
developed. It makes use of the SA algorithm described in the previous section, which is
implemented as a VBA script within ArcGIS. The software has been tested on OSCAR
road centre line data for the St. David's area of West Wales. In the results shown in
Figures 6 and 7, the software has been used to generate a series of schematic route maps
corresponding to inputs supplied by a user. The schematic map is output in shapefile
format. Any output polyline belonging to more than one route is processed using OffsetPolyline and the resulting offset polyline is added to the output shapefile. For example,
if two routes lie on a particular polyline then two polylines are output - one is the result
of applying a positive offset and the other is the result of applying a negative offset. If
there are three routes then three polylines are output - the original schematized polyline
plus its positive and negative offsets. Additional routes can be catered for in similar fashion.

4.1 Initial Results
The original test data (Datasetl) consisted of 124 line features, made up from a total of
748 vertices. This data is pre-generalized using the Arclnfo Generalize tool; with point
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Figure 6 A sample schematic map produced using the simulated annealing software. TOP
- Pre-generalized data (OSCAR, Ordnance Survey © Crown Copyright). BOTTOM - Schematic
map generated by simulated annealing software and automatically symbolized

remove and topological error check options selected this makes use of an enhanced
.-._ of the Douglas-Peuker algorithm. A weed tolerance value of 30 (m) is used m
version
these experiments, resulting in 124 line features, made up from a total of 264 vertices.
The simplified data acts as input to the schematic map generator script. For the results
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Figure 7 PDA display of a sample schematic map showing alternative routes between
two points

shown, the Topological constraint is given a very much higher weighting than all other
constraints. This serves to ensure that topological consistency is maintained between input
and output map (at the expense, in some instances, of the other constraints). The Orienta
tion constraint is also given a relatively high weighting, while the other constraints (3)
to (7) are given low weights. As can be seen, the algorithm has been successful, both in
terms of alignment and in reducing congestion. The sample schematic map shown took
less than 20 s to generate (using a 3 GHz Pentium 4 PC with 1 GB of RAM).

4.2 Douglas-Peuker Tolerance
Application of the Douglas-Peuker line simplification to a set of line features results in
a new set of line features in which each feature is represented by a subset of its original
vertices. The number of vertices removed during the process (i.e. the level of simplification)
depends both on the complexity of the input data, and a user-defined parameter referred
to as the weed tolerance. In general, the higher the value of this tolerance, the greater
the number of vertices removed. In the datasets used in the experiments presented in this
paper, a tolerance value of 30 m is used. This value was arrived at after visually inspect
ing schematics produced using a range of values. Figure 8 provides sample output. These
experiments make use of Dataset2 (a sub-portion of Datasetl), which consists of 67 line
features and a total of 371 vertices. It was found that tolerance values of above about
10 m produce good results. Values less than 10 m give schematics in which there is too
much detail.
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Figure 8 Schematic maps produced from Dataset2 pre-generalized using a range of DouglasPeuker tolerance values: (a) 0 m (371 vertices); (b) 1 m (254 vertices); (c) 2 m (205 vertices);
(d) 10 m (150 vertices); (e) 30 m (142 vertices); and (f) 50 m (134 vertices)

4.3 Annealing Schedule
A key factor determining the success or failure of simulated annealing is the choice of
annealing schedule. If the simulated annealing process proceeds too quickly then poor
quality results are likely; a process that runs very slowly might not be suitable for some
applications. The annealing schedule approach adopted in this work is similar to the
format of Christensen et al. (1995). This involves setting t to an initial value T. At each
temperature a maximum of ton vertex displacements (successful or unsuccessful) are
allowed, where n is the total number of vertices in the map. After every con displacements
t is decreased geometrically such that tnm - foM. In addition, if more than £n successful
displacements (i.e. the new state is accepted) are made at any one temperature then t is
immediately decreased. If no successful displacements are made at a particular temperature
then the algorithm terminates. Finally, a limit on the maximum number of temperature
stages allowed is set to \f/(in practice the maximum number of temperature stages is never
reached). The schedule parameter values T, A, a, & and i/are provided by the user at run
time. In the current implementation a good set of values is arrived at by trial and error.
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Figure 9 Relationship between schematic map cost and execution time (seconds). Data is
averaged from 10 executions

For the datasets used in this paper the values T = 2, A = 0.9, o> = 30, £ = 10, and y = 50
were chosen as they were found to provide a trade-off between efficiency and quality of
solution. However, obtaining suitable parameters in this way is time-consuming; finding
a way by which they can be set automatically will be the focus of future research.

4.4 Process Termination
As with similar optimisation approaches (such as Genetic Algorithms), an important
aspect of the simulated annealing process in to know when to terminate. In the implemen
tation described here, the process stops if any of four stopping criteria are met. These
criteria are:
1.
2.
3.
4.

A zero cost solution has been found;
There has been no improvement for a user-defined number of iterations;
The number of temperature changes > i//; and
A user-defined period of time has elapsed.

In order to assist users in setting the input parameters for criterion (4), experiments,
using Datasetl, were carried out to assess the relationship between schematic map quality
(i.e. cost) and execution time. The results, which are summarised in Figure 9, show that
approximately 90% of the total cost reduction is achieved during the first 4 or 5 seconds
of optimisation; further significant reduction takes place during the next 20 or so seconds,
with very limited improvement made thereafter. This characteristic of the process is
further illustrated in Figure 10. After 5 seconds (b), a schematic has been produced in
which map edges are close to meeting the Orientation constraint, while at 20 seconds
(c) this constraint has been met more or less completely. There are few obvious improve
ments to the schematic after 100 seconds (d) - the reported reduction in cost is due to
the optimization of the less important constraints (such as Length and Clearance). The
results suggest that reasonably good schematics can be produced relatively quickly.
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Figure 10 Relationship between schematic map quality and execution time: (a) Original
data - Dataset2 (cost = 849); (b) Schematic after 5 seconds (cost = 1 73); (c) 20 seconds (cost
= 117); and (d) 100 seconds (cost = 104)

How best to achieve a compromise between the quality of result and the time taken to
produce the schematic would be dependant on the purpose.

4.5 Constraint Weighting
It is important to make sure that constraint costs are weighted appropriately; it is the
weightings that govern the likelihood of any given generated map state being accepted
during the annealing process. As such, the cost weightings must be set so as to accommo
date any orders of precedence that might exist between the various constraint types. The
schematics shown in Figure 11 were each generated using a different set of weightings.
Figure 11 (a) illustrates the problem of only considering Topological and Orientation
constraints - the result is a map in which some edges appear to overlap, some edges are
hardly visible and connectivity is difficult to discern. This situation improves slightly in
Figure ll(b) where the Length constraint is also used. Figure ll(c) makes use of all
implemented constraints and the result is a good schematic. In Figure ll(d) the required
minimum edge length is given a relatively high value (100) - this gives rise to a situations
in which other constraints cannot be met adequately (due to lack of free map space);
the resulting schematic is of poor quality.

4.6 Example Application: Water Pipeline Network
Water pipeline networks are good examples of a practical application of schematic maps.
They can provide a useful visualization tool for water engineers to help understand and
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Figure 11 Effect of constraint weightings: (a) Topological = 1000, Orientation = 50, all other
weightings = 0; (b) Topological = 1000, Orientation = 50, Length = 0.5 (minimum length =
20), all other weightings = 0; (c) Topological = 1000, Orientation = 50, Length = 0.5 (minimum
length = 20), Angle = 5, Rotation = 5, Clearance = 1 (minimum clearance = 20) and
Displacement = 1; (d) Topological = 1000, Orientation = 50, Length = 0.5 (minimum length
= 100), Angle = 5, Rotation = 5, Clearance = 1 (minimum clearance = 10) and Displacement = 1

analyze the hydraulic conditions of a network. Figure 12 shows an example primary
mains network of individual pipeline segments. Though connectivity details are explicitly
recorded in the attribute table associated with the data, it is difficult to visualize the true
connectivity in geographic terms as there are instances where the water pipelines lie
very close to one other, but are not physically connected. Running the source pipeline
data through the simulated annealing software produces a schematic map in which
connectivity detail is clearly visible (due to the Clearance constraint).

5 Conclusions
This paper has focused on the development of automated means of generating schematic
maps from large scale digital geographic datasets that are tailored for mobile CIS
applications. Its key theme has been to describe and demonstrate the practical application
of a new algorithm, which is based on the simulated annealing optimization technique.
Prototype software has been produced and experimental results have shown the algorithm
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Figure 12 Application of SA software to water pipeline data: (a) original data; and (b)
schematic map

to be successful in producing schematic maps that meet user-defined constraints within
reasonable time. The results presented also provide insight in how best to set the various
input parameters required by the process, including the Douglas-Peuker tolerance value,
process termination criteria and constraint cost weightings.
A possible shortcoming of the existing approach is that the annealing schedule has to
be set manually; finding an appropriate set of parameter values can be time-consuming.
The next stage of the research will investigate ways of automating this task. Zoraster
(1997) suggests a method for generating the value T (initial temperature) and this will
provide a starting point.
Further work will concentrate on refining the technique through the use of additional
constraints and additional feature classes. For example, the authors are working
currently on allowing for the inclusion of POI features; the issue here will be to ensure
that spatial relationships between POIs and network features are maintained subsequent
to schematization. We also intend to do further work on the automated application of
the appropriate small display specific symbology for the generated schematic map based
on the referenced display scale to enhance visualization and usability. The intention is
to build upon the work of Ware et al. (2003), which used simulated annealing as a means
of controlling the feature displacements required to resolve graphic conflict resulting from
the symbolization of road features. Another area for future work is the implementation
and evaluation of alternative optimization techniques. Those earmarked for evaluation
include Tabu Search and Genetic Algorithms.
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Appendix: OffsetPolyiine Function
Sub OffsetPolyline(n As Integer, xin() As Double, yin() As Double, closed As Boolean,
d As Double, xout() As Double, yout() As Double)
Dim e, f, el, e2, veck As vector3
Dim 1 As Double
Dim ist, ifin, il, i As Integer
veck.x = 0
veck.y = 0
veck.z = 1
If (closed) Then
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e2.x - xin(O) - xin(n - 1)
el.y = yin(O) - yin(n - 1)
e2.z = 0
Else
1st = 1
ifin = n - 2
e.x - xin(l) - xin(O)
e.y = yin(l) - yin(O)
e.z = 0
Call cross(e, veck, f)
Call normalise(f)
xout(O) = xin(O) + d * f.x
yout(O) = yin(O) + d * f.y
e.x = xin(n - 1) - xin(n - 2)
e.y = yin(n - 1) - yin(n - 2)
e.z = 0
Call cross(e, veck, f)
Call normalise(f)
xout(n - 1) = xin(n - 1) + d * f.x
yout(n - 1) = yin(n - 1) + d * f.y
e2.x = xin(l) - xin(O)
e2.y = yin(l) - yin(O)
e2.z = 0
End If
If (ist <= ifin) Then
For i = ist To ifin
el.x = e2.x
el.y = e2.y
el.z = e2.z
il = i+ 1
If (il = n) Then
il = 0
End If
e2.x = xin(il) - xin(i)
e2.y = yin(il) - yin(i)
e2.z = 0
Call normalise(el)
Call normalise(e2)
Call cross(el, veck, f)
1 = d * (el.x * e2.y - el.y * el.x) I (I + dot(el, e2))
xout(i) = xin(i) + d * f.x + 1 * el.x
yout(i) = yin(i) + d * f.y + 1 * el.y
Next i
End If
End Sub
Function dot(a As vectorS, b As vectorS) As Double
dot = a.x * b.x + a.y * b.y + a.z * b.z
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End Function
Sub normalise(a As vectorS)
Dim Ing As Double
Ing = Sqr(dot(a, a))
If (Ing > 0) Then
a.x = a.x / Ing
a.y = a.y / Ing
a.z = a.z / Ing
End If
End Sub
Sub cross(a As vectorS, b As vector3, c As vectorS)
c.x = a.y * b.z - a.z * b.y
c.y = a.z * b.x - a.x * b.z
c.z = a.x * b.y - a.y * b.x
End Sub
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Abstract
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Schematic maps are widely used for mapping networks and most small scale derived maps are currently
drawn manually or using computer based graphic packages. This is very labour intensive and time
consuming process. This paper is concerned with the problem of producing automated schematic maps
from digital large scale network datasets. This paper looks at how previous solutions to the spatial conflict
reduction (in particular the Simulated Annealing) can be adapted and applied to production of automated
schematic maps for network datasets.

Introduction: MobiteGlS & schematic maps
MobileGIS employ the use of geographic data on mobile devices such as mobile phones and networked
Personal Digital Assistant (PDA's). The main components for MobileGIS are device positioning e.g. GPS or,
in future, GALILEO, mobile device and communication network with GIS acting as the backbone.
A schematic map is a diagrammatic representation based on linear abstractions of networks. Typically
networks are the key candidates for applying schematization to help ease the interpretation of information
by the process of cartographic abstraction. Schematic maps are built-up from sketches which usually have
close resemblance with verbal descriptions about spatial features (Avelar, 2002). Map generalization is the
process by which small scale maps are derived from large scale maps. This requires the application of
operations such as simplification, selection, displacement and amalgamation to map features subsequent
to scale reduction (Ware et al, 1998).
The best example of modern day schematic map is the London Tube map designed by Harry Beck in 1931.
An electrical engineer, he based his design on a circuit diagram and used a schematic layout. The map
locally distorted the scale and shape of the tube route but preserved the overall topology of the tube
network (LTM, 2005).
The basic steps for generating schematic maps are to eliminate all features that are not functionally
relevant and to eliminate any networks (or portions of networks) not functionally relevant to the single
system chosen for mapping. All geometric invariants of the network's structure are relaxed except
topological accuracy. Nodes and junctions are symbolized abstractly. Elroi (1988) refined the process by
adding three more graphic manipulations. Lines are simplified to their most elementary shapes. Line
simplification algorithms like the Douglas-Peucker algorithm, can be applied to road datasets to remove
unwanted detail and produce a simplified version of the network Also lines are re-oriented to conform to a
regular grid, such that they all run horizontally, vertically or at a forty-five degree diagonal. Also congested
areas are increased in scale at the expense of scale in areas of lesser node density.

Automated Schematic Maps Using Optimization Techniques
The simulated annealing algorithm is used to produce schematic map. At the start of the optimisation
process the algorithm is presented with an initial approximate solution (or state). In the case of the
schematic map problem, this is the initial network (line features made up of edges, which in turn are made
up of vertices). The initial state is then evaluated using a cost function C; this function assigns to the input
state a score that reflects how well it measures up against a set of given constraints (topology, orientation,
angle, minimum edge length, displacement, rotation). If the initial cost is greater than some user defined
threshold (i.e. the constraints are not met adequately) then the algorithm steps into its optimisation phase.
This part of the process is iterative.
At each iteration the current state (i.e. the current network) is modified to make a new, alternative
approximate solution. The current and new states are said to be neighbours. In simulated annealing
algorithms the neighbours of any given state are generated usually in an application-specific way. In the
algorithm used for this work, a new state is generated by the function RandomSuccessor, which works by
selecting a vertex at random in the current state and subjecting it to a small random displacement, subject
to some maximum displacement distance. This compares to the random displacement methods favoured by
Agrawala and Stolte (2001) and Thomas et al (2003) and is in keeping with the random approach inherent to
most simulated annealing based solutions. An alternative method (not implemented as part of this project)
would be to calculate displacements in a way similar to Avelar (2002). The new state is also evaluated using
C. A decision is then taken as to whether to switch to the new state or to stick with the current. Essentially,
an improved new state is always chosen, whereas a poorer new state is rejected with some probability p,
with p increasing over time. The iterative process continues until stopping criteria are met (i.e. a suitably
good solution is found or a certain amount of time has passed or a certain number of iterations have taken
place without improvement).
As with other simulated annealing solutions, at each iteration the probability p is dependent on two
variables: AE (the difference in cost between the current and new states); and t (the current temperature), p
is defined as:

p=e

-AE/ T

'.

The variable t is assigned a relatively high initial value; its value is decreased in stages throughout the
running of the algorithm. At high values oft higher cost new states (large negative AE) will have a relatively
high chance of being retained, whereas at low values of t higher cost new states will tend to be rejected.
The acceptance of some higher cost new states is permitted so as to allow escape from locally optimal
solutions. In practice, the probability p is tested against a random number r (0 < r < 1). If r < p then the new
state is accepted. For example, if p = ] /3, then it would be expected that, on average, every third higher cost
new state is accepted. The initial value of t and the rate by which it decreases is governed by what is called
the annealing schedule. Generally, the higher the initial value of t and the slower the rate of change, the
better the result (in cost reduction terms); however, the processing overheads associated with the
algorithm will increase as the rate of change in t becomes more gradual (Ware et al, 2006).
Prototype software based on the simulated annealing algorithm has been implemented. The algorithm is
implemented as a VBA script within ESRI ArcGIS. The script is activated via a user-defined button in the ESRI
ArcGIS menu bar. The script allows users to select, via a form, an input data set from any of the polyline
data layers currently loaded into the ESRI ArcMap application. The user is also able to set any of the
constraint and annealing parameters. When optimization is complete, the script produces as output a
Shapefile that is automatically added as a data layer into ArcMap. During execution the user is provided
with feedback on the current state of the optimization process, including the current cost and current
temperature t (Anand et al, 2006),
Figure \ shows the user interface of the schematic software developed. Extensive experimentation was
carried out by using different datasets with varying annealing as well as constraint settings. Example output
of an input data and schematic map automatically generated by using the SA based software is shown in
figure 2. These maps are subsequently displayed within the ArcPad application on a HP iPAQ PDA. Example
output is shown in Figure 3.
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Conclusion
This paper looks into the development of optimization techniques in particular simulated annealing in the
automated production of schematic maps from network datasets. Simulated Annealing technique has been
developed to derive schematic map with reduced linear information from the detailed base network
datasets. The research carried out produces promising results with the algorithm working well in aligning
map edges to the preferred orientations (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) and in increasing the relative
scale of edges in congested areas. It is found that automated schematic map generation providing a new
means of fast and efficient network mapping opportunity.
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APPENDIX: Program Code
Const HomeDir As String = "C:\schematic4.1\"
Const HomeDirE As String = "C:\\schematic4.1"
Dim lineLayer(lOO) As IFeatureLayer
Dim fmish_annealing As Boolean
Dim vertices(0 To maxjvertices) As vert_type
Dim number_of_vertices As Integer
Dim edges(0 To max_edges) As edge_type
Dim number_of_edges As Integer
Dim lines(0 To max_lines) As line_type
Dim number_of_lines As Integer
Dim edge_grid(0 To edge_grid_dimension, 0 To edge_grid_dimension) As
edge_cell_type
Dim edge_grid_extent As Double
Dim edge_cell_extent As Double
Dim vertex_grid(0 To vertex_grid_dimension, 0 To vertex_grid_dimension) As
vertex_cell_type
Dim vertex_grid_extent As Double
Dim vertex_cell_extent As Double
Dim xmin, ymin, xmax, ymax As Double
Dim current_cost As Double
Dim new_cost As Double
Dim current_temp As Double
Dim number_of_reductions As Integer
Dim next_stage As Boolean
1 close form
Private Sub CommandButton3_Click()
Unload Me
End Sub
1 finish annealing prematurely
Private Sub CommandButton4_Click()
fmish_annealing = True
End Sub
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Private Sub d_vertexDisplaceCost_Click()
' Dim i As Integer
1 vertexDisplaceCost = vertexDisplaceCost - 0.01
1 For i = 0 To number_of_vertices - 1
' current_cost = current_cost - vertices(i).vertex_displacement_cost
' vertices(i).venex_displacement_cost = VertexDisplacementCost(i)
' current_cost = current_cost + vertices(i).vertex_displacement_cost
' Nexti
End Sub
Private Sub i_vertexDisplaceCost_Click()
' Dim i As Integer
1 vertexDisplaceCost = vertexDisplaceCost + 0.01
1 For i = 0 To number_of_vertices - 1
' current_cost = current_cost - vertices(i).vertex_displacement_cost
' vertices(i).vertex_displacement_cost = VertexDisplacementCost(i)
' current_cost = current_cost + vertices(i).vertex_displacement_cost
1 Nexti
End Sub
Private Sub nextstage_Click()
'fpIT = fpIT/4
'fpRF = fpRF
TpPF - fpPF * 4
TpSPF = fpSPF * 4
'next_stage = True
End Sub

' initialise the layer selection list for the form
Private Sub UserForm_Initialize()
Dim thedocument As IMxDocument
Dim thelayer As IFeatureLayer
Set thedocument = ThisDocument
Dim i, IJayers As Integer
Hayer = 0
For i = 0 To thedocument.FocusMap.LayerCount -1
Set thelayer = thedocument.FocusMap.Layer(i)
If thelayer.FeatureClass.ShapeType = esriGeometryPolyline Then
Set lineLayer(lJayer) = thelayer
l_layer = Mayer + 1
End If
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Nexti
If(l_layer = 0)Then
Exit Sub
End If
For i = 0 To IJayer - 1
ComboBoxl .Addltem HneLayer(i).Name
Next
'Use drop-down list
ComboBoxl. Style = fmStyleDropDownList
'Combo box values are Listlndex values
ComboBoxl.BoundColurrm = 0
'Set combo box to first entry
ComboBoxl.Listlndex = 0
currDir = CurDir & "\"
currFile = "tmp"
End Sub
Private Sub CommandButton2_Click()
Dim FullFileName
FullFileName = currFile & ".shp"
If Len(Dir(FullFileName)) > 0 Then
MsgBox ("Output Shapeflle Already Exists")
GoTo eh
End If
Dim thedocument As IMxDocument
Set thedocument = ThisDocument
Dim thelayer As IFeatureLayer
Dim theFC As IFeatureClass
Dim thefeaturecursor As IFeatureCursor
Dim thefeature As IFeature
Dim finished As Boolean
Dim fid As Integer
Dim fcode As Integer
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Dim foundjvertex As Boolean
Dim vert_count As Integer
Dim edge_count As Integer
Dim i As Integer
Dim j As Integer
Dim k As Integer
Dim border_x, border_y As Double
Dim elapsed_time As Long
Dim max_time As Long
Dim average_orientation_cost As Double
Dim poorjnove As Long
Dim poor_move_accept As Long
Dim accept_rate As Double
Dim StartDate As Date ' Declare variables.
StartDate = Now
max_time = maxtime
next_stage = False
'open debug file
Open HomeDir & "debug.txt" For Output As #1
' set up vertex array
Set thelayer = lineLayer(ComboBoxl. Object)
Set theFC = thelayer.FeatureClass
Set thefeaturecursor = theFC.Search(Nothing, False)
Set thefeature = thefeaturecursor.NextFeature
number_pf_vertices = 0
xmin = 9999999999999#
ymin = 9999999999999#
xmax = -9999999999999#
ymax = -9999999999999#
emssg - "NO ERRORS"
Frame2. Repaint
DoEvents
1 loop through list of features (lines)
While Not thefeature Is Nothing
thefid = thefeature. Value(theFC.FindField("FID"))
Dim theshape As IGeometry
Set theshape = thefeature.Shape
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Dim thepoints As IPointCollection
Set thepoints = theshape
' loop through each vertex in line
For i = 0 To thepoints.PointCount - 1
Dim thepoint As IPoint
Set thepoint = New Point
thepoint.x = thepoints.Point(i).x
thepoint.y = thepoints.Point(i).y
found_vertex = False
vert_count = 0
' check if vertex with same coordinates has already been encountered
While (vert_count < number_of_vertices And Not foundjvertex)
If (vertices(vert_count).original_x = thepoint.x And
vertices(vert_count).original_y = thepoint.y) Then
found_vertex = True
Else
vert_count = vert_count + 1
End If
Wend
1 if same vertex has not been found already (i.e. it is not already in array) then
add this new vertex to the vertex array
If (Not found_vertex) Then
vertices(number_pf_vertices).original_x = thepoint.x
vertices(number_of_vertices).original_y = thepoint.y
vertices(number_of_vertices).x = thepoint.x
vertices(number_of_vertices).y = thepoint.y
vertices(number_of_vertices).number_of_edges = 0
vertices(number_of_vertices).vertex_displacement_cost = 0
number_of_vertices = number_of_vertices + 1
vertcount = number_of_vertices
If (thepoint.x > xmax) Then
xmax = thepoint.x
End If
If (thepoint.x < xmin) Then
xmin = thepoint.x
End If
If (thepoint.y > ymax) Then
ymax = thepoint.y
End If
If (thepoint.y < ymin) Then
ymin = thepoint.y
End If
End If
Nexti
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Set thefeature = thefeaturecursor.NextFeature
Wend
border_x = (xmax - xmin) /10
border_y = (ymax - ymin) /10
xmin = xmin - border_x
xmax = xmax + border_x
ymin = ymin - border_y
ymax = ymax + border_y
' set up line and edge array
Set thefeaturecursor = theFC.Search(Nothing, False)
Set thefeature = thefeaturecursor.NextFeature
Dim thepointl As IPoint
Dim thepoint2 As IPoint
Dim vl As Integer
Dim v2 As Integer
Dim edges_in_line As Integer
number_of_edges = 0
number_of_lines = 0
' set number of edges per line to 0
For i = 0 To max_lines
lines(i).number_of_edges = 0
Nexti
' loop through list of features (lines)
While Not thefeature Is Nothing
If number_of_lines >= max_lines Then
emssg = "TOO MANY LINES"
Frame2.Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
thefid = thefeature.Value(theFC.FindField("FID"))
Set theshape = thefeature. Shape
Set thepoints = theshape
edges_in_line = 0
1 loop through each vertex in line (up until last but one vertex that is)
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For i = 0 To thepoints.PointCount - 2
Set thepointl = New Point
Set thepoint2 = New Point
' retrieve current vertex and next vertex - these will be used to create an edge
thepointl .x = thepoints.Point(i).x
thepointl.y = thepoints.Point(i).y
thepoint2.x = thepoints.Point(i + l).x
thepoint2.y = thepoints.Point(i + l).y
' find where these two vertices are stored in vertex array
found_vertex = False
vert_count = 0
While (vert_count < number_pf_vertices And Not found_yertex)
If (vertices(vert_count).original_x = thepointl .x And
vertices(vert_count).original_y = thepointl.y) Then
found_vertex = True
vl = vert_count
Else
vert_count = vert_count + 1
End If
Wend
found_vertex = False
vert_count = 0
While (vert_count < number_of_vertices And Not found_vertex)
If (vertices(vert_count).original_x - thepoint2.x And
vertices(vert_count).original_y = thepoint2.y) Then
found_vertex = True
v2 = vert_count
Else
vert_count = vert_count + 1
End If
Wend
' create an edge using pointers to vertex array
edges(number_of_edges),vl = vl
edges(number_of_edges).v2 = v2
edges(number_of_edges).edge_angle_cost = 0
edges(number_of_edges).edge_tag = False
edges(number_of_edges).original_angle =
EdgeAngle(vertices(vl).original_x, vertices(vl).original_y,
vertices(v2).original_x, vertices(v2).original_y)
edges(number_of_edges).original_length =
EdgeLength(vertices(v 1) .original_x, vertices(v 1). originally,
vertices(v2).original_x, vertices(v2).original_y)
edges(number_of_edges).angle = edges(number_of_edges).original_angle
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vertices(vl).edge_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges) = number_of_edges
vertices(vl).number_of_edges = vertices(vl).number_of_edges + 1
vertices(v2).edge_list(vertices(v2).number_of_edges) = number_of_edges
vertices(v2).number_of_edges = vertices(v2).number_of_edges + 1
Iflines(number_of_lines).edges(lines(number_of_lines).number_of_edges)
>= max_edgesjper_line Then
emssg = "TOO MANY EDGES IN LINE"
Frame2 .Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
lines(number_of_lines).edges(lines(number_of_lines).number_of_edges)
number_of_edges
lines(number_of_lines).number_of_edges =
lines(number_of_lines).number_of_edges + 1
number_of_edges = number_of_edges + 1
edgecount = number_of_edges
Nexti
lines(number_of_lines) .number_of_routes =
thefeature.Value(theFC.FindField("routes"))
lines(number_of_lines).on_routes =
thefeature.Value(theFC.FindField("on_routes"))
number_of_lines = number_of_lines + 1
Set thefeature = thefeaturecursor.NextFeature
Wend
tedges = number_of_edges
'initialise edge edge_grid spatial index
If Not InitialiseEdgeGridO Then
Exit Sub
End If
'initialise vertex edge_grid spatial index
If Not Initialise VertexGridQ Then
Exit Sub
End If
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1 calculate initial cost
Dim initial_cost As Double
initial_cost = 0
average_orientation_cost = 0
For i = 0 To number_of_edges - 1
edges(i).edge_orientation_cost = EdgeOrientationCost(edges(i).angle)
edges(i).edge_length_cost = EdgeLengthCost(i)
initial_cost = initial_cost + edges(i).edge_angle_cost +
edges(i).edge_orientation_cost + edges(i).edge_length_cost
average_orientation_cost = average_orientation_cost +
edges(i).edge_orientation_cost
Nexti
average_orientation_cost - average_orientation_cost / number_of_edges
Call SortVertexEdges
For i = 0 To number_pf_vertices - 1
vertices(i).vertex_spike_cost = VertexSpikeCost(i)
vertices(i).vertex_angle_cost = VertexAngleCost(i)
initial_cost - initial_cost + vertices(i).vertex_displacement_cost +
vertices(i).vertex_spike_cost + vertices(i).vertex_angle_cost
Next i
1 calculate average edge length and orientation cost for each vertex
Dim elen As Double
For i = 0 To number_of_vertices - 1
elen = 0
For j = 0 To vertices(i).number_of_edges - 1
k = vertices(i).edge_listO)
elen = elen + edges(k).original_lengm
Nextj
vertices(i).average_edge_length = Sqr(elen / vertices(i).number_of_edges)
Nexti
' create schematic
Dim placed_limit As Integer
Dim attemptsjimit As Integer
Dim placed As Integer
Dim attempts As Integer
Dim r_vertex As Integer
Dim ojvertex As Integer
Dim r_edge As Integer
Dim r_x As Double
Dim r_y As Double
Dim old_x As Double
Dim old_y As Double
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Dim old_angle As Double
Dim el As Integer
Dim deltaE As Double
Dim pi As Double
Dim pl_test As Double
Dim total_attempts As Long
Dim old_disp_cost As Double
Dim old_angle_cost As Double
Dim old_o_angle_eost As Double
Dim old_average_orientation_cost As Double
Dim old_edge_costs(0 To max_vertices) As edge_type
Dim topology_ok As Boolean
Dim vertex_outside As Boolean
Dim max_distance_reduce As Double
Dim min_max_distance As Double
Dim max_distance As Double
Dim loop_break As Integer
Dim old_vertex_spike_cost(0 To 100) As Double
Dim old_vertex_angle_cost(0 To max_valency) As Double
Dim possible_yertices(0 To max_vertices) As Integer
Dim number_of_possible_vertices As Integer
current_cost = initial_cost
total_attempts = 0
Linel:
current_temp = fpIT
placed_limit = fpSPF * number_of_vertices
attempts_limit = fpPF * number_of_vertices
number_of_reductions = 0
placed = 0
attempts = 0
Randomize
'next few lines of code are to do with updating the values shown on form
ccost = current_cost
pplaced = placed
ppasses = number_of_reductions
ptests = total_attempts
ctemp = current_temp
icost = initial_cost
aocost = average_orientation_cost
Frame 1.Repaint
DoEvents
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fmish_annealing = False
max_distance_reduce = 1
poor_move = 0
poor_move_accept = 0
While Not finish_annealing
total_attempts = total_attempts + 1
'next few lines of code are to do with updating the values shown on form
If total_attempts Mod 1000 = 0 Then
ccost = current_cost
pplaced = placed
ppasses = number_of_reductions
ptests = total_attempts
ctemp = current_temp
etime = DateDiff("s", StartDate, Now)
aocost — average_orientation_cost
aap = accept_rate
Frame 1.Repaint
DoEvents
End If
1 select edge at random
r_edge = Int(number_of_edges * Rnd)
1 mostly only select edge with high orientation cost
If (Rnd < 0.95) Then
loop_break = 0
While (edges(r_edge).edge_orientation_cost < average_orientation_cost
And loop_break < 1000)
r_edge = Int(number_of_edges * Rnd)
loop_break = loop_break + 1
Wend
End If
' select vertex at random
If (Rnd > 0.5) Then
rjvertex = edges(r_edge).vl
Else
rjvertex = edges(r_edge).v2
End If
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max_displacement = DMax(maxVertexDisplacement /
(number_of_reductions + 1), 2)
Dim a_disp As Double
r_x = max_displacement * Rnd
If(Rnd>0.5)Then
r_x = -r_x
End If
r_y = max_displacement * Rnd
If (Rnd > 0.5) Then

r_y = -r_y

End If

a_disp = Sqr(r_x A 2 + r_y A 2)
'check vertex within map extent
If (vertices(r_vertex).x + r_x > xmax Or vertices(r_vertex).x + r_x < xmin Or
vertices(r_vertex).y + r_y > ymax Or vertices(r_vertex).y + r_y < ymin) Then
emssg = "Vertex Outside Extent"
Frame2.Repaint
DoEvents
Else
1 update grids
For i = 0 To vertices(r_vertex).number_of_edges -1
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
Call DeleteFromEdgeGrid(el)
Nexti
CallDeleteFromVertexGrid(r_vertex)
1 keep a record of where vertex is currently
old_x = vertices(r_vertex).x
old_y = vertices(r_vertex).y
1 displace vertex
vertices(r_vertex).x = vertices(r_vertex).x + r_x
vertices(r_vertex).y = vertices(r_vertex).y + r_y
1 update grids
For i = 0 To vertices(r_vertex).number_of_edges - 1
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
If Not AddToEdgeGrid(el) Then
emssg = "TOO MANY EDGES IN CELL TO UPDATE"
Frame2.Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
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Nexti
If Not AddToVertexGrid(r_vertex) Then
emssg = "TOO MANY VERTICES IN CELL TO UPDATE"
Frame2. Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
' if topology not ok vertex straight back and proceed to next attempt
If CheckTopology(r_vertex) Then
' delete vertex and its edges from grids
For i = 0 To vertices(r_vertex).number_of_edges - 1
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
Call DeleteFromEdgeGrid(el)
Next i
CallDeleteFromVertexGrid(r_vertex)
' move vertex back
vertices(r_vertex).x = old_x
vertices(r_vertex).y = old_y
' now add vertex and its edges to grids
For i = 0 To vertices(r_vertex).number_of_edges - 1
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
If Not AddToEdgeGrid(el) Then
emssg = "TOO MANY EDGES IN CELL TO UPDATE"
Frame2.Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
Nexti
If Not AddToVertexGrid(r_vertex) Then
emssg - "TOO MANY VERTICES IN CELL TO UPDATE"
Frame2.Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
Else
1 topology is ok so can proceed with evaluation
' calculate new cost
1 the costs of edges connected to vertex have changesd, these need to be
recalculated,
1 keep a record of what the current costs are, just m case vertex is moved
back
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new_cost = current_cost
old_average_orientation_cost = average_orientation_cost
For i = 0 To vertices(r_vertex).number_of_edges - 1
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
vl =edges(el).vl
v2 = edges(el).v2
old_edge_costs(i).angle = edges(el).angle
old_edge_costs(i).edge_angle_cost = edges(el).edge_angle_cost
old_edge_costs(i).edge_length_cost = edges(el).edge_length_cost
old_edge_costs(i).edge_orientation_cost =
edges(e 1). edge_orientation_cost
new_cost = new_cost - edges(el).edge_angle_cost edges(el).edge_orientation_cost - edges(el).edge_length_cost
edges(el).angle = EdgeAngle(vertices(vl).x, vertices(vl).y,
vertices(v2).x, vertices(v2).y)
edges(el).edge_angle_cost = EdgeAngleCost(el)
edges(e 1 ).edge_orientation_cost =
EdgeOrientationCost(edges(el).angle)
edges(el).edge_length_cost = EdgeLengthCost(el)
average_orientation_cost = (average_orientation_cost *
number_of_edges - old_edge_costs(i).edge_orientation_cost +
edges(el).edge_orientation_cost) / number_of_edges
new_cost - new_cost + edges(el).edge_angle_cost +
edges(el).edge_orientation_cost + edges(el).edge_length_cost
If (vl = r_vertex) Then
old_vertex_angle_cost(i) = vertices(v2).vertex_angle_cost
new_cost = new_cost - old_vertex_angle_cost(i)
vertices(v2).vertex_angle_cost = VertexAngleCost(v2)
new_cost = new_cost + vertices(v2).vertex_angle_cost
Else
old_vertex_angle_cost(i) = vertices(vl).vertex_angle_cost
new_cost = new_cost - old_vertex_angle_cost(i)
vertices(vl).vertex_angle_cost = VertexAngleCost(vl)
new_cost = new_cost + vertices(vl).vertex_angle_cost
End If
Nexti
' calculate displacement cost and add to new cost, again making a
record of current displacement cost
old_disp_cost = vertices(r_vertex).vertex_displacement_cost
old_angle_cost = vertices(r_vertex).vertex_angle_cost
new cost - new_cost - old_disp_cost - old_angle_cost
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vertices(r_vertex).vertex_angle_cost = VertexAngleCost(r_vertex)
vertices(r_vertex).vertex_displacement_cost =
VertexDisplacementCost(r_vertex)
new_cost = new_cost + vertices(r_vertex).vertex_displacement_cost +
vertices(r_vertex). vertex_angle_cost
Call FindVerticesPossibleWithinDistance(r_edge, a_disp, spike_value,
possible_vertices, number_of_possible_vertices)
For i = 0 To number_of_possible_vertices - 1
new_cost = new_cost - vertices(possible_vertices(i)).vertex_spike_cost
old_vertex_spike_cost(i) =
vertices(possible_vertices(i)).vertex_spike_cost
vertices(possible_vertices(i)).vertex_spike_cost =
VertexSpikeCost(possible_vertices(i))
new_cost = new_cost +
vertices(possible_vertices(i)).vertex_spike_cost
Next i
attempts = attempts + 1
1 calculate change in cost
deltaE = new_cost - current_cost
' if new solution is better, keep it
If (deltaE <0) Then
placed = placed + 1
current_cost = new_cost
Else
' if new solution is worse or same as, check annealing probabilty
pi = 2.718282 A (-1 * deltaE / currentjemp)
pi Jest = Rnd
poor_move = poor_move + 1
1 if annealing probability is ok then accept solution
Ifpl_test<pl Then
placed = placed + 1
current_cost = new_cost
poor_move_accept = poor_move_accept + 1
Else
1 else put vertex back, making sure to change back the edge costs and
vertex displacement costs

update grids
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For i = 0 To (vertices(r_vertex).number__of_edges - 1)
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
Call DeleteFromEdgeGrid(el)
Next i
CallDeleteFromVertexGrid(r_vertex)
' put vertex back
vertices(r_vertex).x = old_x
vertices(r_vertex).y = old_y
' update grids
For i = 0 To (vertices(r_vertex).number_of_edges - 1)
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
If Not AddToEdgeGrid(el) Then
emssg = "TOO MANY EDGES IN CELL TO UPDATE"
Frame2. Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
Nexti
If Not AddToVertexGrid(r_vertex) Then
emssg = "TOO MANY VERTICES IN CELL TO UPDATE"
Frame2. Repaint
DoEvents
Exit Sub
End If
average_orientation_cost = old_average_orientation_cost
vertices(r_vertex).vertex_displacement_cost = old_disp_cost
vertices(r_vertex).vertex_angle_cost = old_angle_cost
For i = 0 To number_of_possible_vertices - 1
vertices(possible_vertices(i)).vertex_spike_cost =
old_vertex_spike_cost(i)
Nexti
For i = 0 To vertices(r_vertex).number_of_edges - 1
el = vertices(r_vertex).edge_list(i)
vl = edges(el).vl
v2 = edges(el).v2
edges(el).angle = old_edge_costs(i). angle
edges(el).edge_angle_cost = old_edge_costs(i).edge_angle_cost
edges(e 1 ).edge_orientation_cost =
old_edge_costs(i).edge_orientation_cost
edges(el).edge_length_cost = old_edge_costs(i).edge_length_cost
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If (vl = rjvertex) Then
vertices(v2).vertex_angle_cost = old_vertex_angle_cost(i)
Else
vertices(vl).vertex_angle_cost = old_vertex_angle cost(i)
End If
Next i
End If
End If
End If
End If
' check annealing schedule
If (attempts >= attemptsjimit) Then
If (placed = -1) Then
fmish_annealing = True
Else
'next few lines of code are to do with updating the values shown on form
ccost = current_cost
pplaced = placed
ppasses = number_of_reductions
ptests = total_attempts
ctemp = current_temp
Frame 1.Repaint
DoEvents
' reduce current temperature
current_temp = current_temp * fpRF
placed = 0
attempts = 0
number_of_reductions = number_of_reductions + 1
max_distance_reduce = Sqr(number_of_reductions) + 1
If (max_distance_reduce > maxVertexDisplacement) Then
max_distance_reduce = maxVertexDisplacement
End If
accept_rate = poor_move_accept / poor_move
poor_move = 0
poor_move_accept = 0
End If
Else
If (placed >= placedjimit) Then
'next few lines of code are to do with updating the values shown on form
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ccost = current_cost
pplaced = placed
ppasses = number_of_reductions
ptests = total_attempts
ctemp = current_temp
Frame 1. Repaint
DoEvents

' reduce current temperature
current_temp = current_temp * fpRF
placed = 0
attempts = 0
number_of_reductions = number_of_reductions + 1
max_distance_reduce = Sqr(number_of_reductions) + 1
If (max_distance_reduce > maxVertexDisplacement) Then
max_distance_reduce = maxVertexDisplacement
End If
accept_rate = poor_move_accept / poor_move
poor_move = 0
poor_move_accept — 0
End If
End If
If (number_of_reductions = -1) Or (etime > max_time) Then
finish_annealing = True
End If
If (next_stage) Then
next_stage = False
GoTo Linel
End If

Wend
'next few lines of code are to do with updating the values shown on form
ccost = current_cost
pplaced = placed
ppasses = number_of_reductions
ptests = total_attempts
ctemp = current_temp
icost = initial_cost
Frame 1.Repaint
DoEvents
' close debug file
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1 create output shapefiles
Call CreatePolyLineShapefile
If (multiroutes) Then
Call CreateRouteShapefile
Call CreatePointShapefile
Call CreateNonRouteShapefile
End If
Close #1
Dim tt As Double
tt = 0
For i = 0 To number_of_vertices - 1
tt = tt + VertexAngleCost(i)
Nexti
Exit Sub

eh:
End Sub

' creates output point shapefile
Public Sub CreatePointShapefileQ
Dim i, j As Integer
Dim strFolder As String
strFolder = currDir
Dim strName As String
strName = currFile + "p"' Dont include .shp extension
Const strShapeFieldName As String = "Shape"
' Open the folder to contain the shapefile as a workspace
Dim pFWS As IFeatureWorkspace
Dim pWorkspaceFactory As IWorkspaceFactory
Set pWorkspaceFactory = New ShapefileWorkspaceFactory
Set pFWS = p Workspace Factory. OpenFromFile(strF older, 0)
1 Set pFWS = pWorkspaceFactory.
' Set up a simple fields collection
Dim pFields As IFields
Dim pFieldsEdit As IFieldsEdit

Set pFields = New esriGeoDatabase.Fields
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Set pFieldsEdit = pFields
Dim pField As IField
Dim pFieldEdit As IFieldEdit
Dim pCLSID As esriSystem.UID
Set pCLSID - New UID
pCLSID.Value = "esriSystem.Feature"
' Make the shape field
' it will need a geometry definition, with a spatial reference
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
pFieldEdit.Name = strShapeFieldName
pFieldEdit.Type = esriFieldTypeGeometry
Dim pGeomDef As IGeometryDef
Dim pGeomDefEdit As IGeometryDefEdit
Set pGeomDef = New GeometryDef
Set pGeomDefEdit = pGeomDef
With pGeomDefEdit
.Geometry Type = esriGeometryPoint
Set .SpatialReference = New UnknownCoordinateSystem
End With
Set pFieldEdit.GeometryDef = pGeomDef
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
1 Add PointlD field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length =10
.Name = "Pointld"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField

1 Add point type filed
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length - 30
.Name = "pointtype"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
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' Create the shapefile
' (some parameters apply to geodatabase options and can be defaulted as
Nothing)
Dim pFeatClass As IFeatureClass
Set pFeatClass = pFWS.CreateFeatureClass(strName, pFields, pCLSID, _
Nothing, esriFTSimple, strShapeFieldName, "Shape")
Dim pFeat As IFeature
Dim xdisp, ydisp, scalevalue As String
Dim id As String
Dim code As String
Dim cov_id As String
Dim x_test As String
Dim pGonColl As IPointCollection
Dim pPoint As IPoint
Dim pPolygon As IPolygon
Dim x As Double
Dim y As Double

Dim indexPointID, indexPointlype As Long
indexPointlD = pFeatClass.FindField("PointID")
indexPointType = pFeatClass.FindField("pointtype")
For i = 0 To number_of_lines -1
If (lines(i).number_of_routes >= 1) Then
x = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(0)).vl).x
y = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(0)).vl).y
Set pPoint = New Point
pPoint.PutCoords x, y
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPoint
pFeat.Value(indexPointType) = "node"
pFeat. Store
x = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(lines(i).number_of_edges
y = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(lines(i).number_of_edges
Set pPoint = New Point
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pPointPutCoords x, y
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPoint
pFeatValue(indexPointType) = "node"
pFeat. Store
End If
Nexti

Dim pMxDocument As IMxDocument
Dim pMap As IMap
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer = New FeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass = pFeatClass
pFeatureLayer.Name = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass. AliasName
Set pMxDocument = Application.Document
Set pMap = pMxDocument.FocusMap
pMap, AddLayer pFeatureLayer
End Sub

' creates output line shapeflle
Public Sub CreatePolyLineShapefileQ
Dim i, j, el As Integer
Dim strFolder As String
strFolder = currDir
Dim strName As String
strName = currFile ' Dont include .shp extension
Const strShapeFieldName As String = "Shape"
1 Open the folder to contain the shapeflle as a workspace
Dim pFWS As IFeatureWorkspace
Dim pWorkspaceFactory As IWorkspaceFactory
Set pWorkspaceFactory = New ShapefileWorkspaceFactory
Set pFWS = pWorkspaceFactory.OpenFromFile(strFolder, 0)
' Set pFWS = pWorkspaceFactory.
' Set up a simple fields collection
Dim pFields As IFields
Dim pFieldsEdit As IFieldsEdit
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Set pFields = New esriGeoDatabase.Fields
Set pFieldsEdit = pFields
Dim pField As IField
Dim pFieldEdit As IFieldEdit
Dim pCLSID As esriSystem.UID
Set pCLSID = New UID
pCLSID.Value = "esriSystem.Feature"
' Make the shape field
' it will need a geometry definition, with a spatial reference
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit - pField
pFieldEdit.Name - strShapeFieldName
pFieldEdit. Type = esriFieldTypeGeometry
Dim pGeomDef As IGeometryDef
Dim pGeomDefEdit As IGeometryDefEdit
Set pGeomDef = New GeometryDef
Set pGeomDeffidit = pGeomDef
With pGeomDefEdit
.Geometry Type = esriGeometryPolyline
Set .SpatialReference = New UnknownCoordinateSystem
End With
Set pFieldEdit. GeometryDef = pGeomDef
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
1 Add PolylD field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length =10
.Name = "Lineld"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add orientationcost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField

With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "orientcost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
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1 Add anglecost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "anglecost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
' Add lengthcost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "lencost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
1 Add spikecost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "spkcost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
' Add routenumber field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length - 30
.Name = "rnum"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add routes field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length - 30
.Name = "routes"
.Type = esriFieldTypelnteger
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
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' Add on_routes field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "on_routes"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
' add vl angle cost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit - pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "vl angle"
.Type = esriFieldTypeDouble
End With
pFieldsEdit. AddField pField
1 add v2angle cost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "v2angle"
.Type = esriFieldTypeDouble
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
' Create the shapefile
' (some parameters apply to geodatabase options and can be defaulted as
Nothing)
Dim pFeatClass As IFeatureClass
Set pFeatClass = pFWS.CreateFeatureClass(strName, pFields, pCLSID, _
Nothing, esriFTSimple, strShapeFieldName, "Shape")
Dim pFeat As IFeature
Dim xdisp, ydisp, scalevalue As String
Dim id As String
Dim code As String
Dim cov_id As String
Dim x_test As String
Dim x(0 To 500), y(0 To 500) As Double
Dim pGonColl As IPointCollection
Dim pPoint(SOO) As IPoint
Dim pPolyLine As IPolyline
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Dim xin(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim yin(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim xout(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim yout(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim indexPolylD, indexOrientCost, indexAngleCost, indexLengthCost,
indexRNum, indexSpkCost, indexvla, indexv2a As Long
Dim temp_string As String
indexPolylD = pFeatClass.FindField("PolyID")
indexOrientCost = pFeatClass.FindField("orientcost")
indexAngleCost = pFeatClass.FindField("anglecost")
indexLengthCost = pFeatClass.FindField("lencost")
indexRNum = pFeatClass.FindField("rnum")
indexSpkCost = pFeatCIass.FindField("spkcost")
indexRoutes = pFeatClass.FindField("routes")
indexOnRoutes = pFeatClass.FindField("on_routes")
indexvla = pFeatClass.FindField("vl angle")
indexv2a = pFeatClass.FindField("v2angle")
For i = 0 To number_of_lines -1
If (Not multiroutes) Or (multiroutes And lines(i).number_of_routes = 0)
Then

temp_string = lines(i).on_routes
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges -1
el = lines(i).edges(j)
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0),PutCoords vertices(edges(el).v 1 ).x, vertices(edges(e 1).v 1 ).y
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoordsvertices(edges(el).v2).x,vertices(edges(el).v2).y
pGonColl.AddPoin.ts 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeatShape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(el).edge_orientation_cost
pFeatValue(indexAngleCost) = edges(el).edge_angle_cost
pFeatValue(indexLengthCost) = edges(el).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRoutes) = lines(i).number_pf_routes
pFeat.Value(indexOnRoutes) = lines(i).on_routes
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pFeat.Value(indexvla) = vertices(edges(el).vl).vertex_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexv2a) = vertices(edges(el).v2).vertex_angle_cost
pFeat. Store
Nextj
End If
Next i

Dim pMxDocument As IMxDocument
Dim pMap As IMap
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer = New FeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass = pFeatClass
pFeatureLayer .Name = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass.AliasName

Set pMxDocument = Application.Document
Set pMap = pMxDocument.FocusMap
pMap.AddLayer pFeatureLayer
End Sub
1 creates output line shapefile
Public Sub CreateNonRouteShapefileQ
Dim i, j, el As Integer
Dim strFolder As String
strFolder = currDir
Dim strName As String
strName = currFile + "nr"' Dont include .shp extension
Const strShapeFieldName As String = "Shape"
1 Open the folder to contain the shapefile as a workspace
Dim pFWS As IFeatureWorkspace
Dim pWorkspaceFactory As IWorkspaceFactory
Set pWorkspaceFactory = New ShapefileWorkspaceFactory
Set pFWS = pWorkspaceFactory.OpenFromFile(strFolder, 0)
' Set pFWS = pWorkspaceFactory.
' Set up a simple fields collection
Dim pFields As IFields
Dim pFieldsEdit As IFieldsEdit
Set pFields = New esriGeoDatabase.Fields
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Set pFieldsEdit = pFields
Dim pField As IField
Dim pFieldEdit As IFieldEdit
Dim pCLSID As esriSystem.UID
Set pCLSID = New UID
pCLSID.Value = "esriSystem.Feature"
' Make the shape field
' it will need a geometry definition, with a spatial reference
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
pFieldEdit.Name = strShapeFieldName
pFieldEdit Type = esriFieldTypeGeometry
Dim pGeomDef As IGeometryDef
Dim pGeomDefEdit As IGeometryDefEdit
Set pGeomDef = New GeometryDef
Set pGeomDefEdit = pGeomDef
With pGeomDefEdit
.GeometryType = esriGeometryPolyline
Set .SpatialReference = New UnknownCoordinateSystem
End With
Set pFieldEdit.GeometryDef = pGeomDef
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add PoIylD field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit - pField
With pFieldEdit
.length =10
.Name = "Lineld"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add orientationcost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "orientcost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
1 Add anglecost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
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Set pFieldEdit - pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "anglecost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add lengthcost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "lencost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit. AddField pField
' Add spikecost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "spkcost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add routenumber field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "rnum"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add routes field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
WithpFieidEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "routes"
.Type = esriFieldTypelnteger
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add on routes field
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Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
WithpFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "on_routes"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
1 Create the shapefile
1 (some parameters apply to geodatabase options and can be defaulted as
Nothing)
Dim pFeatClass As IFeatureClass
Set pFeatClass = pFWS.CreateFeatureClass(strName, pFields, pCLSID, _
Nothing, esriFTSimple, strShapeFieldName, "Shape")
Dim pFeat As IFeature
Dim xdisp, ydisp, scalevalue As String
Dim id As String
Dim code As String
Dim cov_id As String
Dim x_test As String
Dim x(0 To 500), y(0 To 500) As Double
Dim pGonColl As IPointCollection
Dim pPoint(500) As IPoint
Dim pPolyLine As IPolyline
Dim xin(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim yin(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim xout(0 To max_edges__per_line) As Double
Dim yout(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim indexPolylD, indexOrientCost, indexAngleCost, indexLengthCost,
indexRNum, indexSpkCost As Long
Dim temp_string As String
indexPolylD = pFeatClass.FindField("PolyID")
indexOrientCost = pFeatClass.FindField("orientcost")
indexAngleCost = pFeatClass.FindField("anglecost")
indexLengthCost = pFeatClass.FindField("lencost")
indexRNum = pFeatClass.FindField("rnum")
indexSpkCost = PFeatClass.FindField("spkcost")
indexRoutes = pFeatClass.FindField("routes")
indexOnRoutes = pFeatClass.FindField("on_routes")
For i = 0 To number_of_lines - 1
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If (lines(i).number_of_routes > 0) Then
xin(O) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(0)).vl).x
yin(O) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(0)).vl).y
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
xin(j + 1) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(j)).v2).x
yin(j + 1) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(j)).v2).y
Nextj
temp_string - lines(i).on_routes
For] = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
el = lines(i).edges(j)
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xin(j), yin(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xin(j + 1), yin(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(el).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(el).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(el).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRoutes) = lines(i).number_of_routes
pFeat.Value(indexOnRoutes) = lines(i).on_routes
pFeat. Store
Nextj
End If
Nexti

Dim pMxDocument As IMxDocument
Dim pMap As IMap
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer = New FeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass = pFeatClass
pFeatureLayer.Name = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass.AliasName

Set pMxDocument = Application.Document
Set pMap = pMxDocument.FocusMap
pMap.AddLayer pFeatureLayer
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End Sub
' creates output line shapefile
Public Sub CreateRouteShapefileQ
Dim i, j As Integer
Dim strFolder As String
strFolder = currDir
Dim strName As String
strName = currFile + "r"' Dont include .shp extension
Const strShapeFieldName As String = "Shape"
' Open the folder to contain the shapefile as a workspace
Dim pFWS As IFeatureWorkspace
Dim pWorkspaceFactory As IWorkspaceFactory
Set pWorkspaceFactory = New ShapefileWorkspaceFactory
Set pFWS = pWorkspaceFactory. OpenFromFile(strFolder, 0)
1 Set pFWS = pWorkspaceFactory.
' Set up a simple fields collection
Dim pFields As IFields
Dim pFieldsEdit As IFieldsEdit
Set pFields = New esriGeoDatabase.Fields
Set pFieldsEdit = pFields
Dim pField As IField
Dim pFieldEdit As IFieldEdit
Dim pCLSID As esriSystem.UID
Set pCLSID = New UID
pCLSID.Value = "esriSystem.Feature"
1 Make the shape field
' it will need a geometry definition, with a spatial reference
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
pFieldEdit.Name = strShapeFieldName
pFieldEdit.Type = esriFieldTypeGeometry
Dim pGeomDef As IGeometryDef
Dim pGeomDefEdit As IGeometryDefEdit
Set pGeomDef = New GeometryDef
Set pGeomDefEdit = pGeomDef
With pGeomDefEdit
.GeometryType = esriGeometryPolyline
Set .SpatialReference = New UnknownCoordinateSystem
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End With
Set pFieldEditGeometryDef = pGeomDef
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
1 Add PolylD field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length =10
.Name = "Lineld"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit-AddField pField
' Add orientationcost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit - pField
With pFieldEdit
.length - 30
.Name = "orientcost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit.AddField pField
' Add anglecost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "anglecost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField
' Add lengthcost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "lencost"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEditAddField pField

' Add spikecost field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
With pFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "spkcost"
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.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit. AddField pField
' Add routenumber field
Set pField = New esriGeoDatabase.Field
Set pFieldEdit = pField
WithpFieldEdit
.length = 30
.Name = "mum"
.Type = esriFieldTypeString
End With
pFieldsEdit. AddField pField
1 Create the shapefile
' (some parameters apply to geodatabase options and can be defaulted as
Nothing)
Dim pFeatClass As IFeatureClass
Set pFeatClass = pFWS.CreateFeatureClass(strName, pFields, pCLSID, _
Nothing, esriFTSimple, strShapeFieldName, "Shape")
Dim pFeat As IFeature
Dim xdisp, ydisp, scalevalue As String
Dim id As String
Dim code As String
Dim cov_id As String
Dim x_test As String
Dim x(0 To 500), y(0 To 500) As Double
Dim pGonColl As IPointCollection
Dim pPoint(500) As IPoint
Dim pPolyLine As IPolyline
Dim xin(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim yin(0 To max_edges_perjine) As Double
Dim xout(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim yout(0 To max_edges_per_line) As Double
Dim indexPolylD, indexOrientCost, indexAngleCost, indexLengthCost,
indexRNum, indexSpkCost As Long
Dim temp_string As String
indexPolylD = pFeatClass.FindField("PolyID")
indexOrientCost = pFeatClass.FindField("orientcost")
indexAngleCost = pFeatClass.FindField("anglecost")
indexLengthCost = pFeatClass.FindField("lencost")
indexRNum = pFeatClass.FindField("rnum")
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indexSpkCost = pFeatClass.FindField("spkcost")
For i = 0 To number_of_lines - 1
xin(O) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(0)).vl).x
yin(O) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(0)).vl).y
Forj = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
xin(j + 1) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edgesG)).v2).x
yin(j + 1) = vertices(edges(lines(i).edges(j)).v2).y
Nextj
temp_string = lines(i).on_routes
If (lines(i).number_of_routes = 1) Then
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xin(j), yin(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xin(j + 1), yin(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 1,1)
pFeat. Store
Nextj
Else
If lines(i).number_of_routes = 2 Then
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).number_of_edges + 1, xin, yin, False, rclearance /
2, xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges -1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xoutQ), yout(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xout(j + 1), yout(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
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Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 1,1)
pFeat.Store
Nextj
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).number_of_edges + 1, xin, yin, False, -rclearance /
2, xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xout(j), yout(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xoutO + 1), yout(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 3, 1)
pFeat.Store
Nextj
Else
If lines(i).number_of_routes = 3 Then
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xin(j),
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xin(j + 1), yin(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(i).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(i).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(i).edge_length_cost
pFeat. Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 1,1)
pFeat.Store
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Next]
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).nurnber_pf_edges + 1, xin, yin, False, rclearance,
xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges -1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xout(j), yout(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xout(j + 1), yout(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat.Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 3,1)
pFeat. Store
Nextj
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).number_of_edges + 1, xin, yin, False, -rclearance,
xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xout(j), yout(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xout(j + 1), youtft + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat.Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 5,1)
pFeat. Store
Nextj
Else
If lines(i).number_of_routes = 4 Then
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).number_of_edges + 1, xin, yin, False,
rclearance / 2, xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges -1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xout(j),
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Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xout(j + 1), yout(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeatShape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 1,1)
pFeat. Store
Nextj
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).number_of_edges + 1, xin, yin, False, rclearance / 2, xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xout(j), yout(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xout(j + 1), yout(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 3, 1)
pFeat. Store
Nextj
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).number_of_edges + 1, xin, yin, False, 3 *
rclearance / 2, xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
Set pGonColl = New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) = New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xout(j), youtQ)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xout(j + 1), yout(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeatValue(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
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pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 5, 1)
pFeat. Store
Nextj
Call OffsetLine(lines(i).number_of_edges + 1, xin, yin, False, -3 *
rclearance / 2, xout, yout)
For j = 0 To lines(i).number_of_edges - 1
Set pGonColl - New Polyline
Set pPoint(O) - New Point
pPoint(0).PutCoords xout(j), yout(j)
Set pPoint(l) = New Point
pPoint(l).PutCoords xout(j + 1), yout(j + 1)
pGonColl.AddPoints 2, pPoint(O)
Set pPolyLine = pGonColl
Set pFeat = pFeatClass.CreateFeature
Set pFeat. Shape = pPolyLine
pFeat.Value(indexOrientCost) = edges(j).edge_orientation_cost
pFeat.Value(indexAngleCost) = edges(j).edge_angle_cost
pFeat.Value(indexLengthCost) = edges(j).edge_length_cost
pFeat.Value(indexRNum) = Mid(temp_string, 7, 1)
pFeat. Store
Nextj
End If
End If
End If
End If
Next i
Dim pMxDocument As IMxDocument
Dim pMap As IMap
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer = New FeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass = pFeatClass
pFeatureLayer.Name = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass.AliasName

Set pMxDocument = Application.Document
Set pMap = pMxDocument.FocusMap
pMap.AddLayer pFeatureLayer

End Sub
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Function EdgeAngle(xl As Double, yl As Double, x2 As Double, y2 As Double)
As Double
If(xl=x2)Then
EdgeAngle = pibytwo
Exit Function
End If
If(yl=y2)Then
EdgeAngle = 0
Exit Function
End If
EdgeAngle = Atn(Abs((y2 - yl) / (x2 - xl)))
End Function
' the amount by which edge deviates from one of the preferred orientations
Function EdgeOrientationCost(angle As Double) As Double
Dim cl As Double
Dim c2 As Double
Dim c3 As Double
cl = Abs(pibytwo - angle)
c2 = Abs(pibyfour - angle)
c3 = Abs(angle)
If (cl <= c2 And cl <= c3) Then
EdgeOrientationCost = cl * orientationCost
Exit Function
End If
If (c2 <= cl And c2 <= c3) Then
EdgeOrientationCost = c2 * orientationCost
Exit Function
End If
EdgeOrientationCost = c3 * orientationCost
End Function
Function VertexDisplacementCost(i As Integer) As Double
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VertexDisplacementCost = Sqr((vertices(i).original_x - vertices(i).x) A 2
(vertices(i).original_y - vertices(i).y) A 2) * vertexDisplaceCost /
vertices(i). average_edge_length
End Function
' the amount by which current angle differs from original
Function EdgeAngleCost(i As Integer) As Double
Dim elxl As Double
Dim elyl As Double
Dim e 1x2 As Double
Dim ely2 As Double
Dim e2xl As Double
Dim e2yl As Double
Dim e2x2 As Double
Dim e2y2 As Double
Dim cost As Double
Dim asq As Double
Dim bsq As Double
Dim csq As Double
Dim angdiff
Dim bx As Double
Dim by As Double
Dimbl As Double
Dim b2 As Double
elxl = vertices(edges(i).vl).original_x
elyl = vertices(edges(i).vl).original_y
elx2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).original_x
ely2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).original_y
e2xl = vertices(edges(i).vl).x
e2yl = vertices(edges(i).vl).y
e2x2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).x
e2y2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).y
elx2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).original_x - elxl
ely2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).original_y - elyl
e2x2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).x - e2xl
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e2y2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).y - e2yl
asq = (ely2 - e2y2) A 2 + (elx2 - e2x2) A 2
bsq = ely2 A 2 + elx2 A 2
csq = e2y2 A 2 + e2x2 A 2
angdiff = Acos((asq - bsq - csq) / (-2 * Sqr(bsq) * Sqr(csq)))
If (angdiff > pibytwo) Then
'EdgeAngleCost=lE+18
EdgeAngleCost = angdiff * anglecost
Exit Function
Else
EdgeAngleCost = angdiff * anglecost
Exit Function
End If
'EdgeAngleCost = angdiff * anglecost
End Function
Function Acos(ByVal x As Double) As Double
Dim tester As Integer
If Abs(Abs(x) - 1) < 0.00001 Then
Acos = 0
Exit Function
End If
Acos - Atn(-l * x / Sqr(-l *x*x+l)) + 2* Atn(l)
End Function
' the amount by which length falls below minimum or by which length has
changed
Function EdgeLengthCost(i As Integer) As Double
Dimxl As Double
Dim yl As Double
Dim x2 As Double
Dim y2 As Double
Dim length As Double
Dim cost As Double
Dim ulen
xl =vertices(edges(i).vl).x
yl =vertices(edges(i).vl).y
x2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).x
y2 = vertices(edges(i).v2).y
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length = EdgeLength(xl, yl, x2, y2)
If (length < minEdgeLength) Then
cost = (minEdgeLength - length) * minelengthcost
Else
ulen = DMax(minEdgeLength, edges(i).originaljength)
cost = Abs(length - ulen) * elengthcost / (edges(i).original_length A 2)
End If
EdgeLengthCost = cost
End Function
' need to check topology for vertex v and all edges it belongs to
Function CheckTopology(v As Integer) As Boolean
Dim i, j, k, e As Integer
Dim found_topology_error As Boolean
Dim ordered_list(0 To max_valency) As Integer
Dim al, a2, bl, b2 As Integer
Dim found_edge As Boolean
Dim vl As Integer
found_topoiogy_error = False
' check for false intersection - could involve any edge to which v belongs
i=0
While (i < vertices(v).number_of_edges And Not found_topology_error)
e = vertices(v).edge_list(i)
If Edgelntersection(e) Then
CheckTopology = True
Exit Function
End If
Wend
' check for reordering of edges - could involve any vertex to which v is connected
' first of all v
vl = v
If (vertices(vl).number_of_edges > 2) Then ' if only 2 edges then no problem
For i = 0 To vertices(vl).number_of_edges -1
orderedJist(i) = vertices(vl).edge_list(i)
Next i
For i = 0 To vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2
For j = 0 To vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2 - i
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If CircleAngle(vl, ordered_list(j)) > CircleAngle(vl, ordered_list(j + 1))
Then
temp = ordered_list(j)
ordered_list(j) = ordered_list(j + 1)
ordered_list(j + 1) = temp
End If
Next j
Nexti
i=0
While (i < vertices(vl).number_of_edges And Not found_topology_error)
If(i = 0)Then
bl = vertices(vl).edge_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1)
al = vertices(vl).edge_list(l)
Else
If (i = vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1) Then
bl = vertices(vl).edge_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2)
al = vertices(vl).edge_list(0)
Else
bl = vertices(vl).edge_list(i - 1)
al = vertices(vl).edge_list(i + 1)
End If
End If
While (vertices(vl).edge_list(i) o ordered_list(j))
j=j + l
Wend
If (j = 0) Then
b2 = ordered_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1)
a2 = orderedjist(l)
Else
If (j = vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1) Then
b2 = ordered_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2)
a2 = orderedJist(O)
Else
b2 = ordered_list(j - 1)
a2 = ordered_list(j + 1)
End If
End If
If (al o a2 Or b 1 o b2) Then
CheckTopology = True
Exit Function
End If
Wend
End If
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'now connected vertices
For k = 0 To vertices(v).number_of_edges - !
If edges(vertices(v).edge_list(k)).vl = v Then
vl = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(k)).v2
Else
vl = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(k)).vl
End If
If (vertices(vl).number_of_edges > 2) Then ' if only 2 edges then no problem
For i = 0 To vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1
ordered_list(i) = vertices(v 1 ). edge_list(i)
Next i
For i = 0 To vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2
For j = 0 To vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2 - i
If Circle Angle(vl, ordered_list(j)) > CircleAngle(vl, ordered_list(j + 1))
Then
temp = ordered_list(j)
ordered_list(j) = ordered_list(j + 1)
ordered_list(j + 1) = temp
End If
Nextj
Next i
i=0
While (i < vertices(vl).number_of_edges And Not found_topology_error)
If(i = 0)Then
bl = vertices(vl).edge_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1)
al = vertices(vl).edge_list(l)
Else
If (i = vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1) Then
bl = vertices(vl).edge_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2)
al = vertices(vl).edge_list(0)
Else
bl = vertices(vl).edge_list(i - 1)
al = vertices(vl).edge_list(i + 1)
End If
End If
While (vertices(vl).edgejist(i) o ordered_hst(j))
j=j + l
Wend
If 0 = 0) Then
b2 = orderedJist(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1)
a2 = ordered_list(l)
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Else
If (j = vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 1) Then
b2 = ordered_list(vertices(vl).number_of_edges - 2)
a2 = ordered_list(0)
Else
b2 = ordered_list(j - 1)
a2 - ordered_list(j + 1)
End If
End If
If (al o a2 Or bl o b2) Then
CheckTopology = True
Exit Function
End If
Wend
End If
Nextk

CheckTopology = found_topology_error
End Function
' need to check if vertex displacement causes a spike
Function VertexSpikeCost(v As Integer) As Double
Dim e As Integer
Dim i, j, k, v2 As Integer
Dim found_spike_error As Boolean
Dim possible_edges(0 To max_edges) As Integer
Dim number_of_possible_edges As Integer
Dim spike_cost As Double
Dim spike_value_squared As Double
Dim dist As Double
e=0
spike_cost = 0
If FindEdgesPossibleWithinDistance(v, spike_value, possible_edges,
number_of_possible_edges) Then
i=0
While (i < number_of_possible_edges)
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e = possible_edges(i)
If (edges(e).vl o v And edges(e).v2 o v) Then
dist = PointEdgeDistance(v, e)
If (dist < spike_value) Then
spike_cost = spike^cost + (spike_value - dist)
End If
End If
i=i+l
Wend
End If
VertexSpikeCost = spike_cost * scost
End Function
Function EdgeLength(xl As Double, yl As Double, x2 As Double, y2 As
Double) As Double
EdgeLength = Sqr((yl - y2) A 2 + (xl - x2) A 2)
End Function
' tests if 2 non connected edges intersect
Function EdgeEdgeIntersect(ByVal el As Integer, ByVal e2 As Integer) As
Boolean
Dimxl As Double
Dim yl As Double
Dim x2 As Double
Dim y2 As Double
Dim x3 As Double
Dim y3 As Double
Dim x4 As Double
Dim y4 As Double
xl = vertices(edges(el).vl).x
yl = vertices(edges(el).vl).y
x2 = vertices(edges(el).v2).x
y2 = vertices(edges(el).v2).y
x3 = vertices(edges(e2).vl).x
y3 = vertices(edges(e2).vl).y
x4 = vertices(edges(e2).v2).x
y4 = vertices(edges(e2).v2).y
If (xl > x3 And xl > x4 And x2 > x3 And x2 > x4) Then
EdgeEdgelntersect = False
Exit Function
End If
If (xl< x3 And xl< x4 And x2 < x3 And x2 < x4) Then
EdgeEdgelntersect = False
Exit Function
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End If
If (y 1 > y3 And y 1 > y4 And y2 > y3 And y2 > y4) Then
EdgeEdgelntersect = False
Exit Function
End If
If (yl < y3 And yl < y4 And y2 < y3 And y2 < y4) Then
EdgeEdgelntersect = False
Exit Function
End If

Dim xlk, ylk, xnm, ynm, xmk, ymk As Double
Dim det, detinv, s, t As Double
Dim edges_intersect As Boolean
Dim xinter, yinter As Double
xlk = xl -x2
ylk = yl - y2
xnm = x3 - x4
ynm = y3 - y4
xmk = x4 - x2
ymk = y4 - y2
det = xnm * ylk - ynm * xlk
If Abs(det) < 0.000000001 Then
edges_intersect = False
Else
detinv = 1 / det
s = (xnm * ymk - ynm * xmk) * detinv
t = (xlk * ymk - ylk * xmk) * detinv
If (s < 0) Or (s > 1) Or (t < 0) Or (t> 1) Then
edges_intersect = False
Else
xinter = x2 + xlk * s
yinter = y2 + ylk * s
edges_intersect = True
If (s > 0) And (s < 1) And (t > 0) And (t < 1) Then
edges_intersect = True
'
Else
edges_intersect - False
'
End If
End If
End If
EdgeEdgelntersect = edges_intersect
End Function
1 need to test if edge el intersects any other edge
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Function Edgelntersection(el As Integer) As Boolean
Dim found_intersect As Boolean
Dim e2, i As Integer
Dim possible_edges(0 To max_edges) As Integer
Dim number_ofjpossible_edges As Integer
found_intersect = False
If FindPossibleEdges(el, possible_edges, number_ofj)ossible_edges) Then
i=0
While (Not found_intersect And i < number_of_possible_edges)
e2 = possible_edges(i)
If (el <Oe2)Then
If (edges(el).vl o edges(e2).vl And edges(el).vl o edges(e2).v2 And
edges(el).v2 o edges(e2).vl And edges(el).v2 o edges(e2).v2) Then
found_intersect = EdgeEdgeIntersect(el, e2)
If (found_intersect) Then
Edgelntersection = True
Exit Function
End If
End If
End If
i = i+l
Wend
End If
Edgelntersection = found_intersect
End Function
' returns shortest distance between a vertex and an edge
Function PointEdgeDistance(ByVal v As Integer, ByVal e As Integer) As Double
Dim px, py, exl, eyl, ex2, ey2 As Double
Dim r As Double
Dim xkj, ykj, xlk, ylk As Double
Dim denom, tl, t2, t3 As Double
Dim accy As Double
Dim xfac, yfac As Double
Dim low, high As Double
Dim val_s As Double

accy = 0.000001

px = vertices(v).x
py = vertices(v).y
exl = vertices(edges(e).vl).x
eyl = vertices(edges(e).vl).y
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ex2 = vertices(edges(e).v2).x
ey2 = vertices(edges(e).v2).y
low-0
high = 1
xkj = exl - px
ykj = eyl - py
xlk = ex2 - exl
ylk = ey2 - eyl
denom = xlk * xlk + ylk * ylk
If (denom < accy) Then
val_s = xkj * xkj + ykj * ykj
Else
tl = -(xkj * xlk + ykj * ylk) / denom
t2 = DMax(tl,low)
t3 = DMin(t2, high)
xfac = xkj +13 * xlk
yfac = ykj +13 * ylk
val_s = (xfac * xfac + yfac * yfac)
End If
PointEdgeDistance = Sqr(val_s)
End Function
' returns the minimum of two numbers
Function DMin(ByVal a As Double, ByVal b As Double) As Double
If (a <b) Then
DMin = a
Else
DMin = b
End If
End Function
1 returns the maximum of two numbers
Function DMax(ByVal a As Double, ByVal b As Double) As Double
If (a >b) Then
DMax = a
Else
DMax = b
End If
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End Function
' set up initial edge grid spatial index
Function InitialiseEdgeGridQ As Boolean
Dim i, j As Integer
Dim e As Integer
edge_grid_extent = DMax(xmax - xmin, ymax - ymin)
edge_cell_extent = edge_grid_extent / edge_grid_dimension
For i = 0 To edge_grid_dimension
For j = 0 To edge_grid_dimension
edge_grid(i, j).number_of_edges = 0
Next j
Next i
For e = 0 To (number_of_edges - 1)
If Not AddToEdgeGrid(e) Then
emssg = "TOO MANY EDGES IN CELL"
Frame2.Repaint
DoEvents
InitialiseEdgeGrid = False
Exit Function
End If
Next e
InitialiseEdgeGrid = True
End Function
1 add an edge to the edge grid
Function AddToEdgeGrid(e As Integer) As Boolean
Dim i, j, il, 12, jl, j2 As Integer
Dim no_of_edges_in_cell As Integer
11 = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).x - xmin) / edge_cell_extent)
12 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).x - xmin) / edge_cell_extent)
jl = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).y - ymin) / edge_cell_extent)
j2 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).y - ymin) / edge_cell_extent)

If(i2<il)Then
i = i2
i2 = il
11=1
End If
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If(j2<jl)Then
J=J2
J2-J1
jl=j
End If
For i = il To 12
Forj =jl Toj2
no_of_edges_in_cell = edge_grid(i, j).number_of_edges
If no_of_edges_in_cell = max_edges_per_cell Then
AddToEdgeGrid = False
Exit Function
Else
edge_grid(i, j).edge_list(no_of_edges_in_cell) = e
edge_grid(i, j).number_of_edges = no_of_edges_in_cell + 1
End If
Nextj
Next i
AddToEdgeGrid = True
End Function
' delete an edge from the edge grid
Sub DeleteFromEdgeGrid(e As Integer)
DimiJ, il, i2,jl,j2 As Integer
Dim no_of_edges_in_cell As Integer
Dim found_edge As Boolean
Dim el, e2 As Integer
Dim test As Integer
11 = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).x - xmin) / edge_cell_extent)
12 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).x - xmin) / edge_cell_extent)
j 1 = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).y - ymin) / edge_cell_extent)
j2 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).y - ymin) / edge_cell_extent)

If(i2<il)Then
i = i2
i2 = il
il=i
End If
If(j2<jl)Then
J=J2
J2=jl
J1=J
End If
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Fori = il To 12
Forj=jlToj2
el =0
found_edge = False
no_of_edges_in_cell = edge_grid(i, j).number_of_edges
While (el < no_of_edges_in_cell And Not found_edge)
If edge_grid(i, j).edgejist(el) = e Then
found_edge = True
Else
el=el + l
End If
Wend
If found_edge Then
For e2 = el To (no_of_edges_in_cell - 2)
edge_grid(i, j).edge_list(e2) = edge_grid(i, j).edge_list(e2 + 1)
Next e2
edge__grid(i, j).number_of_edges = edge_grid(i, j).number_of_edges -1
End If
Nextj
Nexti
End Sub

' find all edges that an edge could possibly intersect
Function FindPossibleEdges(e As Integer, possible_edges() As Integer,
number_ofj>ossible_edges As Integer) As Boolean
Dim i, j, k, m, il, i2, jl, j2 As Integer
Dim no_of_edges_in_cell As Integer
Dim found_edge As Boolean
Dim el, e2 As Integer
number_of_possible_edges = 0
11 = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).x - xmin) / edge_cell__extent)
12 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).x - xmin) / edge_cell_extent)
j 1 = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).y - ymin) / edge_cell_extent)
j2 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).y - ymin) / edge_cell_extent)
If(i2<il)Then
i = i2
End If
IfG2<jl)Then
j - J2
J2-J1
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End If
Fori = il To 12
Forj=jl Toj2
For k = 0 To (edge_grid(i, j).number_of_edges - 1)
el = edge_grid(i,j).edge_list(k)
If (e o el And Not edges(el).edge_tag) Then
possible_edges(number_of_possible_edges) = el
number_of_possible_edges = number_of_possible_edges
edges(el).edge_tag = True
End If
Nextk
Nextj
Nexti
While (m < number_of_possible_edges)
edges(possible_edges(m)).edge_tag = False
m = m+ 1
Wend
If number_of_possible_edges > 0 Then
FindPossibleEdges = True
Else
FindPossibleEdges = False
End If
End Function
' set up initial vertex grid spatial index
Function Initialise VertexGrid() As Boolean
Dim i, j As Integer
Dim v As Integer
vertex_grid_extent = DMax(xmax - xmin, ymax - ymin)
vertex_cell_extent = vertex_grid_extent / vertex_grid_dimension
For i = 0 To vertex_grid_dimension
For j = 0 To vertex_grid_dimension
vertex_grid(i, j).number_of_vertices = 0
Nextj
Nexti
For v = 0 To (number_of_vertices - 1)
If Not AddToVertexGrid(v) Then
emssg = "TOO MANY VERTICES IN CELL"
Frame2.Repaint
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DoEvents
Initialise VertexGrid = False
Exit Function
End If
Next v
InitialiseVertexGrid = True
End Function
' add vertex to vertex grid
Function AddToVertexGrid(v As Integer) As Boolean
Dim i, j As Integer
Dim no_of_vertices_in_cell As Integer
i = Int((vertices(v).x - xmin) / vertex_cell_extent)
j = Int((vertices(v).y - ymin) / vertex_cell_extent)
no_of_vertices_in_cell = vertex_grid(i, j).number_of_vertices
If no_of_vertices_in_cell = max_vertices_per_cell Then
AddToVertexGrid - False
Exit Function
Else
vertex_grid(i, j).vertex_list(no_of_vertices_in_cell) = v
vertex_grid(i, j).number_of_vertices = no_ofjvertices_in_cell
End If
AddTo VertexGrid = True
End Function
1 delete vertex from vertex grid
Sub DeleteFromVertexGrid(v As Integer)
Dim i, j As Integer
Dim no_of_vertices_in_cell As Integer
Dim found_vertex As Boolean
Dim vl, v2 As Integer
i = Int((vertices(v).x - xmin) / vertex_cell_extent)
j = Int((vertices(v).y - ymin) / vertex_cell_extent)
vl=0
found_vertex = False
no_of_vertices_in_cell = vertex_grid(i, j).number_of_vertices
While (vl < no_of_vertices_in_cell And Not found_vertex)
If vertex_grid(i, j).vertexjist(vl) = v Then
found_vertex = True
Else
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vl =vl + 1
End If
Wend
If found_vertex Then
For v2 = vl To (no_pf_vertices_in_cell - 2)
vertex_grid(i,j). vertexJist(v2) = vertex_grid(i, j).vertex_list(v2 + 1)
Next v2
vertex_grid(i, j).number_of_vertices = vertex_grid(i, j).number_of_vertices -1
End If
End Sub
1 return all edges that are possibly within a given distance of vertex
Function FindEdgesPossibleWithinDistance(v As Integer, dist As Double,
possible_edges() As Integer, number_of_possible_edges As Integer) As Boolean
Dimi,j,k, m, il, 12, jl,j2 As Integer
Dim no_of_edges_in_cell As Integer
Dim found_edge As Boolean
Dim el, e2 As Integer
number_of_possible_edges = 0
11 = Int((vertices(v).x - xmin - dist) / edge_cell_extent)
12 = Int((vertices(v).x - xmin + dist) / edge_cell_extent)
j 1 = Int((vertices(v).y - ymin - dist) / edge_cell_extent)
J2 = Int((vertices(v).y - ymin + dist) / edge_cell_extent)
If(il<0)Then
11 = 0
End If
If (12 > edge_grid_dimension) Then
12 = edge_grid_dimension
End If
If(jKO)Then
jl=0
End If
If (j2 > edge_grid_dimension) Then
j2 = edge_grid_dimension
End If
For 1 = 11 To 12
Forj =jl Toj2
For k = 0 To (edge_grid(i, j).number_of_edges -1)
el = edge_grid(i,j).edge_list(k)
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If (e o el And Not edges(el).edge_tag) Then
possible_edges(number_of_possible_edges) = el
number_of_possible_edges = number_of_possible_edges + 1
edges(el).edge_tag = True
End If
Nextk
Nextj
Nexti
m=0
While (m < number_of_possible_edges)
edges(possible_edges(m)).edge_tag = False
m=m+ 1
Wend
If number_pf_possible_edges > 0 Then
FindEdgesPossibleWithinDistance = True
Else
FindEdgesPossibleWithinDistance = False
End If
End Function
1 find all vertices possibly within distance of an edge
Sub FindVerticesPossibleWithinDistance(ByVal e As Integer, ByVal disp_dist As
Double, spike_dist As Double, possible_vertices() As Integer,
number_of_possible_vertices As Integer)
Dimi,j,k, m, il, i2,jl,j2 As Integer
Dim no_of_vertices_in_cell As Integer
Dim found_vertex As Boolean
Dim vl, v2 As Integer
Dim add_on As Integer
add_on = Int((spike_dist + disp_dist) / vertex_cell_extent) + 1
number_of_possible_vertices = 0
11 = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).x - xmin) / vertex_cell_extent)
12 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).x - xmin) / vertex_cell_extent)
j 1 = Int((vertices(edges(e).vl).y - ymin) / vertex_cell_extent)
j2 = Int((vertices(edges(e).v2).y - ymin) / vertex_cell_extent)

If(i2<il)Then
i = i2
i2 = il
il=i
End If
If(j2<jl)Then
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J=J2
J2=jl
Jl=j
End If
11 =il -add_on
12 = 12 + add_on
j 1 = j 1 - add_on
j2 =j2 + add_on
If(il<0)Then
11=0
End If
If (12 > vertex_grid_dimension) Then
12 = vertex_grid_dimension
End If
IfOKO)Then
jl=0
End If
If (J2 > vertex_grid_dimension) Then
j2 = vertex_grid_dimension
End If
For 1 = 11 To 12
Forj =jl Toj2
For k = 0 To vertex_grid(i, j).number_of_vertices - 1
possible_vertices(number_of_possible_vertices) = vertex_grid(i,
j).vertex_list(k)
number_of_possible_vertices = number_of_possible_vertices + 1
Nextk
Nextj
Next 1
End Sub
Sub OffsetLine(n As Integer, xin() As Double, yin() As Double, closed As
Boolean, d As Double, xoutQ As Double, youtQ As Double)
Dim e As vector3
Dimf As vector3
Dim el As vector3
Dim e2 As vectorS
Dim veck As vectorS
Dim 1 As Double
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Dim 1st, ifin, il, i As Integer
veck.x = 0
veck.y = 0
veck.z = 1
If (closed) Then
e2.x = xin(O) - xin(n - 1)
e2.y = yin(O) - yin(n - 1)
e2.z - 0
Else
ist= 1
ifm = n - 2
e.x = xin(l) - xin(O)
e.y = yin(l) - yin(O)
e.z = 0
Call cross(e, veck, f)
Call normalise(f)
xout(O) = xin(O) + d * f.x
yout(O) = yin(O) + d * f.y
e.x = xin(n - 1) - xin(n - 2)
e.y = yin(n -1) - yin(n - 2)
e.z = 0
Call cross(e, veck, f)
Call normalise(f)
xout(n - 1) = xin(n -1) + d * f.x
yout(n - 1) = yin(n -1) + d * f.y
e2.x = xin(l) - xin(O)
e2.y = yin(l)-yin(0)
e2.z = 0
End If
If (1st <= ifin) Then
For i = 1st To ifin
el.x = e2.x
el.y = e2.y
el.z = e2.z
If(il=n)Then
il=0
End If
e2.x =
e2.z - 0
Call normalise^ 1)
Call normalise(e2)
Call cross(el, veck, f)
1 = d * (el.x * e2.y - el.y * e2.x) / (1 + dot(el, e2))
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xout(i) = xin(i) + d * f.x + 1 * el.x
yout(i) = yin(i) + d * f.y + 1 * el.y
Next I
End If
End Sub
Function dot(a As vectorS, b As vectorS) As Double
dot = a.x * b.x + a.y * b.y + a.z * b.z
End Function
Sub normalise(a As vectorS)
Dim Ing As Double
Ing - Sqr(dot(a, a))
If (Ing >0) Then
a.x = a.x / Ing
a.y = a.y / Ing
a.z = a.z / Ing
End If
End Sub
Sub cross(a As vectorS, b As vectorS, c As vectorS)
c.x = a.y * b.z - a.z * b.y
c.y = a.z * b.x - a.x * b.z
c.z = a.x * b.y - a.y * b.x
End Sub
Sub SortVertexEdgesQ
Dim v, i, j, e As Integer
Dim temp As Integer
For v = 0 To number_of_vertices -1
For i = 0 To vertices(v).number_of_edges - 2
For j = 0 To vertices(v).number_of_edges - 2 - i
If CircleAngle(v, vertices(v).edge_list(j)) > CircleAngle(v,
vertices(v).edge_list(j + 1)) Then
temp = vertices(v).edge_list(j)
vertices(v).edge_list(j) = vertices(v).edge_list(j + 1)
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vertices(v).edge_list(j + 1) = temp
End If
Nextj
Nexti
Nextv
End Sub
Function CircleAngle(ByVal v As Integer, ByVal e As Integer) As Double
Dim vl As Double
Dim xl, yl, x2, y2 As Double
Dim temp_angle As Double
If (edges(e).vl = v) Then
vl = edges(e).v2
Else
vl = edges(e).vl
End If
xl = vertices(v).x
yl = vertices(v).y
x2 = vertices(vl).x
y2 = vertices(vl).y
If(xl=x2)Then
If(y2>yl)Then
CircleAngle = pibytwo
Exit Function
Else
CircleAngle = threepibytwo
Exit Function
End If
End If
If(yl=y2)Then
If(x2>xl)Then
CircleAngle = 0
Exit Function
Else
CircleAngle = pi
Exit Function
End If
End If
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temp_angle = Atn(Abs((y2 - yl) / (x2 - xl)))
If (x2 > xl And y2 > yl) Then
CircleAngle = temp_angle
Exit Function
End If
If(x2>xl)Then
CircleAngle = twopi - temp_angle
Exit Function
End If
If(y2>yl)Then
CircleAngle = pi - temp_angle
Exit Function
End If
CircleAngle = temp_angle + pi
End Function
Function VertexAngleCost(ByVal v As Integer) As Double
Dim i As Integer
Dim cost As Double
Dim angle_diff As Double
Dim v2, v4 As Integer
cost = 0
If (vertices(v).number_of_edges = 1) Then
VertexAngleCost = 0
Exit Function
End If
For i = 0 To vertices(v).number_of_edges - 2
If edges(vertices(v).edge_list(i)).vl = v Then
v2 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(i)).v2
Else
v2 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(i)).vl
End If
If edges(vertices(v).edge_list(i + l)).vl = v Then
v4 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(i + I)).v2
Else
v4 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(i + l)).vl
End If
angle_diff = AngleDiff(v, v2, v, v4)
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If (pibyfour - angle_diff) > 0 Then
cost = cost + (pibyfour - angle_diff)
End If
Nexti
If edges(vertices(v).edge_list(0)).vl = v Then
v2 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(0)).v2
Else
v2 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(0)).vl
End If
If edges(vertices(v).edge_list(vertices(v).number_of_edges - l)).vl = vThen
v4 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(vertices(v).number_of_edges - I)).v2
Else
v4 = edges(vertices(v).edge_list(vertices(v).number_of_edges - l)).vl
End If
angle_diff = AngleDiff(v, v2, v, v4)
If (pibyfour - angle_diff) > 0 Then
cost = cost + (pibyfour - angle_diff)
End If
VertexAngleCost = cost * 5
End Function
Function AngleDiff(ByVal vl As Double, ByVal v2 As Double, ByVal v3 As
Double, ByVal v4 As Double) As Double
Dim elxl As Double
Dim elyl As Double
Dim e 1x2 As Double
Dim ely2 As Double
Dim e2xl As Double
Dim e2yl As Double
Dim e2x2 As Double
Dim e2y2 As Double
Dim asq As Double
Dim bsq As Double
Dim csq As Double
elxl = vertices(vl).x
elyl = vertices(vl).y
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e2xl = vertices(v3).x
e2yl = vertices(v3).y
' move vl and v3 back to origin by assumin they are both zero, also need to
peform
' equvalent transformation on v2 and v4 before calculating
elx2 - vertices(v2).x - elxl
e 1 y2 = vertices(v2).y - e 1 y 1
e2x2 = vertices(v4).x - e2xl
e2y2 = vertices(v4).y - e2yl
1 vl and v3 are at origin
asq = (ely2 - e2y2) A 2 + (elx2 - e2x2) A 2
bsq = ely2 A 2 + elx2 A 2
csq = e2y2 A 2 + e2x2 A 2
AngleDiff = Acos((asq - bsq - csq) / (-2 * Sqr(bsq) * Sqr(csq)))
End Function
Public Sub AddShapeFileQ
Dim pWorkspaceFactory As IWorkspaceFactory
Dim pFeatureWorkspace As IFeatureWorkspace
Dim pFeatureLayer As IFeatureLayer
Dim pMxDocument As IMxDocument
Dim pMap As IMap
'Create a new ShapeflleWorkspaceFactory object and open a shapefile folder
Set pWorkspaceFactory = New Shapeflle WorkspaceFactory
Set pFeature Workspace = pWorkspaceFactory.OpenFromFile("C:\St Davids", 0)
'Create a new FeatureLayer and assign a shapeflle to it
Set pFeatureLayer = New FeatureLayer
Set pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass = pFeature Workspace.OpenFearureClass("PoI")
pFeatureLayer.Name = pFeatureLayer.FeatureClass.AliasName
'Add the FeatureLayer to the focus map
Set pMxDocument = Application.Document
Set pMap = pMxDocument.FocusMap
pMap. AddLayer pFeatureLayer
End Sub
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Introduction:
Mobile GIS refers to the use of geographic data in the field on mobile devices like
,
, ^
, J „
networked Personal Digital Assistant (PDA). The main components for Mobile GIS are global positioning system (GPS)
mobile device i.e. mobile phone and communication network with GIS acting as the backbone (Figure 1). Location
Based Services (LBS) refers to the infrastructure needed to provide vanous services to a user based on the location
information. LBS applications act according to a geographic tngger like input of a place name, postcode, position of a
GPS user, locabon information from mobile phone network etc. Figure 2 snows different GI data transfer methods to a
mobile device.
The advent of high-end miniature technology, together with the increasing
availability of large scale digital geographic data products, has created a demanrj for techniques and methodologies
that assist in the automated generation of maps specifically tailored to mobile GIS applications Figure 3 shows
OSMasterMap® data (Ordnance Survey©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved, 2006) displayed in various mobile
devices usingESRI's ArcPad. Map Generalization is the process by which small scale maps are to be derived from large
scale maps. This requires the use of operations such as simplification, selection, displacement and amalgamation of
features, that are performed subsequent to scale reduction (Ware et al, 1998).
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Figure 1. Figure shows the basic components
essential for Mobile GIS application

Figure 2. Figure shows the process of
transferring data to a mobile device (data
© Ordnance Survey. UK)

Figure 3. OSMasterMap® data (Ordnance 5urvey©Crown Copyright. All rights reserved, 2006) displayed
in various mobile devices using ESRI's ArcPad

Schematic Maps:
A schematic map is a diagrammatic representation based on linear abstractions of networks. Typically transportation networks are the key candidates for applying schematization to help
ease the interpretation of information by the process of cartographic abstraction. Schematic maps are built-up from sketches which usually have dose resemblance with verbal descriptions about spattal features {Avelar,2002).
The OSCAR" (Ordnance Survey Centre Alignment of Roads) data is derived from the continually revised Ordnance Survey Roads database and provides digital representation of road network of UK. The features are classified
into motorways, A roads, B roads, minor roads, pedestrianised roads and private roads. Each road is classified using a feature code with unique identifiers (OS, 2006}.With the average specification of PDA's available in the
market having processing speed in the range of 400 MHz, memory in range of 64 MB, screen resolution of 240 x 320 pixels and display size of 3.8", there is a marked difference between the hardware capabilities of a typical
desktop PC and that of a PDA. Hence mobile GIS applications which are specific to PDA's need to be suitably tailored for the requirements of the same (Anand et al,2006).

Methodology:
Prototype software for producing schematic maps for transportation network data has been developed. The software makes use of the simulated annealing optimization technique. The
schematic software is currently implemented as a VBA script within ArcGIS. This technique has been used previously to control operations of displacement, deletion, reduction and enlargement of multiple map objects to help
resolve spatial conflict arising due to scale reduction (Ware et al, 1998).These maps are subsequently displayed within the ArcPad application on a HP iPAQ PDA. Fjcample output is shown in Rgure 4.
A brief summary of the schematization process is given below
Define constraints - these are the constraints that are to be met by the derived schematic map. The current software caters for three constraints: (i) topology - ensures that onginal map and derived schematic map are
topotogically consistent; (ii) angular - if possible, edges should lie in horizontal, vertical or diagonal direction; and (iii) minimum edge length - if possible, all edges should have length greater than some minimum length.
Simplify lines - input data will typically contain redundant vertices. These are removed by application of a suitable line simplification algorithm (in our case the Douglas-Peucker algorithm).
Evaluate and optimize - evaluate the simplified input map {against constraints) and if required make use of simulated annealing optimization to refine. The simulated annealing part of the process is iterative. At each
iteration the current map is modified slightly (in our implementation this involves displacing a single vertex) and re-evaluated. A decision is then taken as to whether to keep the new map or revert to the previous. Essentially,
an improved map is always retained, whereas a poorer map is rejected with some probability p, with p increasing over time. The process continues until stopping criteria are met (e.g. a suitably good map is generated or a
certain amount of time has passed).

Future work - Human Factors considerations:
Any geospab'al representation must allow users to form a link between what they see on the screen and the real environment. A
schematic is a (possibly distorted) version of spatial truth. At best, schematics allow efficient and accurate navigation. At worst,
they omit important information and could result in an inaccurate or misleading spatial map to be formed by the user. The
following are key human factors considerations in schematic mapping:
Information Requirements: Which map features should be included and which omitted? Does the schematic information need
augmenting with landmarks? Which landmarks are most appropriate or important?
Data complexity: How much data is needed to allow the user to accurately navigate? Can algorithms be devised to select
appropriate levels of complexity depending on user needs and experience?
User needs and capabilities: Can simplified schematics reduce user workload and memory burden' What is the impact of
reduction in geographic information on user spatial maps' When do users become confused between the spatial relationships
seen in the environment and the schematic representations on the screen?
Context of use: Should a schematic take account of context of use' Can a schematic be changed to support changing user
requirements in recreational, professional and emergency situations?

Conclusion:

Figure 4. Figures show OSCAR® data (Ordnance SurveytcXrown Copynght. All
rights reserved, 2006) displayed in a HP iPAQ using ESRI's ArcPad. The image
on the left before applying schematization and image on the nght displayed after
applying schematization.

from the detailed OSCAR® dataset. The results are promising but more work need to be done in
ii
A prototype Simulated Annealing technique has been developed to derive schematic map with reduced linear information
refining the process. Future work will concentrate on refining the technique through the use of additional constranints to enhance Visualizaton and usability. Human factor considerations in mobile mapping environments will also
be taken into account.
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